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ABSTRACT

A systematic series of polymer nanocomposite systems has been investigated, having
polymer matrices of ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA), polyethylenes (PE), and EVA/PE blends.
Nanometer-size organically modified fillers of montmorillonite (oMMT), calcium carbonate
(CC), or both oMMT and CC were used as fillers, and all composites were produced via
conventional melt-blending techniques, namely extrusion, injection molding, compression
molding, or extrusion blow-molding for films. The focus of this research was on the role of the
different kind of polymer-filler and filler-filler interactions in the composites’ morphology,
rheological, and thermomechanical properties. In particular, synergies between fillers and new
properties were designed and investigated, as they could relate to macroscopic performances of
heat sealants for flexible film packaging applications.
Among the new scientific findings from this work, some characteristic examples include:
(a) The interactions beween LLDPE-grafted-maleic anhydride (LLDPE-g-MAH) and oMMT can
be designed to promote the formation of thermodynamically favored polymer-mediated fillerassemblies that, in turn, yield composites with strong solid-like rheological behaviors at low
frequencies. (b) In a different approach, EVA/oMMT combinations can be designed to promote
preferential dispersion of the silicate nanofillers in EVA-rich phases, leading to the formation of
topologically jammed filler-networks that, in turn, yield composites with less solid-like
rheological behavior and with improved mechanical properties at ambient temperatures. (c)
Finally, it was also found that there are temperature-associated effects in the filler networks
formation and stability for these multi-component systems. Namely, all nanocomposites having
LLDPE-g-MAH functional copolymer show deviations from the time-temperature superposition
(tTS) principle, whereas for nanocomposites having EVA as the only functional copolymer tTS is
nicely satisfied.
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The most interesting, probably, findings from this thesis are associated with (d) synergies
between MMT and CC nanofillers, in dual-filler composites. Specifically, composites with
superior filler dispersions and amplified property improvements were designed and prepared for
both the above polymer matrices. Investigating the macroscopic (mechanical, rheological)
properties of these composites, revealed: (d1) for ambient temperature mechanical properties,
there is a simultaneous increase in tensile modulus and in elongation at break when oMMT is
introduced in EVA/PE blend matrix nanocomposites. However, further addition of CC, as second
filler in the composite, largely removes the toughening effect of the oMMT, decreasing the
elongation at break in the two-filler composites. This change in mechanical response, upon
addition of CC particles to EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, was traced to non-typical highlyexfoliated clay morphologies. It is apparent that these exfoliated morphologies are due to a
synergy between CC and oMMT, and an oMMT edge-modification process, in which the
hydroxyl groups at the edges of the oMMT layers are reacting with the alkyl-carboxyl surfacetreatements of the CC particles, has been postulated as the possible mechanism. (d2) The CCinduced highly-exfoliated clay morphologies also modify substantially the viscoelastic properties
of the composites, leading to a very pronounced low-frequency solid-like character: This
response was attributed to the larger populations of highly exfoliated clay layers, which can
promote the formation of polymer-mediated filler-networks, more in populations and stronger in
association than in the single-filler respective composites (LLDPE-g-MAH/oMMT).
In the second part of the thesis, the impact of the above composite fundamentals are
studied in view of properties associated with flexible packaging applications, namely peel
strength design and caulking ability upon heat-sealing. Specifically: (e) The addition of CC
fillers does not significantly alter the mechanisms responsible for peelability in EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites, as reported before, so that EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems exhibited similar ultrabroad temperature-range of peelability as EVA/PE/oMMT sealants before. However, (f) changes
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in other thermomechanical properties (tensile, seal-strength, caulking-ability and heat capacity)
were observed, and all are consistent with the additional clay exfoliation induced by the CC
particles as co-fillers. Such property changes depend systematically on the CC content, up to a
critical concentration, and exhibiting a percolation reminiscent leveling-off above that
concentration. (g) An experimental lab-scale method to comparatively test the caulking-abilities
of polymer and composite film sealants was devised and validated, and was subsequently used to
quantify caulking of PE/EVA/oMMT/CC films. The systematic study from this viewpoint, led to
principles for predicting/explaining caulking performance of heat sealants and, subsequently, led
to the development of first-approach design paradigms for improving caulking performance based
on fundamental (rheological, viscoelastic) system parameters.
Finally, beyond the trends identified in this work, the quantitative dependencies of the
materials properties on the systems’ formulation (i.e. VA content in the EVA copolymer, oMMT
or CC concentration, etc) offer an attractive avenue towards designing optimized performance
EVA/PE-based nanocomposites.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Polymer/layered-silicate nanocomposites
Polymer nanocomposites are currently heavily investigated and enhancements in
mechanical and thermomechanical performance, barrier properties, and environmentally-friendly
flame-retardant character, among others, have been extensively reported in the last two decades
[1]. More recently development of new functionalities, such as antimicrobial activity, have also
been obtained [2]. Polymer nanocomposites exhibit multifunctional, high-performance polymer
characteristics beyond what traditional filled polymeric materials possess. The development of
these materials enables the circumvention of classic materials performance trade-offs by
accessing new properties and exploiting unique synergies between materials [3]. Compared to
conventional macro- or micro-composites the use of nanoparticles as fillers in polymer matrixes
allows for markedly properties improvement at very low filler content. These improvements are
generally associated to high surface area combined with high aspect ratio of nano-scale fillers [4]
[5]. Layered silicates such as talc and mica, have been typically proposed as the reinforcing fillers
in polymeric materials for quite a long period of time [6]. Organically modified layered silicates,
especially those in the class of smectite clays and in particular montmorillonite (MMT), exploded
in research activity after the Toyota research group in 1993 achieved a polyamide 6/organically
modified layered silicate with a remarkable combination of high thermomechanical properties [7]
[8]. This single material became the reason to revitalize clays as functional fillers in numerous
fields and applications of polymer composites creating the term ‘nanocomposites’ as a new class
of materials.

2
1.1.1 Layered silicates structure

The most commonly used layered silicates, smectite clays such as hectorite and
montmorillonite (MMT), are naturally occurring 2:1 phyllosilicates. Their general formulas
are presented in Table 1-1. Their crystal structure consists of two-dimensional layers formed
by fusing two silica tetrahedral sheets to an edge-shared octahedral sheet of either aluminum

Table 1-1 Formula and characteristics of smectite clays [9]

Formula

CEC
(mequiv./100g)

Hectorite

Location of
isomorphous
substitution
Octahedral

Mx(Mg6-xLix)Si8O20(OH)4

120

Montmorillonite

Octahedral

Mx(Al4-xMgx)Si8O20(OH)4

110

Layered silicate

M = monovalent cation; x = degree of isomorphous substitution

or magnesium hydroxide, as schematically shown in Figure 1-1. The layer thickness is
generally about 1 nm, and the lateral dimension of the layers may vary from a few hundred
angstroms to a micron scale, depending on the source of clay minerals [9]. Parallel stacking
of these layers leads to interlayer galleries, normally occupied by hydrated cations, which
balance the charge deficiency that is generated by isomorphous substitution within the layers
[10]. The degree of this substitution is expressed as cation exchange capacity (CEC), in terms
of mequiv/100 g clay. This refers to total negative charges present from isomorphous
substitution within the structure, the broken bond at edges, the external surfaces, and the
dissociation of accessible hydroxyl groups [11]. The basis of interest in MMT as a filler hinges
upon several factors. The high negative surface charge and the existence of readily exchangeable
cations within the interlayer spacing, allows for simple organic
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Figure 1-1 Crystal structure of 2:1 layered silicates [12]. The silicon atoms in the centers of the
tetrahedra are omitted for clarity.

substitution. Hydrophilic pristine MMT can be rendered to be organophilic via cation-

exchange reaction of the pristine alkali cations with organic cationic surfactants, such as
alkylammonium or alkylphosphonium [12]. This can provide thermodynamic compatibility
between the host polymer matrix and the exchanged MMT filler a nd allow the intercalation of

organically-modified MMT (oMMT) by hydrophobic polymers. The cationic surfactants are
bonded to the charged layers by electrostatic forces, while other noncoulombic forces may
also contribute to this adsorption, in particular Van der Waals attraction between the adjacent
organic molecules themselves, or the organic moieties and the clay surfaces. The CEC, which
is also the number of readily exchangeable cations within the gallery, for a typical
montmorillonite varies from approximately 70 to 150 meq/100 g. Also of central interest from a
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composite standpoint is the vast surface area of MMT (700 to 800 m2/g) and its aspect ratio
(which ranges from 10 to 1000, given the thickness of an individual layer is 0.97 nm) [13].

1.1.2 Thermodynamics of nanoscale filler dispersion
As for polymer blends, the thermodynamics of mixing for polymers and nanofillers can
be described through a balance of entropic and enthalpic factors, which determines whether a
pristine or organically modified filler will be dispersed in a polymer [14]. In this fashion the
balance of entropic and enthalpic changes upon filler dispersion in the polymeric matrix, the
“thermodynamics of mixing”, dictate the dispersive characteristics of a given nanocomposite. A
rather simple approach, yet highly effective, focusing on the entropic and enthalpic contributions
to the free energy of mixing was published by Vaia and Giannelis [15] [16]. In this model the
entropic contributions are small and unfavorable (penalty for confinement of the polymer chains
within the clay galleries not fully compensated by the conformational entropy gain of the
surfactant upon gallery expansion) and are ignored. Thus, favorable per-monomer enthalpic
interactions are necessary in order to promote dispersion of the fillers in the polymer matrix and
promote the formation of a nanocomposite. Further simplification allows the enthalpic polymerpolymer, polymer-surfactant, and surfactant-surfactant interactions to be ignored as these are of
comparable magnitude for most common polymers and surfactants (organic surfactant tails and
polymer backbones are very similar chemical species). In this way for polymer/surfactantmodified inorganic nanocomposites favorable enthalpy of mixing is achieved, to a first
approximation, when the polymer-clay layers interactions are more favorable than the surfactantclay layers interactions. This can be quantified by surface tension (γ) differences between a
polymer (p) adsorbed on a layered silicate (s) and a surfactant (a) on the same layered silicate (s)
in the following manner [17]:
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(Equation 1.1)
Equation 1-1 can be further expanded via the interfacial tension formalization of Van Oss
et al [18] as modified by Vaia for its application to polymer/organically-modified
montmorillonite (oMMT) nanocomposites as shown in Equation 1.2. When assuming that the
apolar (Lifschitz-van der Waals, γLW) and polar (γAB, e.g. electron donor/acceptor, also known as
Lewis acid/base, γ+/γ-) contributions are additive, and by using standard geometric combination
rules, we can rewrite Equation 1.1 as shown in Equation 1.2.

(Equation 1.2)

The i and j subscripts correspond to the various system components (layered silicate s,
alkyl surfactant film a, and polymer p). By using available experimental values, equation 1.2 may
be useful to identify the appropriate constituents thermodynamically favorable for nanocomposite
formation. A favorable “excess enthalpy” is present when a negative interfacial tension difference
occurs; this condition is satisfied for most common polymers with a simple alkyl-surfactant (see
Table 1-2 for common surface tension components from the literature). When favorable
thermodynamics are lacking (such as in a polyolefin/alkyl-MMT system, where the excess
enthalpy is exactly zero) two typical approaches to overcome the problem are: i) improve the
interactions between the polymer and the clay, which is typically achieved by the
functionalization of the polymer introducing polar or polarizable groups in the polymer chain or
ii) decrease the enthalpic interactions between the surfactant and the clay, which can be achieved
bye the use of semi-fluorinated surfactants. [19]. One of the most common functional-copolymers
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Table 1-2 Various surface tension components (in mJ/m2) for commonly used materials in polymer
nanocomposites [14]

Material

γLW

γ+

γ-

Water

21.8

25.5

25.5

Montmorillonite

66

0.7

36

Alkane (C12-C18)

26

0

0

Polypropylene

26

0

0

Polyethylene

33

0

0

Polystyrene

42

0

1.1

PMMA

40.6

0

12

Carbon nanotube

18.4

12

12

PET

43.5

0.01

6.8

Nylon 6,6

36.4

0.02

21.6

being used in masterbatches (MB) for polyolefin nanocomposites are copolymers of the
same polyolefin being used as the matrix and maleic anhydride (MAH). The additions of such
functional copolymers through the MB not only promotes the clay’s dispersion, but in some cases
also helps to develop new structures and interesting properties in the nanocomposites as will be
seen along this document.

1.1.3 Formation and morphology of polymer/organically-modified MMT nanocomposites
Novel material behaviors developed in polymer nanocomposites often arise from the
change in the polymer behavior in and around the dispersed filler clusters (tactoids). The degree
and nature of this change is strongly dependent upon the overall dispersion of the filler and its
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effective surface area (surface area of a single MMT layer or of the dispersed tactoid). Therefore,
the immediate focus upon nanocomposite formation is determination of whether nano-scale
dispersion did indeed occur. Depending on the compatibility of the polymer and the clay, three
polymer hybrids are possibly formed, namely, conventionally phase separated, intercalated, and
delaminated/exfoliated, as schematically shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2 Scheme of dispersion characters in polymer/clay nanocomposites: (a) phase separated
(macro- or micro-composite), (b) intercalated nanocomposite, and (c) delaminated/exfoliated
nanocomposite [1]

Typically, the phase separated hybrids correspond to the conventionally filled polymers, in which
the clay particles agglomerate, and lead to poor mechanical properties. The intercalated hybrids
are resulted from the insertion of extended polymer chains into the clay layers occurring in
regular multi-layers with a repeat distance of a few nanometers. The delaminated/exfoliated
hybrids, in which the clay platelets (1 nm thick) are expected to be individually dispersed in the
polymer matrix, result in high aspect ratio of about 1000 (fully dispersed) compared to a value of
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10 found in phase separated systems. The structure and morphology of polymer

nanocomposites are typically investigated by using wide-angle x-ray diffraction (XRD) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The most simple, quick, and widely used technique
to probe dispersion at the nano-scale for polymer/layered-filler nanocomposites is XRD.
However, XRD should be complemented by TEM if definitive conclusions are to be drawn
regarding the morphology of any nanocomposite. TEM provides direct observation of the clay
tactoids and platelets giving morphological information not available from XRD, such as
potential agglomeration of tactoids, tactoid size, and verification of the presence of
exfoliated/delaminated fillers.

1.1.4 Rheology of polymer/clay nanocomposites
Rheology is a science used to determine the flow behavior of complex materials under different
flow conditions. The rheological characterization of polymeric materials is important both with
respect to their processing and to provide insight into the molecular structure of the polymer
under varied conditions, and thus helps in controlling the desired final properties of the materials.
The rheological behavior of polymer/layered-silicates nanocomposites has been extensively
studied over the last several years [20][21][22][23]. Beyond the typical fundamental studies of the
processability and structure-property relationships done by rheology, viscoelastic parameters have
proven to be also a sensitive tool to study the nanoscale and mesoscale structures of the
nanocomposites and the strength of polymer/layer-silicates interactions [21]. Krishnamoorti and
Yurekli [21] investigated the rheological behavior of polymer-clay nanocomposites and reported
results that are in general in agreement with those for other filled systems. However, a difference
was noticed in the region of low frequency in dynamic frequency sweep experiments. In the case
of other filled polymer systems the values of the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’)
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increase monotonically with frequency with no observable change in the frequency dependence.
Conversely, in clay-based composites a non-terminal behavior (absence of the typical terminal
zone for G’ and G’’ with slopes of 2 and 1respectively in the low frequency regime) is seen [23].
In Figure 1-3 it is shown how for linear low density polyethylene/MMT nanocomposites that as
the clay amount increases, the magnitude of G’ increases (in the whole frequency range) and the
slope of G’ decreases at the low frequency region. Especially above a certain critical fraction of
MMT G’ becomes frequently independent (G’ α ωo) at low frequency. This phenomenon is called
a solid-like (or pseudo solid-like) behavior. Similar solid-like behaviors for other nanocomposite
systems have been reported in several works [24][25][20]. This observed low-frequency plateau
in the storage modulus (solid-like response) has been often attributed to the presence of a threedimensional particle network [26]. The mechanisms of formation of these networks, however, are
not yet clear and more than one proposed mechanism is readily seen in the literature. For instance
Krishnamorti et al [22] have postulated long-lived “bridging” interactions between silicate-layers
and

functional

copolymers

resulting

in

polymer-mediated

networks

of

fillers

in

polypropylene/MMT nanocomposites, whereas Macosko et al [27] proposed that solid-like
behavior is primarily due to filler-“jamming”, i.e. a topological-induced network (beyond the
filler percolation threshold) due to the highly exfoliated clay layers in polyethylene/MMT
nanocomposites. Additionally, in a different point of view, the solid-like response has also been
attributed to polymer adsorption on the fillers surface that provides localized junctions and the
resulting entrapped entanglements [28]. In general, whatever the cause of the development of the
solid-like behavior is, it is clear that the filler volume fraction at which the plateau is observed
depends on the particle size and specially the enthalpic interactions between particle and matrix
[26]. The variation in the type of interaction forces and mechanisms of interaction within a given
polymer/filler system introduces a variability in the overall rheological response of the system
[23]. Examples of these phenomena will be shown in the present document.
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Figure 1-3 Storage modulus (G’) variation with frequency for LLDPE/MMT/maleic anhydride (MA)
nanocomposites at different MMT levels [27]

1.2 Polyethylene-based heat-sealants in flexible film packaging applications
Development and optimization of polyethylene (PE) heat-sealants for plastic packaging
applications has a long tradition and these materials currently have the dominant market share for
sealants for flexible packaging [29]. Peelable PE sealants necessitate sealant modifications like
the addition of an immiscible and lower softening temperature polymer –such as polybutylene,
methyl acrylic acid or methyl-acrylate ethylene copolymers, ionomers, and/or ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) copolymers [30]. Such blends beyond the obvious decrease in seal initiation
temperature also lead to an apparent reduction in area of bonding, and thus to reduced seal
strengths [31]. This affords for peelable seal strengths to form over a broader temperature range
(5 to 15oC wide) compared to the much narrower (less than 5 oC wide) range for the respective
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PE. This can be seen in Figure 1-4 for the case of EVA vs. PE. A seal strength in the range 1.8–
5.3 N/cm (horizontal dashed lines in Figure 1-4) allows for convenient (easy-open) opening for
typical seals in flexible packaging applications and its known as the region of peelability
(peelable heat-seals) [32].

1.2.1 EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite heat-sealants
Given the ability to independently control different properties in nanocomposites, one
could devise strategies for PE nanocomposite sealants that broaden even more the temperature
range of peelable heat-sealing strengths, while maintaining a mechanically robust character and a
reduced melting point. Along these lines our research group recently reported [33] [31]
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite films exhibiting peelable (easy-open) heat-sealing behavior
across a broad heat-sealing temperature ranges (up to 40 oC, as also seen in Figure 1-4),
outperforming most optimized commercial polyethylene-based sealants that achieve peelable
seals in a much narrower heat-sealing temperature range (less than 15 oC). This novel behavior is
not achieved when only oMMT or only EVA are present in the nanocomposite (as seen for
instance in Figure 1-4 for the case of a PE/EVA film being sealed onto PE/oMMT and exhibiting
a temperature range of only about 10 oC for peelable seals). In this way it was confirmed that a
synergistic effect obtained by the simultaneous addition of montmorillonite nano-reinforcement
and EVA to typical polyethylene sealants is the cause of the novel behavior. More specifically,
this behavior was further studied through observations of the fracture seal surfaces by infrared
spectroscopy and electron microscopy [33], finding a cohesive failure of the sealants (instead of
an adhesive failure of the sealed-interface). Additionally it was shown that fracture in the
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite predominately occurred at the EVA/oMMT interfaces. In this
way, the seal strengths of ternary EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants can be defined by

Seal Strength (N/cm)
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Figure 1-4 Seal strength vs. sealing temperature for several polyethylene-based heat-sealants (redrawn
from data in [33])

tailoring of the EVA-oMMT interfacial strength making it independent of sealing conditions and
independent of the material in the other side of the seal (in Figure 1-4 it is clear that when sealed
on a PE surface the ternary nanocomposite maintains its broad temperature range of peelability).

1.3 Goals and structure of this dissertation
Further optimization of other properties for this new type of EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposite sealants was left for future studies. For example, it is widely recognized that one
of the most important consequences of the incorporation of nanofillers to polymers is the
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significant change in their viscoelastic properties upon melting, which in this case are expected to
determine the kinetics of sealing and the quality of the fused-films upon heat-sealing. PE-based
sealants formulations with enhanced rheological properties exhibit improved thermomechanical
stability leading to better caulking and less wrinkling [34]. Additionally, inexpensive inorganic
fillers, such as talc, glass fibers, or calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (CC), are widely used to improve
mechanical and thermal properties in the plastic industry. CC is one of the most widely used
minerals in the polyolefin composite industry due to its abundance, low cost and availability in a
variety of particles sizes, shapes and purities. The effects of the addition of CC to different
polyethylene matrixes on morphological, mechanical, thermal and rheological properties have
also been extensively studied [35] [36] [37] [38] [39]. CC additions increase productivity, save
significant amounts on raw material costs and improve performance (stiffness, impact strength,
tear strength and barrier to moisture and oxygen) of PE-based blown films for packaging
applications. To the best of our knowledge the effects of the addition of CC particles as a second
filler

to

the

morphology

and

thermomechanical

and

rheological

properties

of

polyethylene/organically-modified clay nanocomposites have not been studied.
Along this lines, in this dissertation the role of different kinds of polymer-filler and fillerfiller interactions in the morphology and macroscopical properties of polymer nanocomposites
are investigated. Specifically the rheological and thermomechanical properties (i.e. heat sealing
properties, tensile properties, melting behavior, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, thermal
diffusivity) of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite as related to flexible film packaging applications
were extensively and systematically studied.
Specific goals of this research work were:
1. Obtain a better fundamental understanding of the role of functional copolymersoMMT interactions in the clays dispersion, rheological and thermomechanical
properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites. Exploit these interactions for
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designing optimized performance EVA/PE-based nanocomposites, especially as they
relate to flexible film packaging applications.
2. Obtain a better fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of formation of the
commonly reported solid-like behaviors at low frequency regime, which has been a
point

of

debate

in

the

scientific

literature,

in

polymer/layered-silicate

nanocomposites.
3. Study the effects of the addition of a second filler (CC) on the morphology,
rheological and thermomechanical properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites.
Potential synergies between MMT and CC nanofillers in different thermomechanical
properties were envisioned.
4. Establish guidelines for the development of a quantitative test methodology for
predicting/explaining caulking performance of heat-sealants and for the development
of first-approach design paradigms for improving caulking performance based on
fundamental (rheological, viscoelastic) system parameters.

Along these lines, the research depicted in this thesis is organized in the following
manner:
In chapter 2 the linear viscoelastic properties of a systematic series of polymer
nanocomposite (EVA/oMMT, PE/oMMT, and EVA/PE/oMMT) are evaluated aiming to obtain a
better fundamental understanding on how the different functional copolymers-oMMT interactions
can alter the rheological properties of the “ternary” (EVA/PE/oMMT) nanocomposites. An
emphasis was done on trying to elucidate the fundamental question about the mechanisms
responsible for the particle networks formation of these systems in order to exploit such fillernetworks interactions to design new functionalities/properties for these nanocomposites,
especially as they relate to flexible film packaging applications.
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In chapter 3 the effects of the addition of surface-treated CC particles and the variation
of the VA-content in the EVA copolymer on the morphology and rheological properties of
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at different oMMT levels are studied. The expectations were
both to enhance the properties of these materials as heat-sealants (especially rheological
properties leaning towards caulking-ability improvements) through possible synergistic effects
between the two fillers and look for reductions in costs (i.e. obtain similar performance using less
expensive fillers and polymers) without sacrificing the good sealing properties already
established. Non-typical highly exfoliated clay morphologies (induced by CC particles), which
substantially

modify

the

viscoelastic

properties

of

the

composites,

were

seen

in

EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems.
In chapter 4 an analysis of the influence of CC particles in different thermomechanical
properties associated with flexible packaging applications is presented. First it is corroborated
that the superior heat-sealing properties previously established for EVA/PE/oMMT sealants are
not negatively influenced by the addition of CC. Subsequently, other different properties (tensile
modulus and elongation at break; polymers melting behavior; heat capacity and thermal
conductivity) are studied. Interesting changes in the thermomechanical properties in
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites, due to the higher oMMT exfoliation induced by the CC
particles, were observed here.
In chapter 5 an experimental lab-scale method to comparatively test the caulkingabilities of polymer film sealants, in a more efficient way than the current techniques involving
production lines running, is devised and validated. The lab-scale caulking test was used in
different EVA/PE/oMMT systems in order to look for correlations between caulking and
rheological parameters and to try to identify the required viscoelastic response for good
caulkability. Some guidelines for the development of a quantitative test methodology for
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predicting/explaining caulking performance of heat-sealants and for designing caulking
performance based on rheological/viscoelastic parameters is presented.
Finally, in chapter 6 an overall summary of this dissertation with concluding remarks to
this body of work and suggestions for future research work is presented.

Chapter 2

The role of polymer-filler interactions in the rheological
properties of Ethylene Vinyl Acetate/
Polyethylene/Montmorillonite nanocomposites

2.1 Summary
The rheological properties and the morphology of EVA, PE, EVA/PE and their respective
nanocomposites with organically-modified montmorillonite (oMMT) at different oMMT levels
were studied. The effects of the polymer-filler interactions and of filler dispersion in the
rheological response of polymer-blend/oMMT nanocomposites is discussed. It was revealed that
LLDPE-g-maleic anhydride interactions with oMMT promote the formation of polymer-mediated
filler assemblies, whereas EVA-oMMT interactions promote better dispersions of the silicate
nanofillers, leading to the formation of topologically jammed filler-networks, which become
macroscopic in size at lower clay contents than typical for percolating the same fillers in PE. It
was also shown that copolymers bearing appropriate polar comonomers can yield
nanocomposites with robust polymer-stabilized filler networks characterized by a solid-like
terminal viscoelastic response; in such polymers and their blends, the polymer-bridged filler
networks were evidently held together stronger than in topologically jammed filler networks.
Such blend nanocomposites, specifically PE/PE-g-maleic anhydride/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT,
display viscoelastic properties that do not follow the typical time-temperature superposition
principle and exhibit solid-like behaviors which strengthen with higher temperature.
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2.2 Introduction
Over the last twenty years, a revitalization of polymer/layered-silicates nanocomposites
have shown to significant improvements in material properties such as thermomechanical [40],
barrier [41] and flammability [42]. In most cases such enhancements of properties rely on
straightforward reinforcement by the nanoscale silicate layers, capitalizing on their much higher
surface area per mass than available in traditional fillers. Opportunities for the formation of
nanocomposites with new physical properties and novel behaviors that are absent in the unfilled
matrices (cf. “genuine nano”-functionalities) still remain largely untapped [43]. Pursuing this type
of materials properties, our research group [33][31] recently reported polyethylene-based
nanocomposite sealants having a novel heat-sealing performance for flexible film packaging
applications. Specifically, nanocomposites were designed to have predetermined/tailored peelable
seal-strengths over an ultra-broad sealing-temperature range. This novel behavior was achieved
through a synergistic effect of organically-modified montmorillonite (oMMT) and LDPE-vinyl
acetate random copolymer (EVA) when added to typical polyethylene (PE) sealants, which
dictated that the films fail cohesively with cracks predominately occurring at the EVA-oMMT
interfaces. In this way, the seal strengths of ternary EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants can
be defined by preselecting the EVA-oMMT interfacial area and strength, making the macroscopic
film strength independent of processing and sealing conditions, polymer cohesion, and blend
composition.
That prior work did not follow through with the investigation of other properties for those
nanocomposites. For example, it is widely recognized that one of the most important
consequences of the incorporation of high aspect-ratio nanofillers in polymers is the significant
increase in their viscosity, which is expected to determine the kinetics of sealing, the quality of
the fused-films upon heat-sealing (e.g. wringling), and their ability to flow around gaps and
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contaminants (caulking). Polymer composites reinforced with submicron fillers generally show
significant enhancements in the viscoelastic properties compared to microcomposites at similar
filler contents [25][44][45].The rheological behavior of polymer/layered-silicates nanocomposites
has been extensively studied over the last several years [20][21][22]. Beyond the typical
fundamental studies of the processability and structure-property relationships done by rheology,
viscoelastic parameters have proven to be also a sensitive tool to study the nanoscale and
mesoscale structures of the nanocomposites and the strength of polymer/layer-silicates
interactions [21].
Obtaining well dispersed fillers (nanocomposite structure) for non-polar polymer
matrices, like polyolefins, necessitates a functionalized polymer with polar groups; such
functional polymers promote stronger interactions with the clay layers, leading to filler
dispersion, whereas are entropically miscible with the non-polar polyolefin matrix, leading to
homogeneous composites [15][16]. In such approaches, the oMMT is typically first dispersed in
the functional copolymer at high concentrations, to form a composite concentrate (masterbatch),
which is subsequently “diluted”(let down) in the polymer matrix obtaining the desired final
oMMT concentration. The most common functional copolymers being used in such oMMT
masterbatches (MB) for polyolefins are maleic anhydride (MAH) copolymers of the same
polyolefin as the matrix. The additions of such functional copolymers through the MB, beyond
promoting the clay’s dispersion, can also help develop new structures and render new interesting
properties in the nanocomposites (e.g. adhesion, thermal, and surface properties). Through
rheological studies it has been reported that favorable interactions of the functionalized polymers
with the SiOx cleavage-plane of the silicates can promote the formation of three dimensional
silicate-layer networks in composites, exhibiting solid-like behaviors at low frequencies
[24][25][20]. At the outset one can note that, although it is clear that nanoparticle-network
structures are developed, it is not clear what are the mechanisms of their deformation, or what is
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the nature of their association (i.e., enthalpic assembly, or topological aggregation). Two different
models have been presented in the literature to explain the formation of silicate layers networks in
polyolefin nanocomposites mediated by polyolefin-graft-maleic anhydride copolymers: On one
hand, Krishnamoorti et al [22] postulated long-lived “bridging” between silicate-layers provided
by the functional copolymers, for polypropylene/oMMT nanocomposites using polypropylenegraft-maleic anhydride copolymer. On the other hand, Macosko et al [27] proposed that filler
networks in LLDPE/oMMT nanocomposites (using LDPE-g-MAH as a compatibilizer) were
primarily due to filler-“jamming”, i.e. a topological/geometric aggregation of the highly
exfoliated clay layers, which can locally exceed the percolation concentrations even at relatively
low overall filler volume fractions. Both proposed models for particle networks formation, were
motivated from solid-like response in independent rheological studies, and are schematically
shown in Figure 2-1. In the case of EVA/oMMT nanocomposites, since EVA is a polar
copolymer with sufficiently strong interactions with oMMT, it is not necessary to add any
additional functional/polar copolymer to promote oMMT dispersion. In rheological studies of
EVA/oMMT systems, Gupta et al. reported that EVA28/organically-modified bentonite
nanocomposites [46] and EVA28/organically-modified montmorillonite nanocomposites[24] can
also exhibit a solid-like rheological response at low frequencies, albeit for high VA copolymer
content (28%) and high oMMT concentrations (ca.10%), but did not present a model to explain
this response. For ternary EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite only a couple of works have been done
recently reporting rheological evaluations: Berhradfar et al [47] evaluated the shear viscosity of
LDPE/EVA/oMMT nanocomposites by capillary rheometry, and Riahinezhad et al [48]
correlated the morphology of LDPE/EVA/oMMT nanocomposite foams with rheological
parameters.
Here, the linear viscoelastic properties of EVA/oMMT, PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites were systematically evaluated, aiming to obtain a better fundamental
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understanding on how the different polymer-oMMT interactions can alter the rheological and
thermomechanical properties of the EVA/PE/oMMT ternary nanocomposites. Emphasis was
given on addressing the question about the mechanisms involved in the particle network
formation of these systems. Finally, this fundamental understanding is used to propose design
principles towards nanocomposites with new functionalities/properties, especially as they relate
to flexible film packaging applications. It is shown that given the appropriate functional
comonomer polarity and content, nanocomposites with stronger copolymer-filler interactions
require dispersed particles in close proximity, within the size of one polymer, to form polymerstabilized filler networks, compared to nanocomposites with weaker copolymer-filler interaction
relying on filler aggregation or percolation to form filler networks. The two mechanisms leading
to filler networks also differ in the macroscopic response of the composites to shear, with the
polymer-mediated filler network exhibiting a stronger (more elastic) solid-like character than the
topological (jammed filler) ones.

Polymer-mediated fillers network

Highly exfoliated fillers-fillers network

Figure 2-1 Proposed main mechanisms for particle network formations in polyolefin/oMMT
nanocomposites based on polyolefin-g-MAH/oMMT masterbatch
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2.3 Experimental

2.3.1 Materials and preparation of nanocomposites
Commercial grade polymers and fillers were used throughout this study, with most
materials being the same as before [33]. The polyethylene (PE) used is a commercial grade 80/20
blend of LLDPE/LDPE (IntegralTM, Dow). The EVA, an ExxonMobil EscoreneTM, is a LDPE
random copolymer with 18% vinyl acetate comonomer content. The oMMT used (I44P, by
Nanocor, IL) is montmorillonite with a nominal CEC of 1.4 meq/g, modified at eachange
capacity with 35‐45 wt% dimethyl ditallow ammonium. Three different nanocomposite systems
were prepared: “binary” PE/oMMT and EVA/oMMT and “ternary” EVA/PE/oMMT. As controls
the respective neat polymers (PE, EVA and a blend of EVA/PE) were also evaluated, after being
melt processed with the same equipment and parameters as the respective nanocomposites.
Previous work [33] reported no changes in the sealing behavior of EVA/PE/oMMT sealants when
the EVA/PE ratio was changed between 30/70 and 80/20, or the oMMT content was increased
above 9 wt% organo-filler loading. Accordingly, for all the nanocomposite systems evaluated,
three oMMT concentrations (3%, 6% and 9%) were used, whereas for the EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites the EVA/PE blend ratio was fixed at 50/50. An unfilled (neat) EVA/PE blend
was also prepared with a ratio of 50/50 The PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, as
well as the EVA/PE blend, were all prepared by extrusion in a Lab-scale Haake Rheocord-90
twin-screw extruder (L/d=12:1; at 20 rpm; with the following temperature profile, from feed to
nozzle: 125oC, 145oC, 175oC, 175oC). The oMMT nanofillers were

introduced through a

commercial masterbatch (PolyOne 231-615) with I44P at 50.1 wt% and linear low density
polyethylene-graft-maleic anhydride (LLDPE-g-MAH) at 49.9 wt%, as quantified by TGA
analysis. EVA/oMMT nanocomposites were produced by static melt-intercalation: EVA pellets
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Table 2-1: Samples Compositions

oMMT
Sample

PE
(wt%)

EVA
(wt%)

PE
PE/oMMT 3%
PE/oMMT 6%
PE/oMMT 9%

100
94
88
82

EVA
EVA/oMMT 3%
EVA/oMMT 6%
EVA/oMMT 9%

-----

Masterbatch†
(wt%)

I44P (wt%)

-----

-6 (3 wt% oMMT)
12 (6 wt% oMMT )
18 (9 wt% oMMT)

-----

100
97
94
91

-----

-3
6
9

50
50
--47
47
6 (3 wt% oMMT )
-44
44
12 (6 wt% oMMT )
-41
41
18 (9 wt% oMMT )
-† PolyOne 231-615 Masterbatch: I44P (50.1 wt%,), LLDPE-g-MAH (49.9 wt%)

EVA/PE
EVA/PE/oMMT 3%
EVA/PE/oMMT 6%
EVA/PE/oMMT 9%

were introduced into liquid nitrogen and ground into fine powder, mixed in a mortar with the
I44P oMMT, and annealed under vacuum at 140oC for 3 hours. Sample compositions are listed in
Table 2-1.

2.3.2 Nanocomposite morphology
All nanocomposite systems and the oMMT masterbatch (MB), were tested by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with emphasis on changes in the MMT basal spacing (d 001) as associated with
the extent of clays dispersion. XRD patterns were collected at room temperature using a
PANalytical XPert Pro MPD with a θ/θ goniometer and Cu-Kα radiation. Data were collected at
45 kV and 40 mA in the 2θ range from 1 o to 10o. In addition, bright field Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) images were obtained with a JEOL-1200EXII microscope operated at 120kV.
Ultra-thin sections were prepared with a cryo-microtome at about -100oC (Diatome, Biel,
Switzerland, equipped with a diamond knife), and were transferred dry to 200-mesh carbon-
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coated copper TEM grids. No staining of sections was required, since there exists sufficient
contrast between the inorganic nanofillers and the polymer matrix [49].

2.3.3 Rheological measurements
The linear viscoelastic response of the three nanocomposite systems and their respective neat
polymers was evaluated by oscillatory rheological measurements. All rheological tests were
performed in a Rheometrics RDSII rheometer, using 25 mm diameter parallel plates, under N2
atmosphere. Samples were first vacuum compression-molded into disks (ca.1.5 mm thick) at T =
130oC for 1 hour. Strain-sweep tests were then performed, at a frequency of 1 rad/s and a strain
range from 0.2% to 200%, to determine the linear viscoelastic region, at four different
temperatures: 130 oC, 160 oC, 190 oC and 220 oC. Storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’)
were recorded as a function of shear strain (γ %). After the strain sweep experiments at each
temperature, frequency-sweep tests were performed on the same samples from 100 rad/s to 0.03
rad/s (at 190 oC and 220 oC) and from 100 rad/s to 0.1 rad/s (at 130 oC and 160 oC) using strains
inside the linear viscoelastic region for each system. The storage modulus (G’), loss modulus
(G’’) and complex viscosity (η*) data obtained were subsequently shifted using the timetemperature superposition (t-TS) principle to obtain the reduced-variable master curves at a
reference temperature of 130oC.
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2.4 Results and discussion

2.4.1 Nanocomposite morphology
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) can detect the basal spacing of montmorillonite (d001)
and record its shift to larger d-spacings (lower 2θ values) as montmorillonite expands to
accommodate any intercaleted polymer, beyond the already existing organic modification. For
example, dry MMT has a d001 ≈ 0.97 nm (2θ ≈ 9o), whereas PE-g-MAH/oMMT masterbatches, as
the ones used here, typically exhibit d 001 ≈ 2.7 nm (2θ ≈ 3.3o). The XRD patterns for all the
nanocomposites and the parent masterbatch are shown in Figure 2-2. The MB shows two
diffraction peaks corresponding to basal spacing between clay layers of d001 = 2.56 nm (2θ =
3.45o) and d002 = 1.29 nm (2θ = 6.84 o). Compared to the MB patern, for the PE/oMMT
nanocomposites (Figure 2-2a.) at 9 wt% oMMT the same two diffraction peaks appear, at slightly
higher d-spacings (d001 = 2.73 nm and d002 = 1.31 nm) and with smaller peak intensities (in
concert with the ca.5 times lower amount of oMMT). For the 6 wt% and 3 wt%oMMT
nanocomposites similar results are observed, same d001 and further reduced diffracted intensities,
strongly indicating that the intercalated oMMT morphologies are similar for all composites, and
in agreement with previous results from LLDPE/oMMT nanocomposites [50]. EVA/oMMT
nanocomposites, on the other hand, exhibit a different XRD patern for all the three oMMT
concentrations (3%, 6% and 9% oMMT) with no diffraction peaks observed for 2θ values
between 0 and 9o (Figure 2-2b), suggesting a better filler dispersion with the oMMT swelled
further towards disordered or exfoliated structures. This is in concert with the much higher
thermodynamic driving force for filler dispersion, as expected from the higher number of
functional/polar groups present in EVA/oMMT compared to PE/oMMT (the EVA polymer
matrix is all at 18%VA comonomer, compared to only 1%MAH in the PE-g-MAH introduced
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Figure 2-2 XRD patterns of (a) PE/oMMT, (b) EVA/oMMT, (c) EVA/PE/oMMT and (d) comparison of
the three systems at 9% oMMT. LLDPE-g-MAH/oMMT masterbatch XRD pattern is also shown for
comparison

through the MB at a level of 3-9 wt% in 94-82 wt% of non-polar PE). These XRD results are also
in agreement with literature findings for clay morphologies in EVA/oMMT nanocomposites,
albeit for EVA copolymers with higher vinyl acetate content [51] [24]. For the ternary
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, upon let-down of the MB by the EVA/PE blend (at 3%, 6%
and 9% oMMT), the XRD d001 basal spacing markedly increases (d001 = 3.72 nm and d002 = 1.83
nm, Figure 2-2c) compared to the MB, indicating further swelling of the intercalated fillers. Since
this swelling was not observed when diluting the MB in the pure PE matrix (Figure 2-2a), this
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additional swelling of the intercalated structures was previously attributed to the polar EVA
copolymer chains intercalating into the clays’ interlayers, a postulate that is further supported
here by the fact that no change was observed in d 001 for the PE/oMMT (Figure 1-2a). This is an
expected result, considering that the amount of EVA present in this 50/50 polymer blend seems
not enough to completely swell the clay tactoids towards a fully disordered/exfoliated
morphology, as in the EVA/oMMT (Figure 2-2b), and the d001 and d002 diffraction peaks remain
still visible for all the EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites (Figure 2-2c). In fact, when comparing
the XRD diffraction patterns of the 9 wt% oMMT in the three different polymer matrices (Figure
2-2d), the EVA/PE and PE systems both show comparable d001 and d002 peak intensities and
broadness, but different d-spacings indicating more swollen intercalated structures for EVA/PE
compared to PE, whereas there is no intercalated d 001 peak for the EVA matrix, demonstrating the
role of EVA in promoting oMMT dispersion.

Figure 2-3 TEM of EVA/PE/oMMT 6% (left) and PE/oMMT 6% (right)
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Direct observation of the oMMT filler dispersion by TEM (Figure 2-3) confirms the
above conclusions. For the PE/oMMT we clearly see an interaclated clay morphology, with
micron-sized tactoids having a high number of individual layers stacked,. whereas no large
populations of exfoliated clay layers are visible between tactoids. On the other hand, the
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites exhibit a better filler dispersion, comprised of highly swollen
intercalated/disordered tactoids and exfoliated clay morphologies. Finally the presence of what
could be individual clay layers (or clusters of very low number of individual layers) are also
evident in EVA/PE/oMMT, confirming the XRD observations of EVA’s role in promoting filler
dispersion. In summary, according to XRD and TEM results, the EVA/oMMT show the highest
clay dispersion (with a disordered/exfoliated morphology and no intercalation), followed by
EVA/PE/oMMT (with an intercalated swollen-tactoid structure and some exfoliation) and
PE/oMMT (with a mostly intercalated morphology, but less swollen compared to
EVA/PE/oMMT, and no exfoliation).

2.4.2 Strain dependence of viscoelastic properties

Dynamic strain sweep experiments were applied to the nanocomposite in order to
characterize the strain dependence of the viscoelastic properties and determine the linear
viscoelastic region (LVE) of the samples. Figure 2-4 shows the results of the storage modulus
(G’) dependence on strain (γ%) at a frequency of 1 rad/s for the three nanocomposite systems, at
the lowest and highest temperatures evaluated (130 oC and 220oC, results were also obtained for
160oC and 190oC, not shown here). All samples exhibited a linear region (Newtonian plateau) at
low strains. In addition the plateau modulus increases systematically with higher oMMT content,
as is expected upon addition of fillers to a polymer matrix. Moreover, it is observed that the
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Figure 2-4 Storage modulus (G’) vs. strain (γ%) curves at 1 rad/s of (a) EVA/oMMT, (b) PE/oMMT and
(c) EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at 130oC (black, open symbols) and 220 oC (red, solid symbols).
Squares represent the neat polymers (0% oMMT), circles 3% oMMT composites, triangles 6% oMMT
composites and diamonds 9% oMMT composites

deviation from the linear viscoelastic behavior starts at lower strains for the nanocomposites
compared to the respective unfilled polymers. The higher the oMMT content, the lower this
critical strain. Both of these behaviors follow the same trends as conventional composites. Setting
the critical strain (γc) as the strain value at which the storage modulus becomes 90% of the plateau
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modulus, the γc dependence on oMMT filler content is shown for PE/oMMT and EVA/oMMT
nanocomposites (Figure 2-5). For both composite systems there is a general reduction in the
critical strain when the oMMT content is increased, and the magnitude of γc reduction is
consistent with the presence of physical three-dimensional networks of clay tactoids and platelets
capable of elastically storing energy and, thus, increasing the storage
(G’) dependence on strain (γ%) at a frequency of 1 rad/s for the three nanocomposite systems, at
the lowest and highest temperatures evaluated (130 oC and 220oC, results were also obtained for
160oC and 190oC, not shown here). All samples exhibited a linear region (Newtonian plateau) at
low strains. In addition the plateau modulus increases systematically with higher oMMT content,
as is expected upon addition of fillers to a polymer matrix. Moreover, it is observed that the
deviation from the linear viscoelastic behavior starts at lower strains for the nanocomposites
compared to the respective unfilled polymers and the higher the oMMT content the lower this
critical strain, both these behaviors followings the same trends as conventional composites.
Setting the critical strain (γc) as the strain value at which the storage modulus becomes 90% of the
plateau modulus, the γc dependence on oMMT filler content is shown for PE/oMMT and
EVA/oMMT nanocomposites (Figure 2-5). For both composite systems there is a general
reduction in the critical strain when the oMMT content is increased, and the magnitude of γc
reduction is consistent with the presence of physical three-dimensional networks of clay tactoids
and platelets capable of elastically storing energy and, thus, increasing the storage modulus [52] .
In a first approximation, this phenomenon can be described as follows: as the strain is
progressively increased the anisotropic clay layers align in the strain direction, disrupting the
filler-network and progressively decreasing the storage modulus of the composites; these
deformed network composites, in turn, are characterized by a reduced critical strain. Along this
line of thought, the results here suggest the existence of such networks for all nanocomposite
systems. Also, since at an oMMT level of 9 wt% the PE/oMMT exhibit lower critical strains than
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the EVA/oMMT, for all the four temperatures evaluated, the same results also suggest that more
extended three dimensional filler networks are being formed in PE/oMMT, compared to
EVA/oMMT nanocomposites. In Figure 2-5, it is also seen that the critical strain dependence on
oMMT content has different profiles for the two different nanocomposites; the EVA/oMMT
critical strains are more sensitive to oMMT loading at low oMMT contents (0 to 3%) whereas
PE/oMMT are more sensitive to oMMT loading at higher oMMT contents (6 to 9%). The
corresponding critical strain dependence on oMMT content for the ternary EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites is shown in Figure 2-6, where it is observed that the ternary nanocomposite
exhibits an intermediate behavior compared to the two single-polymer matrices. Further
discussion
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Figure 2-5 Critical strains dependence on oMMT content for PE/oMMT (open symbols) and
EVA/oMMT (solid symbols) nanocomposites at 130oC, 160 oC, 190 oC and 220 oC

of these observations will be done below in the section analyzing the frequency sweep
experiments. Another interesting behavior emerges when analyzing the strain sweep curves
obtained at different temperatures (130 oC and 220oC) in Figure 2-4. It can be seen that for each of
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the three nanocomposite systems the increase in the plateau modulus upon oMMT addition is
higher at 220oC than at 130oC. This suggests a temperature dependence in the energy storage
ability of the nanocomposites which, as mentioned above, is related to the presence and
deformation of filler-networks. It is also seen that this varied increase in plateau modulus (with
oMMT content for different temperatures) is clearly bigger for PE/oMMT (Figure 2-4b)
compared to EVA/oMMT (Figure 2-4a) composites. At the same time, in Figure 2-5 it can be
observed that for PE/9 wt% oMMT the critical strain reduces with temperature, whereas for
EVA/9 wt% oMMT such a trend is not observed. This could indicate that for PE/oMMT
nanocomposites the formation of (PE-g-MAH mediated) filler networks is more temperature
sensitive, promoted with higher temperatures, compared to the EVA/oMMT systems (vide infra).
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Figure 2-6 Critical strain dependence on oMMT content at 130 oC and 190oC for EVA/PE/oMMT
blend/inorganic nanocomposites (solid symbols) and comparisons against the single polymer
nanocomposites: (a) EVA/oMMT (open symbols) vs. EVA/PE/oMMT (solid symbols). (b) PE/oMMT
(open symbols) vs. EVA/PE/oMMT (solid symbols).
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2.4.3 Frequency dependence of viscoelastic properties
Frequency sweep data at 130 oC, 160 oC, 190 oC and 220 oC (reported at a reference temperature
of 130 oC, standard time-temperature superposition, tTS) are shown in Figure 2-7. The
corresponding reduced curves for both storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’) for the three
different series of nanocomposites are compared. It is clear that all systems exhibit an increase in
both storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’) with oMMT addition at all frequencies, and
this increase is stronger for both moduli at low frequencies. As in the case for the strain sweep
experiments, some differences between the three different nanocomposite systems are also
evident here. For PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites there exists a tendency for a
solid-like behavior at the lowest frequency range characterized by: (i) a dramatic reduction of the
low frequency slope of logG’ vs. logaTω, especially for higher oMMT content; and (ii) the elastic
G’ becoming higher than G’’ for the higher filler loading (9 wt% oMMT level). These solid-like
behaviors, at frequency ranges where the unfilled polymers show a typical terminal relaxation,
demonstrate clearly the presence of large length-scale-filler networks, whose deformation can
elastically store energy. In these cases, the rheological response of the nanocomposites at lower
frequencies is dominated by the deformation of filler networks, rather than by the polymer chain
relaxations. For EVA/oMMT nanocomposites, oMMT addition again seems to induce a solid-like
behavior, as seen by a noticeable reduction of the slopes of logG’ vs. logaTω at low frequencies,
but G’ does not become higher than G’’ (Figure 2-7a). This suggests a weaker solid-like behavior
in the EVA/oMMT systems compared to the PE/oMMT and PE/EVA/oMMT nanocomposites.
To better evaluate and compare these apparent solid-like behaviors, the calculated low frequency
slopes of logG’ vs. logaTω (from now on called α) are shown in Figure 2-8a versus oMMT
content for all the systems. Theoretically, an α value of zero (G’ independent of frequency)
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Figure 2-7 Storage modulus (G’, open symbols) and loss modulus (G’’, solid symbols) vs. reduced
frequency for (a) EVA/oMMT, (b) PE/oMMT and (c) EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at a reference
temperature of 130oC. (Black) squares represent the unfiled polymers (0% oMMT), (blue) circles 3%
oMMT composites, (red) triangles 6% oMMT composites, and (wine) diamonds 9% oMMT composites
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corresponds to an ideal solid behavior. At the highest filler loading, 9 wt% oMMT, PE/oMMT
exhibit a definitively lower α value compared to EVA/oMMT, indicating a stronger solid-like
behavior, or equivalently stronger/more extended filler-networks in PE/oMMT compared to
EVA/oMMT. For the same oMMT level (9 wt%) EVA/PE/oMMT shows an intermediate α slope
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Figure 2-8 (a) α slope (G’/aTω at low aTω) and (b) “shear thinning exponent” (η) at low aTω vs oMMT
content for PE/oMMT, EVA/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT

Similar observations can also be derived by analyzing the complex viscosity (η*) versus
reduced frequency for all the systems shown in Figure 2-9. Again, in all three nanocomposite
systems there is an increase in complex viscosity with oMMT content, across the whole
frequency range, and this increase is substantially higher at low frequencies where deviations
from the unfilled polymer is characterized by a Newtonian plateau of the complex viscosity
(typical viscous/liquid-like behavior). The complex viscosity curves were fit with a power law
model in the low frequency region and these “shear thinning exponent” (k) values are shown in
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Figure 2-8b. Values of k deviating from zero and approaching 1 are indicative of the presence of a
yield stress [53]. The presence of yield stress is another manifestation of the existence of a filler
network structure which dictates the rheological response in the low frequency region (viz. solidlike behavior). At the highest filler loading (9 wt% oMMT), the PE/oMMT nanocomposite
exhibits a definitively higher k value compared to EVA/oMMT nanocomposite, whereas
PE/EVA/oMMT shows an intermediate value, further supporting that stronger/more extended
networks are formed in PE/oMMT followed by PE/EVA/oMMT and then by EVA/oMMT.
Another comparison between the three nanocomposite systems, in how their solid-like behavior
(α slope) develops with increasing oMMT content, can be seen in the profiles of Figure 2-8a. For
PE/oMMT α only departs from the unfilled polymer value for composites with high filler loading
(above 3 wt%) , whereas for EVA/oMMT there exists a significant decrease in α values compared
to the unfilled polymer- even at 3 wt% oMMT content This kind of behavior has been reported
before for EVA/oMMT nanocomposites and the discontinuity point for α has been attributed to
some viscoelastic percolation threshold, where fillers start forming a three-dimensional network,
whose deformation can give rise to solid-like behaviors [24]. The trends seen in α vs oMMT
content (Figure 2-8a) and in k vs oMMT content (Figure 2-8b) are as expected given the
differences in composite morphology discussed above (XRD, TEM), since the EVA/oMMT
systems exhibit better filler dispersion than the EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite, which are, in
turn, better dispersed than the PE/oMMT. In summary, when comparing the three different
nanocomposites, both the frequency sweep experiments and the strain sweep experiments show
that: (i) filler network formation occurs in all three nanocomposite systems; (ii) the PE/oMMT
composites are characterized by more extended filler networks than EVA/PE/oMMT, which in
turn exhibit more extended networks than EVA/oMMT; and (iii) these filler networks formations
become pronounced for PE/oMMT at higher oMMT contents, whereas the manifest for
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Figure 2-9 Complex viscosity (η*) vs. reduced frequency for (a) EVA/oMMT, (b) PE/oMMT and (c) EVA/
PE/oMMT nanocomposites at a reference temperature of 130 oC. (Black) squares represent the neat polymers
(0% oMMT), (blue) circles 3%oMMT composites, (red) triangles 6% oMMT composites and (wine)
diamonds 9% oMMT composites

EVA/oMMT at lower oMMT contents (with EVA/PE/oMMT being intermediate). In the
following section we will contrast these rheological observations across the three nanocomposites
systems and, accounting for the changes in the composite morphologies, we will try to elucidate
the mechanisms involved in the formation of the filler networks in each case.
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To conclude this section, one last viscoelastic parameter will be discussed, the relaxation
time. The characteristic longest relaxation time (λd) can be obtained, in a first approximation,
from the crossover point of G’(ω) and G’’(ω) in frequency sweep experiments (shown in Figure
2-10, for all the temperatures and all the nanocomposites studied). For EVA/oMMT
nanocomposites there is a clear increase of the longest relaxation time with oMMT content,
suggesting that the silicate layers cause a slow-down in the reptation motion of the EVA polymer
chains. This increase in relaxation time is seen in all the oMMT contents and all temperatures
evaluated. One possible intuitive explanation for this behavior is that the same favorable enthalpic
EVA/filler interactions responsible for the high dispersion of the fillers in the EVA polymer
matrix, are by nature the strong physiorption forces keeping EVA chains onto the silicate filler
surfaces, and are reducing the mobility of the sorbed polymers, with a weighted reduction in the
overall reputation time of the polymer chains in the composite. In addition, steric considerations,
such as topological restraints to the reptation of the polymers by the dispersed fillers, are also
present, but are expected to have a smaller impact to the relaxation time increase for the EVAmatrix composites. For PE/oMMT nanocomposites, the λd relaxation times do not seem to be
affected with oMMT filler addtion, and remain similar to the unfilled polymer’s λd, especially at
lower temperatures and for lower oMMT contents at high temperatures (Figure 2-10). This
behavior is in concert with the previous enthalpic argument, since it is not expected for the apolar
PE chains to have any strong interactions with the oMMT, if any at all. In fact, for these systems
the polymer considered to be preferentially physisorbed on the oMMT filler surfaces is the PEgraft-MAH of the MB; since the rheology is probing primarily the response of the PE matrix, it is
typically argued that this polymer’s relaxation times and viscoelastic parameters are not markedly
affected upon nanocomposite formation

[21]. For the blend matrix nanocomposite

(EVA/PE/oMMT) an intermediate behavior is observed here as well, with the λd of these systems
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Figure 2-10 Characteristic relaxation times for
EVA/oMMT, PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposite systems at (a) 130 oC, (b) 160 oC, (c) 190 oC, (d) 220 oC obtained from the crossover point of
G’ and G’’

being between the values of EVA/oMMT and PE/oMMT. However, in these systems there exist
three different polymers (PE, PE-g-MAH and EVA), which are expected to have distinctly
different dynamics, ranging from almost irreversibly physisorbed PE-g-MAH chains on the
fillers, to slow relaxing EVA chains in the vicinity of oMMT, to bulk like PE. In this case, the
rheological λd relaxation time at the crossover, would be an ‘averaged’ relaxation time of these
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three polymers, but the oscillatory shear experiments do not have the fidelity to distinguish
between these relaxation times or quantify the manner with which these distinct-dynamic
populations contribute to the measured crossover λd. Finally it is worth mentioning that there
seems to be a difference between the temperature dependence of the relaxation times between the
three different composite systems in every oMMT concentration. Although EVA/oMMt systems
always have higher relaxation times that the other two systems, it is evident that the relative
difference between them is lower at higher temperatures. This suggests that higher temperatures
enhance the effects of polymer-filler interactions in the viscoelastic properties of PE-g-MAHmediated composites (PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT), as was also suggested in the strain sweep
experiments discussed above. A full discussion about the differential effects of temperature on the
rheological properties of the three systems is presented below after discussing the relations
between rheology and morphology for all these nanocomposites.

2.4.4 Solid-like behavior vs. clay morphologies
Following the discussion above, it seems reasonable to visit the question of how the
observed composite morphologies (filler dispersion) are correlated to the rheologically observed
solid-like behaviors and, if possible, attempt some insights into the mechanisms involved in the
formation of filler networks in these nanocomposites. As shown above, for EVA/oMMT
nanocomposites the addition of only 3 wt% oMMT is sufficient to produce an apparent
percolation (solid-like character was manifested for this low filler content). Further additions of
oMMT in EVA/oMMT beyond 3 wt% did not produce qualitative rheological changes, nor did it
result in quantitative changes as big as those obtained with the initial 3 wt% oMMT addition. All
these indicate, as also proposed in other works [24], that highly dispersed or exfoliated fillers can
result in the formation of a filler network for very moderate concentrations, which yield solid-like
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behaviors upon their deformation. In other words, EVA’s high capacity to extensively disperse or
exfoliate the clay layers (as seen in the XRD and TEM results), leads to filler percolation for
rather moderate weight fractions of these high aspect ratio fillers; subsequently, upon deformation
of the composite, macroscopic regions with filler-filler contacts (a topological in nature filler
network) is strained in an elastic manner (rather than flow) resulting in the observed solid-like
behavior. However, for the other two type of composites (with PE and EVA/PE matrix) the filler
dispersion is much less, and there clearly do not exist macroscopic percolated filler domains (cf.
TEM). In particular for the PE/oMMT nanocomposites, the fillers are aggregated in intercalated
tactoids which are well separated from each other (e.g., TEM, Figure 2-3). Here, the solid-like
behavior seen in all rheological tests for PE/oMMT nanocomposites cannot possibly be attributed
to extended regions with geometric filler percolation. Similarly, for EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites, solid like behavior is again observed without the presence of highly exfoliated
clay plateletes across the polymer matrix. In both of these cases, the

PE/oMMT and

EVA/PE/oMMT rheological response can be explained by considering the MAH-grafted polymer
of the MB can mediate a filler network when PE-g-MAH chains “bridge” neighboring filler
particles1 (as was demonstrated before [22] in polypropylene/oMMT nanocomposites ). This

1

The capability of PE-g-MAH, unlike EVA, to mediated and stabilize (bridge) filler particles into

networks, relates to the differences in chain architecture, polarity, and comonomer content between the two
copolymers. The VA functional group is less polar than MAH, Lewis-acid strength, resulting in a smaller
per group adsorption energy on the SiOx cleavage planes of the fillers. Also, due to the different manner by
which these copolymers are synthesized, the VA comonomers are located randomly along the PE chain in
large numbers (18 mol% in this case), whereas MAH units are in much smaller numbers (1 mol% here) and
located almost exclusively at chain-ends (of the backbone chain or of the small-chain branches, Figure 211). Thus, EVA chains are expected to be preferentially adsorbed flat on the filler surfaces so as to
maximize the VA-oMMT contacts, effectively wetting the filler [33],, whereas PE-g-MAH are expected to
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hypothesis is supported by the fact that EVA/PE/oMMT exhibited a weaker solid-like rheological
response than PE/oMMT, despite better filler dispersion (XRD and TEM, Figure 2-2 and Figure
2-3), clearly indicating that the spatial filler distribution is not the primary origin of the filler
network formation. In contrast, the amount of PE-g-MAH in contact with the filler surfaces is
higher for PE/oMMT than for EVA/PE/oMMT (XRD clearly shows that the EVA/PE blend
displaces some of the masterbatch PE-g-MAH from the clay surfaces, replacing it by EVA),
suggesting that the filler-adsorbed PE-g-MAH is related to the stronger solid-like character, i.e. to
the formation of a more robust filler network. These two arguments strongly suggest that the
strong PE-g-MAH physisorption interactions on the fillers are contributing to the formation and
stabilization of a filler network, even in absence of a geometric percolation due to filler
dispersion. Following through with this hypothesis, an increase in PE-g-MAH strongly
physirorbed on the fillers, not only would strengthen the solid-like behavior with increasing
oMMT content in each nanocomposite system, but is also consistent with the observed trends
across systems: (i) there is a stronger solid-like behavior for PE-g-MAH nanocomposites
compared to EVA/oMMT nanocomposites, despite a substantially worse filler dispersion; and (ii)
there is a stronger solid-like behavior for PE/oMMT compared to EVA/PE/oMMT, again despite
worse filler dispersion.
Furthermore, the same hypothesis dictates that (iii) sorption of EVA chains onto silicate
surfaces should slow-down the large-scale motion (reptation) of the polymers, shifting the G’-G’’

predominately physisorb only their MAH chain-ends, leading to the formation of loops on one filler (one
chain’s MAH are physisorbed on the same filler) or form end-bridging between fillers (when MAH from
one chain are physisorbed on two different neighboring fillers). There second type of physisorbed polymer
conformations are the ones that promote the filler networks responsible for a solid-like rheological
character [22].
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length-scale (low frequency) solid-like character observed in the nanocomposites, since EVAcoated fillers can slide past each other exhibiting flow-type deformation, whereas elastic-type

Figure 2-11 Schematic representation of the different functional copolymer structures (top panel) and their
expected polymer-oMMT interactions (physisorbed configurations, middle panel). Expected macroscopic
(rheological and thermomechanical, bottom panel) property enhancements for EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposite sealants, assuming the model in the middle panel.
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deformation requires the deformation of a filler network. Only when sufficient populations of
dispersed fillers start to sterically contact each-other (cf. percolation) can these fillers form a
three-dimensional filler networks, responsible for a solid-like behavior. On the other hand, (iv)
crossover relaxation time to longer time scales (as observed in the rheological results, Figure
2-10); however, these EVA chains cannot be responsible for the long time and large PE-g-MAH
“end-tethered” onto filler surfaces and, for fillers in close proximity but not necessarily touching,
can form contacts on different fillers generating localized junctions between fillers and entrapped
entanglements between polymer chains [28]. This would lead to polymer-mediated three
dimensional networks of bridged fillers, as schematically shown in Figure 2-11, exhibiting
stronger solid-like behaviors than filler networks simply relying on topological proximity
(“jammed” filler assemblies). (v) Finally, evidence of LLDPE-g-MAH interactions with the
oMMT filler being responsible for the formation and stabilization of filler networks, should have
a different temperature dependence than a geometrically percolated network, showing deviations
from the typical time-temperature superposition (vide infra).

2.4.5 Time-temperature superposition (tTS) deviations and temperature effects on solid-like
behaviors
As shown in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-9 all systems in general showed good data overlap
in the reduced frequency curves obtained after shifting the main linear viscoelastic properties
according to the tTS principle. However, in the discussion of the strain sweep experiments above
it was suggested the existence of a temperature-related effect on the observed solid-like behaviors
(and

consequently

the

network’s

formation)

especially

for

PE-g-MAH-

mediated

nanocomposites. Specifically, it was postulated that stronger solid-like characters were promoted
at higher temperatures (i.e. 220oC) than at lower temperatures (i.e. 130 oC) according to the lower
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Figure 2-12 Plots of loss tangent (tanδ) against reduced frequency with the data obtained form the frequency
sweep experiments at 130oC, 160oC, 190oC and 220oC for (a) EVA/oMMT, (b) PE/oMMT and (c)
EVA/PE/oMMT. For EVA/oMMT systems a very good overlap of the data is observed for all the oMMT
concentrations. The reduction of the tanδ values at low frequencies with oMMT up tp values close to one, is a
further indication of the development of a pseudo-solid-like behavior. For the PE/oMMT and
EVA/PE/oMMT systems the data do not seem to overlap as nicely as in the case of EVA suggesting some
possible deviations from time-temperature superposition principles as discussed below. The tanδ values
being lower than one at low frequency for these two nanocomposite systmes are a further indication of
stronger solid-like behavior for the LLDPE-g-MAH-containing composites consistent with previous
observations.

critical strains observed at highr temperatures for PE/oMMT 9% nanocomposite. This can raise
questions about the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic properties of the nanocomposites
and consequently the validity of the tTS principle on some of these systems. To address this and
to look for more insights in any possible effects of temperature in the formation of the networks,
we first evaluate the plots of the loss tangent (tanδ) against reduced frequency (Figure 2-12).
Then we followed the procedure presented by Han and John to analyze the frequency sweep data
obtained at the four different temperatures evaluated. Based on molecular viscoelasticty theory
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Han and John [54] have shown that for linear, flexible, unentangled homopolymers log-plots of
G' vs. G" data obtained in freqeuncy sweep experiments at different temperatures are virtually
independent of temperature and overlap forming straight lines with a slope of 2 in the terminal
region. Subsequently, Han and Kim [55] showed that for multicomponent and/or multiphase
polymeric systems, evalautions of any deviations from this standard behavior for log G' vs. log
G" plots are useful to monitor any morphological evolution with temperature in microphaseseparated block copolymers[56]. Figure 2-13 shows those curves for all the neat polymers and the
nanocomposites, including the data taken at the four temperatures evaluated and the three
different oMMT levels. As expected, for the neat polymer systems (EVA, PE and EVA/PE shown
as square symbols in Figure 2-13a, Figure 2-13b and Figure 2-13c respectively) the requirement
of log G' vs. log G" temperature independence through the whole temperature range (130 oC to
220oC) is fully satisfied and the slope of the straight lines in which the data overlap are close to 2.
For the EVA and EVA/oMMT nanocomposite the log G' vs. log G" values (Figure 2-13a) are not
only temperature independent for every oMMT composition (indicating that the tTS prinicples
are fully satisfied), but also are almost oMMT content independent. All these confirm that the
temperature-dependent relaxation processes of the polymer chains are essentially unaffected by
the presence of the silicate layers. Other polymer/layered silicate nanocomposites, having
temperature independence of logG’–logG’’ for samples having different oMMT contents, have
already been reported [57]. A different situation is observed for the PE/oMMT and
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites (Figure 2-13b and Figure 2-13c). In both cases plots of logG'
vs. logG" deviate from straight lines seen for the neat polymers at higher oMMT concentrations.
vs. logG" deviate from straight lines seen for the neat polymers at higher oMMT concentrations.
These deviations denote that logG' vs. logG" plots are not temperature independent, implying that
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Figure 2-13 G’ vs. G’’ plots for (a) EVA/oMMT, (b) PE/oMMT and (c) EVA/PE/oMMT. Data obtained at
all the temperatures evaluated are included: 130oC (black symbols), 160oC (blue symbols), 190oC (red
symbols) and 220oC (green symbols). Square symbols represent the neat polymers (0% oMMT), circles 3%
oMMT composites, triangles 6% oMMT composites and diamonds 9% oMMT composites
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tTS principles are not strictly satisfied and consequently that polymer-oMMT interactions are
affecting the temperature dependence of polymer chain relaxations in these two systems. The fact
that the temperature-dependent relaxation processes of the polymer chains are essentially
unaffected by the presence of the silicate layers for EVA/oMMT, but effectively affected for
PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT (both PE-g-MAH mediated) indicates that different types of
interaction occur for PE-g-MAH and EVA with silicate layers and could, consequently, also be
interpreted as another evidence of the PE-g-MAH copolymer chains actually tethering onto
silicate surfaces. As explained above MAH-functionalized PE chains, due to its copolymer’s
chain architecture, polarity and comonomer content, are able to form strong contacts with
different silicate sheets or their tactoids. Physical entanglements of such tethered polymer chains
could lead to both stabilization of polymer-mediated particle networks and also probably to the
qualitatively different temperature dependence of the relaxation processes of polymer chains in
the composites compared to the neat polymer, as seen here. Also, if we examine in more detail
the character of the G’ vs G’’ plot deviations for PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites
we see that the straight lines are turning into concave upwards curves, meaning that G’ values
(representing the elastic behavior) are higher than the expected. This also suggests that these
deviations are another indication of the development of the solid–like behaviors. Lee and Han
[57] found a similar type of deviations for EVAOH/oMMT nanocomposites and they also
considered this response as a demonstration of filler-induced solid-like behavior. Also, and
consistent with this, it is observed that the higher the oMMT content the higher the concavity of
the curves (Figure 2-13b and Figure 2-13c). The highest deviations are observed at 9% oMMT
(where the stronger solid-like behavior were observed in all results
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Figure 2-14 G’ vs G’’ plots for PE/oMMT at (a) 130oC, (b) 160oC, (c) 190oC and (d) 220oC. Square
symbols represent the neat polymers (0% oMMT), circles 3% oMMT composites, triangles 6% oMMT
composites and diamonds 9% oMMT composites

discussed above) and at 3% there are almost no deviations (where the solid-like behavior was not
observed in the results above). Also, the deviations happen mainly at low G” values, which
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correspond to the data obtained at low frequencies in frequency sweep experiments done at higher
temperatures. Since these precise conditions, low frequencies and high temperature, were those
where the solid-like behavior was observed in the frequency sweep experiments shown above, the
deviations from straight lines in logG' vs. logG" plots have to be also a result of the same type of
mechanisms that are promoting the solid-like behaviors (and formation of networks) in the
composites. In this way, an analysis of the appearance of these concave upward curves seems to
be another way to study the mechanisms involved in the formation of the particle networks. Thus
separate log G’ vs. log G" plots for every single temperature (including each one the data at all
the different oMMT concentrations evalauted) for PE/oMMT are shown in Figure 2-14. The
results for EVA/PE/oMMT, not shown here, exhibit a similar behavior to the PE/oMMT. The
first observation is that there is a big effect of the temperature on the deviations; at higher
temperatures (Figure 2-14c and Figure 2-14d) the concavity of the curves is much higher,
although some small deviations are still observed at low temperatures (Figure 2-14a and Figure
2-14b). These results are in accordance with the strain sweeps experiments and the relaxation
time evaluations above where for PE-g-MAH-mediated nanocomposites higher temperatures
seemed to promote the formation of networks (i.e. critical strain reductions and relaxation times
increases) as well. The most consistent explanation for these large temperature effects on the
solid-like behavior for PE-g-MAH-mediated nanocomposites seems to be related with the fact
that the melt viscosity of the neat polyethylene-based polymers at low frequency range decreases
about one order of magnitude between 130oC and 220oC, as shown in Figure 2-15. However,
since the interactions of the functional copolymer (EVA) and oMMT are not a key element in the
buildup of the solid-like behavior (beyond the increase in clays exfoliation) and since the clays
were already exfoliated enough in the nanocomposites before the rheological experiments at high
temperature (as seen by XRD data at room temperature), the increase in temperature does not as
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Figure 2-15 Complex viscosity (η*) of the polyethylene (PE) used in all the nanocomposites at 130 oC
(black squares) and 220oC (red diamonds)

significantly increase the solid-like response as compared to PE/oMMT where the number of PEg-MAH-oMMT contacts (highly increased at higher temperatures) strongly influence the solidlike behavior. Another way to study the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic properties is
by evaluating the dependence of the shift factors (aT), obtained by constructing the reduced
curves (Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-9) following tTS prinicples, on temperature. Since the
temperatures evaluated in the rheological experiments here were more than 100K higher than the
glass transitions of the polymers, the temperature dependence of the shift factors should be
governed by the jump probability over rotational potentials yielding an Arrhenius-type
dependence of the viscoelastic properties on temperature as follows: at = exp[ΔHo/R((1/T)(1/To))], ΔHo being the flow activation energy and R the gas constant [58]. Thus, the temperature
dependence of the shift factors can be evaluated through plots of the log (a T) versus the inverse of
the absolute temperature, where the data should form a straight line and the flow activation
energy
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Figure 2-16 Shift factors (aT) vs. the inverse of the absolute temperature for: (a) EVA/oMMT, (b)
PE/oMMT and (c) EVA/PE/oMMT. (Black) squares represent the neat polymers (0% oMMT), (blue)
circles 3%oMMT composites, (red) triangles 6% oMMT composites and (green) diamonds 9% oMMT
composites (Symbols are actual data points and thick solid line is the linear regression fitting the data for
the respective neat polymer or neat polymer blend)

can be calculated from the slope. These graphs for all the three nanocomposite systems are
shown in Figure 2-16. For EVA and the EVA/oMMT nanocomposites Figure 2-16a it can be seen
that over the entire temperature range evaluated (130oC to 220oC) the shift factors are nearly the
same for the neat polymer and the different levels of oMMT. In this way all the data are rather
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forming only one fairly straight line meaning that the flow activation energy (ΔH a) is roughly
constant for all the temperatures and oMMT contents. The ΔHa calculated value is around 50
kJ/mol, which is a typical value for EVA [59]. This near independency of the shift factors and
activation energies on the silicate loadings further confirm that the temperature-dependent
relaxation processes of the polymer are essentially unaffected by the presence of the silicate
layers in the case of EVA/oMMT. Similar results have been reported elsewhere for several
polymer/oMMT nanocomposites [21]. On the other hand, for PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites (Figure 2-16b and Figure 2-16c respectively) the situation is quite different. The
shift factors are different than the neat polymers in the whole temperature range confirming that,
unlike EVA/oMMT, the temperature dependence of the polymer chain relaxations is being
affected by the oMMT fillers.
Also, examining the slopes on Figure 2-16b and Figure 2-16c the activation flow energies
(ΔHa) for these two systems for a temperature range between 130 oC and 190oC seems to increase
with oMMT content. Since the temperature dependence of ΔHa at temperatures much higher than
polymer’s Tg can be due to changes in intermolecular interactions [60], this result could be
another consequence of polymer chains tethering onto oMMT layers and mediating in particle
networks. However, it is strange that for these two nanocomposite systems there is an apparent
general tendency for having lower activation energies at higher temperatures: slopes for both PE
and PE/EVA systems seem to be lower between 190oC and 220oC than between 130oC and
190oC. Since this apparent temperature effect is also present for the neat PE and PE/EVA
polymers, it does not seem to be related with polymer-oMMT interactions but most probably with
branching present in PE polymer chains. The temperature dependence of ΔHa at temperatures that
high, compared to the polymer’s Tgs, can also be due to factors that impede the C-C rotations,
such as side groups or branches [61]. Thus, it is rational to suggest that branched LDPE chains
(present in PE, which is actually a blend of LLDPE and LDPE) could possibly be causing the
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strange decrease in ΔHa with temperature at higher temperatures, phenomenon that seems also to
be present in the respective nanocomposites. Such temperature effects on ΔHa, however, have not
been reported in similar LLDPE/LDPE blends [62].

2.5 Conclusions
We studied the effects of fillers on viscoelastic properties in polyethylene-based/oMMT
nanocomposites. The focus was to investigate the effects of dispersion of nanoparticles and
specially strength and type of enthlapic interactions between the nanoparticles and polymers in
the formation of filler networks for EVA/PE/oMMT ternary nanocomposites. Through a series of
rheological and morphological evaluations in EVA/oMMT, PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT
systems it was shown that the formation of filler networks in these nanocomposites strongly
depend on the strength and types of polymer-filler interactions and not only on the fillers
dispersion. It was revealed that, on one hand the interactions beween LLDPE-grafted-maleic
anhydride (LLDPE-g-MAH) and oMMT can be designed to promote the formation of
thermodynamically favored polymer-mediated filler-assemblies that, in turn, yield composites
with strong solid-like rheological behaviors at low frequencies. On the other hand, EVA/oMMT
combinations can be designed to promote preferential dispersion of the silicate nanofillers in
EVA-rich phases, leading to the formation of topologically jammed filler-networks that, in turn,
yield composites with less solid-like rheological behavior. At high oMMT content,
nanocomposites having higher amounts of stonger polymer-clay interactions and clay particles
dispersed in close proximity (i.e. LLDPE-g-MAH and oMMT), develop stronger networks than
nanocomposites having weaker polymer-clay interactions and higher degrees of clays exfoliation
(i.e. EVA-oMMT). This implies that in these kind of nanocomposites appropriate functional
copolymer’s chain architecture, polarity and comonomer content can lead to stronger polymer-
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stabilized filler networks than percolated networks of highly exfoliated fillers. The identification
of the different functional copolymer-oMMT interactions effects on rheological and
thermomechanical properties can be exploited to design new functionalities in EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites, especially as heat-sealants for flexible film packaging applications. It was also
shown that there are temperature-associated effects in the filler network formation for these
systems. Viscoelastic properties of PE/oMMT(PE-g-MAH mediated) and EVA/PE/oMMT(PE-g-MAH mediated)
nanocomposites do not fully obey the tTS principle. Particle networks formation are promoted at
higher temperatures for these systems, which are presumably associated to higher amounts of
LLDPE-g-MAH chains intercalating and tethering to silicate surfaces aidded by the much higher
polymer mobilities at higher temperatures.
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2.6 Appendix

2.6.1 ATR-FTIR spectra
A question that can be raised after observing this (unexpected) rheological behaviors at
temperatures as high as 220 oC for PE-g-MAH mediated composites is if during the rheological
experiments (even though they were performed under a nitrogen atmosphere) any kind of
chemical reaction between the functional groups of the copolymers present (MAH and VA) with
the SiOx cleavage-plane of the silicates could have been occurred causing the changes in the
viscoelastic response of the composites. To address this concern, Attenuated Total Reflectance
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) tests were applied to specimens before and
after the rheological tests. Specimens coming from the rheometer were put under pressure in a hot
press at ambient temperature and a force of 10000 pounds for about 10 seconds until obtaining
thin flat specimens easier to load in the ATR-FTIR accessory. The same procedure was also
applied for injection molded bars of the same nanocomposites that were not rheologically
evaluated. The spectra were taken in a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific).
Results for the EVA/PE/oMMT 9% nanocomposite are shown in Figure 2-17 where the most
important absorbance peaks are indexed. It seems evident that the only difference between the
specimens having been exposed to the rheological test is in the size and shape of the peaks
characteristic to the oMMT oxides. After the rheological evaluation new peaks at different wave
numbers did not appear and the peaks corresponding to the C=O and C-O vibrations (functional
groups present in the copolymers) were not altered, suggesting that no detectable chemical
reactions between them and the silicates or other polymers took place. The differences in the
oMMT infrared vibrations seen here should be due to changes in the clays orientation between
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Figure 2-17 ATR-FTIR spectra (full range on the top graph and an amplification of the low-wave
numbers range on the bottom) for the EVA/PE/oMMT 9% nanocomposite. Specimen not rheologically
evaluated (black continuous line) and specimen after the rheological test (red dashed line).

samples due to rheology and injection molding process. Several previous works have studied the
effects of orientation of nanoclay platelets on the infrared absorption spectra in polymer
nanocomposites [63] [64]. Similar ATR-FTIR results were also obtained for EVA/oMMT 9% and
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PE/oMMT 9% nanocomposites (as shown in Figure 2-18) further indicating that no chemical
reactions did occur during the rheological tests.
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Figure 2-18 ATR-FTIR spectra for the EVA/oMMT 9% (top) and PE/oMMT 9% (bottom)
nanocomposite. Specimen not rheologically evaluated (black continuous line) and specimen after the
rheological test (red dashed line).
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2.6.2 Frequency sweeps experiments in the range 100 rad/s - 0.01 rad/s
As mentioned above in the experimental section, frequency-sweep tests here were
performed in a frequency range of 100 rad/s - 0.03 rad/s for experiments executed at 190 oC and
220 oC, and a frequency range of 100 rad/s - 0.1 rad/s for experiments performed at 130 oC and
160oC. Macosko et al [27] and other researchers use to do this kind of experiments up to lower
frequencies (0.01 rad/s) as can be seen in Figure 1-3. However, Macosko et al [27] only worked
at one temperature whereas in our case we worked at four different temperatures (130oC, 160oC,
190oC and 220oC) so that after the application of the time-temperature superposition principle
(superposing all the data at a reference temperature of 130 oC) reduced frequencies even lower
than 0.01 rad/s can be reached in the master curves obtained at 130oC, as seen in the results
above. However, to confirm that experiments performed at 130 oC and frequencies below 0.1 rad/s
display similar behavior than the master curves at a reference temperature of 130oC, experiments
were performed in some representative composites using an extended frequency range of 100
rad/s – 0.01 rad/s at a temperature of 130oC. The systems evaluated were EVA18/PE/oMMT 3%,
which exhibited a weak tendency to develop solid-like behavior a low frequencies,
EVA18/PE/oMMT 9%, which clearly exhibited solid-like behavior at low frequencies, and a
system having 12.5% oMMT and 16% calcium carbonate (CC), which exhibit a much stronger
solid-like behavior. Results are shown in Figure 2-19 and are consistent with results obtained
using the time-temperature superposition principle and the overlapping of the data at a reference
temperature as discussed above. Specifically, EVA18/PE/oMMT 3% exhibit a tendency to a
development of a solid-like behavior at low frequencies (below 0.03 rad/s) but this tendency is
much lower than the observed for EVA18/PE/oMMT9%, where a plateau in the storage modulus
(G’) is clearly obtained at frequencies below 0.04 rad/s. For the
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Figure 2-19 Frequency sweep experiment results for selected nanocomposites using a broader frequency
range (100 rad/s to 0.01 rad/s) at a temperature of 130oC. Strain values inside the linear viscoelastc
region were used.

EVA18/PE/oMMT12.5%/CC16% system, as expected, the solid-like behavior is observed even
at higher frequencies and the storage modulus is much higher. Additionally, it is interesting to
note in this sample that at lower frequencies (lower than 0.03 rad/s) it seems that the G’ values
not only form a plateau but even tend to increase when the frequency is reduced. This could
indicate that having these systems under low shear during long periods of time (data point at 0.01
rad/s in this experiment take about half an hour to be executed) can help to develop particle
network structures increasing the G’ values of the composites. Finally, when samples are not
exhibiting a strong solid-like behavior (i.e. EVA18/PE/oMMT 3% and EVA18/PE/oMMT 9%) it
seems like at frequency values of 0.01 rad/s noisy results are obtained. This could possibly be due
to the low torque values required by the instrument to produce this low frequency. These
experiments were repeated several times with similar results.

Chapter 3

The effects of surface-treated Calcium Carbonate particles in the
morphology and rheological properties of Ethyl Vinyl
Acetate/Polyethylene/Montmorillonite nanocomposites

3.1 Summary
The effects of the addition of surface-treated calcium carbonate on clays dispersion and
rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at different oMMT and VAcomonomer contents are studied. Non-typical highly exfoliated clay morphologies were seen for
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC that cannot be ascribed to VA-content and processing variations. An oMMT
edge modification process induced by the surface-treated CC particles has been postulated as the
possible explanation for this phenomenon. These CC-induced highly exfoliated clay
morphologies substantially modify the viscoelastic properties of the composites. Highly
exfoliated clay layers promote the formation of stronger polymer-mediated clay particle networks
due to the much higher clay surface area available to form more PE-g-MAH-oMMT junction
sites. Consequently strong solid-like behaviors at low frequency, high values of viscoelastic
properties in a broad frequency range and deviations from the time-Temperature superposition
principles are seen in EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites. Two different ways to alter the
morphology and rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites are presented: i)
variation in the VA-comonomer content so that polymer chain intracalation into the oMMT
galleries are changed and ii) addition of surface-treated CC particles so that the clays edge
hydrophobicity is increased. These results enable the possibility of tailoring rheological and other
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thermomechanical properties in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants through variations in
the VA/MAH and oMMT/CC ratios.

3.2 Introduction
Inexpensive inorganic fillers, such as talc, glass fibers, or calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
(CC), are widely used to improve mechanical and thermal properties in the plastics industry. CC
is one of the most widely used minerals in the polyolefin composite industry due to its
abundance, low cost and availability in a variety of particles sizes, shapes and purities. Effects of
the addition of CC to different polyethylene matrixes on morphological, mechanical, thermal and
rheological properties have also been extensively studied [35] [36] [37] [38] [39]. CC additions
increase productivity, save significant amounts on raw material costs and improve performance
(stiffness, impact strength, tear strength and barrier to moisture and oxygen) of PE-based blown
films for packaging applications. The performance of CC as a filler depends on particle size and
its distribution, as well as the interface with the matrix [65]. In polyolefin-CC composites the
smaller the filler particle size the better the mechanical and physical properties [66], but the
higher the specific surface area and as a result the higher the agglomeration of primary particles,
especially at higher filler loading [67]. Agglomeration both increases the viscosity turning the
composites more difficult to process and leads to less homogenous composites. For this reason
CC particles are typically treated with a fatty acid to form a hydrophobic coating on the surface of
the mineral. This allows the polyethylene to ‘‘wet’’ the mineral surface, greatly improving the
dispersion of CC particles into the polymer matrix and thus improving the processability of the
PE/CC composite [68].
At the same time the thermomechanical properties of EVA18%VA/PE/Organicallymodified montmorillonite (oMMT) nanocomposites as sealants for flexible film packaging
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applications have been recently studied [33]. Novel heat-sealing performances featuring tailored
peelable seal-strengths over an ultra-broad sealing-temperature range have been reported [31].
Ultra-high surface area and favorable interactions between the silicate layers and polar
copolymers like EVA and LLDPE-g-MAH (present in the masterbatch typically used to introduce
the clay to the polyethylene matrix) are the cause of the strong influence of polymer-clay
interactions in the rheological and thermomechanical properties of EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites, as was shown in the previous chapter. To the best of our knowledge the effects
of the addition of CC particles as a second filler to the morphology and thermomechanical and
rheological properties of polyethylene/organically-modified clay nanocomposites have not been
studied. CC particle structure significantly differs from that of the clays, which exhibit a layered
structure; CC particles are nearly spherical and therefore have surface area orders of magnitude
smaller compared to silicate platelets which can exhibit aspect ratios up to 1000 [69].
Consequently, surface treated CC particles are not expected to interact in a similar way with the
polymer matrix. However, if the addition of CC as a second filler in EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites is done in such a way to yield a mixed composite with similar oMMT and CC
dispersions as the single-filler equivalents a possible scenario of synergistic effects of the two
fillers is not hard to envision. In the previous chapter it has been shown that the rheological
behavior of EVA18%VA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants can dramatically differ from that of the
neat polymers; specifically strong solid-like behaviors at low frequencies at moderate oMMT
contents (9% oMMT) have been reported. It is widely recognized that the viscoelastic properties
upon melting determine the kinetics of sealing and the quality of the fused-films upon heatsealing. Also it is a common knowledge in the plastic packaging industry that the rheological
properties of the sealants play a key role in the caulking performance in flexible film packaging
applications.
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In this chapter the effects of addition of surface-treated CC particles and the variation in
the VA/MAH functional groups ratio (through the variation of the VA-content in the EVA
copolymer) on the morphology and rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at
different oMMT levels are studied. The expectations were both to look for enhancements in the
properties of these materials as heat-sealants, especially rheological properties leaning towards
caulking-ability improvements, and to look for reductions in costs (i.e. obtain similar
performance using less expensive fillers and polymers) without sacrificing the good sealing
properties already established. The search for more insight into the causes of the often observed
solid-like rheological response in the terminal zone in clay-based polyolefin nanocomposites, and
extensively discussed in the literature [21], was also one of the objectives of this work. Two
commercial grade EVAs, the one used before [33] having 18%VA and a cheaper alternative with
only 5.5%VA content, were evaluated. An interesting effect of the CC addition in the oMMT
dispersion and, consequently, in the rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites
was observed. Possible improvements in other properties like thermal conductivity, caulkingability and mechanical properties in these nanocomposites sealants and the corroboration that the
novel sealing properties already established for EVA18%VA/PE/oMMT sealants are not negatively
influenced by the addition of CC and the reduction in VA-content will be presented in the next
chapters.

3.3 Experimental

3.3.1 Materials and preparation of nanocomposites
Two different commercial vinyl acetate-low density polyethylene random copolymers
(EVAs) with two different vinyl acetate (VA) copolymer contents were used in this study; one
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Table 3-1 Sample compositions and rheological results

Systems
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

EVA18/PE/oMMT/CC

EVA5.5/PE/oMMT/CC

oMMT
(%)

CC
(%)

γc (%)

α

η

λ
(sec)

0
0
0
6.5
12.5
6.5
6.5
12.5
0
0.0
6.5
12.5
6.5
6.5
12.5
12.5
12.5

0
10
16
0
0
10
16
16
0
16
0.0
0.0
10
16
5
12
16.0

48.3
69.8
57.0
14.3
8.4
12.0
8.1
1.8
79.7
60.9
4.8
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.3

0.92
0.66
0.72
0.44
0.13
0.13
0.15
0.01
1.27
0.91
0.19
0.01
0.05
0.07
0.02
0.12
0.10

-0.24
-0.32
-0.35
-0.41
-0.85
-0.79
-0.80
-0.98
-0.15
-0.22
-0.78
-0.99
-0.92
-0.93
-0.96
-0.87
-0.87

1.8
0.8
1.3
2.1
n.c.
n.c
n.c.
n.c
2.1
3.4
19.6
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.

γc = critical strain at 130oC
α = slope of log G’ vs. log atω curves at low reduced frequencies
η Shear thinning exponent at low reduced frequencies
λ = G-G’’crossover relaxation time at 130oC
n.c. = no G’-G’’ crossover observed (G’ was higher than G’’ in the whole frequency range evaluated)

having 18%VA, from now on EVA18, and the second having 5.5%VA, from now on EVA5.5.
The EVA18 used is a Celanese Ateva 1811 -density 0.937 g/cm3 and melt index 1.6 g/10 minand the EVA5.5 is an Exxon Mobil LD306.38. The linear low density polyethylene used is a
metallocene LLDPE ExxonMobil Exact 3131 (Ethylene Hexene) from now on PE. The oMMT
used, I44P Organoclay (Nanocor, IL), is montmorillonite clay modified with 35-45 wt% dimethyl
dialkyl (C14-C18) amine, which was introduced through a masterbatch -PolyOne 231-615
Masterbatch- having the following composition: I44P organically-modified clay at 50.1 wt%,
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linear low density polyethylene-graft-maleic anhydride (LLDPE-g-MAH) at 49.9 wt%. The
calcium carbonate (CC) was also introduce through a masterbatch: Heritage Plastics HM10 Max,
LLDPE-based with 80% CC particles surface treated with 1.2 wt% stearic acid, density 1.92
g/cm3, melt index 1.4 g/10 min. All the nanocomposites were prepared by extrusion in a Labscale Haake Rheocord 90 twin-screw extruder (L/d=12:1; at 20 rpm; with the following
temperature profile, from feed to nozzle: 125 oC, 145oC, 175oC, 175oC). A series of different
nanocomposites with different oMMT and CC formulations were studied for both EVA18 and
EVA5.5 systems as shown Table 3-1.

3.3.2 Morphology
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to obtain information about the effects of VA-content
and CC addition on the intercalated layered-silicate structures. Multilayer films having a total
gauge of 3 mils (76.2 µm) and a nanocomposite sealant layer supported in a common PE-based
multilayer structure were evaluated. The sealant thicknesses were 0.45 mils (11.4 µm) and had
different sealant formulations as explained in the discussion of the results below. Also a thin sheet
of a compressed sample of the masterbatch (MB) used to incorporate the clay in the composites
was also tested as a control. XRD patterns were collected at room temperature using a
PANalytical XPert Pro MPD θ/θ goniometer with Cu-Kα radiation. Data were collected at 45 kV
and 40 mA in the 2θ range from 1 o to 10o. In addition, bright field Transmissions Electron
Microscopy (TEM) images were obtained with a JEOL-1200EXII microscope operated at 120kV.
Ultra-thin sections from the specimens were prepared at about -100oC with a cryo-microtome
(Diatome, Biel, Switzerland) equipped with a diamond knife, and were transferred dry to 200-
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mesh carbon-coated copper TEM grids. No staining of sections was required, since there exists
sufficient contrast between the inorganic fillers and the polymer matrix [49].

3.3.3 Rheology
The linear viscoelastic properties of the nanocomposites and neat polymers in Table 3-1
were evaluated by oscillatory rheological measurements. All rheological tests were performed in
a Rheometrics RDSII rheometer, using 25 mm diameter parallel plates, under N2 atmosphere.
Samples were first vacuum molded into disks (ca.1.5 mm thick) at T = 130 oC for 1 hour. Strainsweep tests were then performed at a frequency of 1 rad/s and a strain range from 0.2% to 200%,
to determine the linear viscoelastic region, at four different temperatures: 130oC, 160oC, 190oC
and 220oC. After finishing the strain sweep experiments at each temperature, frequency-sweep
tests were performed from 100 rad/s to 0.03 rad/s and at strains inside the linear viscoelastic
region for each sample. The storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G’’) and complex viscosity (η*)
data obtained were subsequently shifted using the time-temperature superposition (t-TS) principle
to obtain the reduced-variable curves at a reference temperature of 130 oC.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Nanocomposites morphology
In Figure 3-1 X-rays diffraction spectra of a series of EVA5.5- and EVA18-based
composite sealants having different amounts of oMMT and CC (some of the systems in Table
3-1) are shown. The XRD spectrum of the organically-modified clay masterbatch (MB) is also
shown there for comparison. All the samples clearly exhibit two diffraction peaks corresponding
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Figure 3-1 XRD patterns of selected EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composite sealants at different
oMMT and CC content

to basal spacing (d001 and d002) between clay layers inside the oMMT clusters (tactoids). For the
two EVA18-systems, having 6.5% oMMT/0% CC and 12.5% oMMT/0% CC, we see that the
only noticeable difference between them is the peak intensity; the higher the amount of oMMT
the higher the peak intensity. The same result is observed for the EVA5.5-based only-oMMTcontaining composites. This is an expected result since the higher the oMMT content the higher
the number of diffracting moieties (i.e. intercalated oMMT tactoids) and consequently the higher
the XRD peak intensities. Accordingly, the MB shows much higher peak intensities than the
composites due to its much higher oMMT content (around 50%). Looking at the spectra of the
two EVA18-based systems we can also see that their basal spacings are higher than the observed
for the masterbatch (MB) and very similar between them. The d-spacings seen for the MB were
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d001 = 2.56 nm (2θ = 3.45 o) and d002 = 1.29 nm (2θ = 6.84 o) whereas for these two composites
were d001 ≈ 3.9 nm (2θ = 2.3 o) and d002 ≈2.0 nm (2θ = 4.4 o). This clearly indicates further
swelling of the intercalated oMMT tactoids upon diluting the MB in the EVA18/PE blend. This is
an expected result considering the recognized effectivity that, due to thermodynamic reasons,
expected result considering the recognized effectivity that, due to thermodynamic reasons,
EVA18 has in penetrating organically modified clay tactoids and even exfoliating them
intoindividual clay layers [15] [16]. In this case, however, the amount of EVA18 present in this
polymer blend (EVA18/PE) seem not to provide enough thermodynamic driven force to
completely disrupt the clay tactoids and produce a fully exfoliated morphology, as typically seen
for EVA18/oMMT nanocomposites [46]. Instead of that, a mostly intercalated tactoids strucutre
remain, as evident form the d001 and d002 diffraction peaks (and even d003) still clearly visible,
although with higher interlayer distances compared to the MB as explained above. On the other
hand all of the EVA5.5-based composites evaluated (6.5% oMMT/0% CC, 12.5% oMMT/0%
CC, 12.5% oMMT/12% CC and 12.5% oMMT/16% CC) exhibit also very similar d-spacings
between them: d001 ≈ 2.7 nm (2θ ≈ 3.3 o) and d002 ≈ 1.3 nm (2θ ≈ 6.8 o). These d-spacings are only
slightly higher than the observed for the MB (i.e. d 001 approximately 0.15 nm higher). In this way
we can state that, unlike the EVA18 case, upon the dilution of the MB in the EVA5.5/PE blend
only slightly swelling of tactoids are promoted. This can be expalined by the lower
thermodynamic driving force for penetrating the silicate-layered fillers of EVA5.5 compared to
EVA18 due to the lower number of functional groups present in the former [15] . So far, it seems
evident that the VA content has an effect in the EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites morphology. dspacings are directly related with VA content in such a way that higher VA-contents produce
higher tactoids swelling. To verify the consistency of this effect we evaluated a new series of
EVA/PE/oMMT films having the same total and sealant layer thicknesses and similar oMMT
loadings but three different VA-contents (18%VA, 12%VA and 7%VA) in the respective EVA
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Figure 3-2 XRD patterns of selected EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants having similar oMMT
loadings but different VA-content

copolymers. Their X-rays diffraction spectra, together with the spectrum of one of the EVA5.5
films already shown in Figure 3-1 and the spectrum of the organoclay MB, are shown in Figure
3-2. The first observation is that, as expected, the d-spacings for this new EVA18- based film
[d001 ≈ 3.8 nm (2θ = 2.3 o) and d002 ≈ 1.9 nm (2θ = 4.5 o)] are practically the same as the two
previous EVA18-based films in Figure 3-1. It is also clear that the d001 and d002 basal spacing
consistently increase with the increase in the VA-content used in the EVA copolymer for each of
the four composites, as can be more clearly seen in Figure 3-3 where the values of the d001 basal
spacing are shown against the VA-content. This confirms that upon diluting the MB in the
different EVA/PE blends there is a clear tendency of further swelling of the intercalated fillers
and this swelling is higher for higher amounts of VA. This is not surprising considering that the
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higher the VA content of the EVA copolymer the higher the average monomer size of polymer
chains effectively intercalating into the interlayers. Since intercalates are typically bilayers higher
average monomer size of polymer chains intercalated will produce larger spacings between the
clay layers. All this is also consistent with the fact that the higher the VA-content the higher the
average favorable enthalpic interactions per monomer between the negatively charged clay
surfaces and polymers and, accordingly, a higher intercalation (or even exfoliation in some cases)
of the clays should be anticipated (as explained above). Now coming back to Figure 3-1 and
comparing the XRD spectra for EVA5.5-based composites, we can study the effects of CC in the
oMMT morphology. Comparing between samples containing the same amount of oMMT (12.5%
oMMT) we can see that the presence of CC fillers do not change the d-sapcings suggesting that
CC particles do not affect the process of polymer chains intercalation into the clays interlayers. In
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Figure 3-3 d001 spacing of oMMT masterbatch (data at 0% oMMT) and EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites having different VA content in the EVA copolymer
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other words the thermodynamically driven process in which functional copolymer (i.e. EVA)
chains intercalate into the clays interlayer pulling clay layers apart, swelling the clay tactoids and,
eventually, completely disrupting them (i.e. exfoliation) seems not to be affected by the presence
of the second filler (CC). This is also not surprising since, as discussed above, no special
enthalpic interactions between the surface-coated CC particles and any of the polymers or the
oMMT was anticipated. However, the intensities of the diffraction peaks due to the oMMT
tactoids did change upon the addition of CC. The higher the amounts of CC present in the
composite, the lower the peaks intensities seen. This indicates that CC particles are influencing
either the size or the quality (in terms of how parallel the silicate layers are aligned) of the oMMT
tactoids so that samples having both oMMT and CC generate less diffracted intensities, even
though having the same amount of oMMT. This is a first indication of variations of oMMTtactoids morphology through addition of CC. All these observations about the VA-content and
CC effects on clays morphologies in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites are complemented by the
direct observation of the dispersion of the oMMT and the CC particles by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). In Figure 3-4 we can directly see the fillers dispersion in blown films having
EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composites sealant layers. As a disclaimer it is important to mention
that all samples show similar clays flow-alignment as a consequence of the blown film process. In
only-oMMT-containing EVA5.5-based composites (Figure 3-4b) only intercalated microns-size
clay-clusters (tactoids) are seen and no exfoliated clay layers are shown. In only-oMMTcontaining EVA18-based composites (Figure 3-4a), however, tactoids present are in general
smaller and thinner and it is also evident the existence of some sub-micron/exfoliated clays (even
some individual clay platelets seem to be present). This confirms one of the previous XRD
spectra observations: higher amounts of VA helps in the process of EVA chains intercalation into
the clays interlayers pulling clay layers apart, swelling the clay tactoids and in some cases even
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(a)

(b)
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(e)

(f)

EVA18

EVA5.5

Figure 3-4 TEM images of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants. (a) EVA18/PE/oMMT6.5%, (b)
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT5%, (c) EVA18/PE/oMMT6.5%/CC16%, (d) EVA5.5/PE/oMMT5%/CC12% (e) same
sample in c but at higher magnification and (f) same sample in d but a higher magnification

completely disrupting some of them. XRD, however, can only detect the periodically stacked
oMMT layers but not the exfoliated layers directly observed here by TEM. The intercalated
structures are characterized by a parallel registry that gives rise to the XRD reflection, whereas
the disordered MMT formations have no periodic stacking and thus remain XRD silent.
In the rest of the micrographs in Figure 3-4 we can see the effects of the CC addition. We
can differentiate between the CC particles and the oMMT particles by the previous knowledge
about the characteristic shape of each of these fillers. Round-shaped particles with sizes around
several hundreds of nm (like in the right-bottom in Figure 3-4c or top-left in Figure 3-4f) clearly
correspond to CC, whereas elongated particles, preferentially aligned to one direction (flowalignment due to the blowing process) having lengths around one micron (like the observed in
Figure 3-4b) clearly correspond to clay tactoids having a high number of individual clay layers.
Particles with and intermediate shape between these two typical extremes (like the one in the
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middle of Figure 3-4c or in the bottom right of Figure 3-4f) could in principle not be labeled
without any doubt as CC particles or clay tactoids (could even also correspond to clusters of these
two types of particles). Exfoliated clay platelets and clay tactoids with low amounts of individual
clay layers, on the other hand, exhibit their typical shapes and sizes (i.e. only a few nanometers
thick) and are easily distinguished from CC particles as seen for instance everywhere in Figure
3-4e and Figure 3-4f. If we compare Figure 3-4a (containing only oMMT) with Figure 3-4c and
Figure 3-4e (containing oMMT and CC), we can clearly see that the addition of CC as a second
filler to EVA18/PE/oMMT produce much higher amounts of exfoliated clay platelets. A similar
result is observed with EVA5.5/PE/oMMT systems if we compare Figure 3-4b (containing only
oMMT) with Figure 3-4d and Figure 3-4f (containing oMMT and CC). In this case it is
noteworthy that a composite exhibiting only thick clay tactoids (with a high number of individual
clay layers in them, Figure 3-4b), after the only addition of CC start exhibiting a high number of
individual clay layers exfoliated (Figure 3-4f). This result is consistent with what it was observed
in the XRD spectra where lower peak intensities were observed when CC was added to the
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT composites indicating that a lower number of diffracting moieties (i.e.
intercalated oMMT tactoids) were present. As mentioned above XRD cannot detect the presence
of exfoliated clay layers, but the lower peak intensities observed are consistent with the
appearance of exfoliation. Since the oMMT content was kept constant the peak intensities
reduction means that tactoids with much smaller number of well-ordered layers stacked together
should be present and consequently higher number of exfoliated layers should be expected. All
this strongly indicates that the addition of surface-treated CC particles aid in the
dispersion/exfoliation of oMMT in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites.
To further prove this observation another EVA/PE/oMMT/CC film, in this case having 12%VA
content, was evaluated by TEM as seen in Figure 3-5. It is clear in Figure 3-5a that much smaller
and thinner clay tactoids are observed for this system than in EVA18/PE/oMMT (without CC) in
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Figure 3-4a, even though having a lower VA-content (12%VA). In Figure 3-5b, with a higher
magnification, it is seen in more detail these small tactoids and some individual clay layers which
can be seen in more detail in Figure 3-5c at an even higher magnification. Such degree of clay
exfoliation is an unexpected result for EVA/PE/oMMT systems; in fact the amount of clays
exfoliation seen in Figure 3-4e, Figure 3-4f and Figure 3-5c (having different amounts of VA)
seems to be much higher than any other observed for EVA/PE matrixes [33] [47]. No variations
in the VA-content or in processing conditions can account for such high OC dispersions further
confirming that the surface treated CC particles are substantially aiding in the oMMT exfoliation.
As explained in the introduction of this document (Chapter 1) the thermodynaimc challenge to
effectively obtain MMT dispersion in a polymer matrix consists in having more favorable
polymer/MMT interactions than alkylamonuim-surfactant/MMT interactions. The two typical
ways to overcome this challenge in polyethylene-based composites are: i) improve the
interactions between the polymer and the clay, which is typically achieved by the
functionalization of the polymer introducing polar or polarizable groups in the polymer chain or
ii) decrease the enthalpic interactions between the surfactant and the clay, which can be achieved
by the use of semi- fluorinated surfactants. Here it seems that a new way to obtain
thermodynamically stable nanocomposites dispersion, without the use of any solvent [70] or
“swelling agent” [71] but just the addition of a (comercial) second filler and the use of
conventional processing techniques, is possible. The explanation we hypothesize for this
phenomenon is that the edges of the oMMT could have in some way been modified by any of the
components of the CC masterbatch changing the polymer/oMMT interactions and promoting
clays exfoliation. The interactions between polymers and oMMT are very complex. Polymer
chains may bind directly to the siloxane oxygen atoms on the basal surfaces of the silicate layers
and also the alkylammonium chains of the surfactant present in the interlayer may also “dissolve”
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3-5 TEM images of EVA12/PE/oMMT5%/CC12% nanocomposite sealants. (a) lower
magnification (b) and (c) higher magnifications

to different degrees into the polymer matrix. But these two types of interfacial interactions are not
the only ones present: binding of the hydroxylated edges of the silicate layer with the polymer
matrix represents yet another important interfacial interaction [72]. It is known that the presence
of hydroxil groups at the edges of clay layers, which create and hydrophilic surface, have an
adverse effect on the intercalation of polyolefins. For this reason the oMMT surface modification
using coupling agents (i.e. silane or titanate coupling agents) has been used to generate an
organophilic surface; the reaction of the active groups with the hydroxyls on the MMT surface
and edges form a molecular covering and thus decrease the surface energy and the hydrophilicity
of the oMMT [73] [74]. This is an extra modification to that typically done by the alkylamonium
surfactants used to modifiy the hydrophilicity of the interlayers (“intercalated modification”)
explained in the introduction of this document. The intercalated modification, process in which
the pristine MMT is turned to what we called here oMMT, is only meant to modify the MMT
galleries, but it is not enough for MMT surface and edge modifications. Although quaternary
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ammonium salts can adsorb on the MMT surface, this adsorption is, however, unstable. The
modification by a coupling agent on the surface and edge can form a stable covering further
increasing the hydrophobicity of the oMMT. Zhao et al [73] found that oMMT surface
modification by chlorosilanes and trimethylchlorosilanes produced the chemical reaction of the
hydroxyl groups drastically reducing the CEC value and consequently promoting clays dispersion
in PE–clay composites. Qian et al [74] found that titanate coupling agents significantly improved
the dispersion of oMMT in polybutadiene/oMMT nanocomposites. They also showed that the
surface modification process did not change the intrinsic intercalated structure of oMMT.
All these considerations and the fact that any of the components in the CC masterbatch is
clearly increasing the clays exfoliation (but not swelling the remaining tactoids, as seen in XRD
spectra, indicating that CC particles do not affect the intercalated modification) led us to believe
that an oMMT edge modification process is occurring when adding CC to EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites. CC particles are not changing the intrinsic intercalated structure of oMMT (they
cannot go into the interlayer) but are modifying their surface and edges. The postulated
hypothesis here is that during the extrusion process (where the two fillers MBs and the polymers
are being mixed together) the hydroxyl groups at the edges of the oMMT are reacting with the
alkyl-carboxyl coupling of the surface-treated CC particles aided by the temperature and intimate
mixing of the process. This neutralization of the hydroxyl groups should further increase the
hydrophobicity of oMMT and promote their exfoliation. This would mean that, beyond any
change in the intercalated modification, two different ways to increase clays dispersion are
possible in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites: i) increase the VA-content so that polymer chains
intracalation into the oMMT galleries are promoted and ii) addition of surface-treated CC
particles so that the edge hydrophobicity is increased.
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3.4.2 Rheological evaluation

3.4.2.1 Strain dependence of viscoelastic properties
Dynamic strain sweep experiments were first applied to the nanocomposite systems in
Table 3-1 in order to characterize the strain dependence of the viscoelastic properties and
determine the linear viscoelastic region. Figure 3-6 shows the results of the storage modulus (G’)
dependence on the strain (γ%) for all the nanocomposite systems at the lowest temperature
evaluated (130oC). Consistent results were obtained for the other three temperatures evaluated
(160oC, 190oC and 220 oC) and are not shown here. As expected the plateau modulus always
noticeably increases with the addition of oMMT for both systems having only oMMT and oMMT
together with CC (from now on referred as oMMT/CC). This effect is higher for EVA5.5-based
composites (Figure 3-6b) than for EVA18-based composites (Figure 3-6a). On the other hand, the
addition of only CC (up to 16%CC) does not seem to have a major effect on the modulus for both
EVA5.5/PE and EVA18/PE polymer blends; however the addition of 16%CC to oMMTcontaining composites clearly further increases the modulus for both EVA5.5- and EVA18-based
composites and in all the oMMT contents evaluated. As expected all the samples for both
EVA5.5-based and EVA18-based composites exhibited a linear region (Newtonian plateau) at
low strains and deviations from this linear viscoelastic behavior start at lower strains for
composites having oMMT or oMMT/CC compared to the respective neat polymer blends or
systems having only CC. It also seems to be clear that the higher the filler content, the lower the
transition strain (critical strain). A critical strain (γ c) was taken here as the strain value at which
the storage modulus equals 90% of the low strain modulus. γc for all the samples evaluated here
are shown in Table 3-1. In Figure 3-7 the γc dependence on oMMT content is shown for all the
composites at all the different levels of CC evaluated. It is clearly seen that there is a general high
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Figure 3-6 Storage modulus (G’) vs. strain (γ%) curves at 1 rad/s of (a) EVA18-based composites and (b)
EVA5.5-based composites at 130oC.
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reduction in the critical strain when the oMMT content is increased for both EVA18 and EVA5.5
in both only-oMMT-containing composites (0%CC) and in systems having both oMMT and CC
(oMMT/CC).This phenomenon of reduction of critical strain has been explained in polymer/clay
composites by the presence of physical three-dimensional networks of clay tactoids and clay
platelets which increase the storage modulus of the quiescent composites [52]. While the strain is
progressively increased, the anisotropic clay layers involved in the networks align to the strain
direction, disrupting the networks and accordingly progressively decreasing the storage modulus
of the composites which ends up reducing the calculated critical strain. According to this trend of
thought the results here suggest the existence of such clay networks for both EVA5.5- and
EVA18-based systems for both only-oMMT and oMMT/CC composites. However, as is also
seen in Figure 3-7 only-CC-containing composites (0% oMMT) -for both EVA5.5 and EVA18based systems- do not show any appreciable reduction of critical strain with CC addition
indicating that CC particles at the CC contents evaluated here (up to 16%) cannot develop any
kind of particles network or agglomeration of particles or clusters being progressively disrupted
with the increase of strain. This result is also an expected outcome according to the discussion in
the introduction where it was argued that CC particles -being nearly spherical- and CC
agglomerates -being also nearly equiaxed shaped- would be far from reaching percolation
thresholds to develop three dimensional networks at the CC contents evaluated here. Also, since
CC particles used here are surface treated, a reduction in particle-particle interactions and
consequently in agglomeration of particles and formation of clusters was anticipated. This was
confirmed by TEM micrographs (Figure 3-4) where well dispersed sub-micron CC particles were
observed. Nevertheless, for composites having a fixed amount of oMMT it seems clear in Figure
3-7 that the addition of CC further decreases the critical strain values. This indicates that,
although CC particles cannot develop particle aggregates or network structures by themselves,
they are in some way either promoting the formation of clay particle networks or creating
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Figure 3-7 Critical strains dependence on oMMT content at different levels of CC and at 130 oC for
EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composites

some kind of aggregates or clusters -or even dual-filler networks- with oMMT particles. This is
also consistent with the further increase of G’ observed upon CC addition for both EVA5.5 and
EVA18 only-oMMT-containing composites systems (although no special effect was observed
when adding only CC) as seen in Figure 3-6. Also, although the data are not enough to establish a
definitive conclusion, in Figure 3-7 it seems that CC addition up to an intermediate CC content
(approx. 10%CC) can create a similar critical strain reduction as higher CC contents (16%CC),
for both EVA18 and EVA5.5 systems at both intermediate and high oMMT contents. This
suggests that whatever mechanism is producing the CC particles enhancement of particle
networks, it only takes place up to a certain critical CC concentration.
Finally, comparing between EVA18 and EVA5.5 composites (squares and triangles
symbols in Figure 3-7 respectively) we can see that it is evident that EVA5.5 systems exhibit
lower critical strains at the same amount of oMMT content (for both only-oMMT and
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oMMT/CC) than EVA18 systems suggesting that more-extended clay-networks are possibly
being formed in EVA5.5 systems. This is consistent with the previous observation in Figure 3-6
of higher amount of increase of the modulus upon the addition of oMMT in the case of EVA5.5
systems compared to EVA18. This is also an expected result considering the conclusions in
previous chapter where higher amounts of PE-g-MAH-oMMT junction sites (as it would be the
case for EVA5.5-based systems compared to EVA18-based systems) were found to generate
stronger networks. It is also seen in Figure 3-7 that the effects in the critical strain reduction by
the addition of CC particles at 6.5% oMMT are much stronger in EVA5.5-based than in EVA18based composites. The discussion of most of the observations above about the changes in
rheological behavior of the composites through the incorporation of the two fillers will be
complemented below when analyzing the frequency dependence of viscoelastic properties.

3.4.2.2 Frequency dependence of viscoelastic properties
Frequency sweep data at 130oC, 160oC, 190oC and 220oC for all the samples evaluated
were overlapped at a reference temperature of 130 oC according to the time-temperature
superposition (tTS) principle. The corresponding reduced curves for both storage modulus (G’)
and loss modulus (G’’) for the neat EVA5.5/PE and EVA18/PE blends are shown in Figure 3-8. It
is seen that there are not big differences between the two different neat polymer blends exhibiting
comparable frequency dependence for both modulus in the whole frequency range. Also, the G’G’’ crossover relaxation times (calculated as the inverse of the G’-G’’ crossover frequency and
shown in Table 3-1) for EVA5.5 and EVA18 are very similar, although slightly higher for the
EVA copolymer with less amount of VA (EVA5.5), consistent with results already shown for
similar systems [24]. This result is, as expected, consistent with what was observed in Figure 3-6
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Figure 3-8 Storage modulus (open symbols) and loss modulus (solid symbols) vs. reduced frequency for
neat EVA18/PE (black squares) and EVA5.5/PE (blue triangles) blends and EVA18/PE/oMMT 12.5%
nanocomposite (red circles) at a reference temperature of 130 oC

where no big differences were observed in the strain sweep experiments for both neat polymer
blends and implies that any difference in the rheological behavior seen between the two sets of
composites has to be due to different fillers-polymer and/or filler-filler interactions.
The reduced frequency sweep curves for all the EVA18 and EVA5.5 composites are
shown in Figure 3-9 (storage modulus) and Figure 3-10 (complex viscosity). As can be seen
there, and consistent with the strain sweep results, the only-CC-containing systems, for both
EVA18 and EVA5.5 composites, exhibit elastic modulus and complex viscosity values very
similar to that of the respective neat EVA/PE blend in the entire frequency range. The fact that no
significant changes in the polymer viscoelastic properties in these composites were observed (as
shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10), despite the high amounts of CC filler used here (up
to16%CC), shows that no strong enthalpic interactions between any of the polymer chain species
present and the CC particles were occurring. This could have been anticipated recalling that the
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Figure 3-9 Storage modulus (G’) vs. reduced frequency at a reference temperature of 130 oC for (a)
EVA18-based composites and (b) EVA5.5-based composites
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CC particles used here were surface treated to form a hydrophobic and non polar coating on the
surface of the mineral, as explained in section 3.2. In a similar way, the fact that these only-CCcontaining composite viscosities are not higher than the respective neat polymer’s blend (as
shown in Figure 3-10) indicates that the particles surface treatment was effective to avoid
particles agglomeration issues which could have made the composites more difficult to process.
This is in agreement with TEM observations above.
It is also important to indicate here that these observations for only-CC-containing composites
were the same for both EVA18 and EVA5.5 systems showing that the rheological response in
these cases are independent of the amount of VA content and, consequently, independent of the
CC particles interactions with functional groups (i.e. VA and MAH) present in the composite
matrix. This is, again, consistent with the fact of having surface treated CC particles. A different
scenario was seen for only-oMMT-containing systems which showed different viscoelastic
responses depending not only on the oMMT content but also on the amount of VA comonomer
content and even also on the amount of the second filler (CC) present in the composites, as
clearly seen in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10. Starting our discussion with EVA18 systems we can
see that the composite having 6.5% oMMT and no CC also exhibited a similar rheological
behavior compared to the respective neat polymer blend. Only slightly higher values of G’ and η*
are observed which are only slightly more evident at lower frequencies. However, an increase in
the oMMT concentration up to 12.5% oMMT evidently develops a clear solid-like rheological
behavior of the composite characterized by i) a dramatic reduction of the slope of logG’ vs.
logaTω curves at low frequencies as seen in Figure 3-9a ii) the deviation from a viscous liquidlike behavior (Newtonian plateau of the complex viscosity) at low frequencies as seen in Figure
3-10a and iii) the fact that the storage modulus (G’) is higher than the loss modulus (G’’) in the
whole frequency range, as seen in Figure 3-8 (meaning that no G’ G’’ crossover relaxation time
was observed for this sample, as reported in Table 3-1).
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Figure 3-10 Complex viscosity (η*) vs. reduced frequency at a reference temperature of 130 oC for (a)
EVA18 composites and (b) EVA5.5 composites
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These observations can also be better studied and complemented with more detailed evaluations
of the slope of logG’ vs. logaTω curves at low frequencies (α slope, calculated from data in Figure
3-9) and the “shear thinning” exponent (η, obtained after fitting the complex viscosity curves at
low frequency region -Figure 3-10- with a power law model). The α and η values for all the
composites are presented in Table 3-1 and are also shown against oMMT content in Figure 3-11
and Figure 3-12 respectively. Theoretically, an α value of zero (G’ independent of frequency) or a
κ value of 1 corresponds to an ideal solid behavior [27]. In Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12 it is
clearly seen the effects of oMMT addition in the development of solid-like behaviors in EVA18
and EVA5.5 composites, both with and without the presence of CC. A progressive addition of
oMMT continually decreases α and continually increases κ, up to a point where the values could
be consider a clear indication of solid-like character (α slope lower than 0.15 and κ value higher
than 0.8). Comparing the effects of oMMT addition at different VA contents it is evident that for
the EVA18 composite having only 6.5% oMMT a solid-like behavior was not observed whereas
it was actually seen for the corresponding EVA5.5 system (Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12). Also, if
we compare EVA5.5-based against EVA18-based composites at intermediate oMMT contents it
can be seen that the solid-like behavior is always higher/stronger for EVA5.5 systems (lower
values of α and higher of κ at the same oMMT and CC levels). This difference in the rheology of
the composites due to different amounts of VA in the EVA copolymer can be explained by the
fact that EVA5.5 polymer chains have less thermodynamic potential (compared to EVA18) to
intercalate the clay interlayers and replace PE-g-MAH polymer chains in contact with silicate
surfaces. This was confirmed by the XRD and TEM results discussed in section 3.4.1 where
further swelling of intercalated fillers and some exfoliation of clay layers was promoted when
diluting the oMMT masterbatch in EVA18 but not in EVA5.5 systems. In this way EVA5.5
composites maintain a higher amount of PE-g-MAH-oMMT contact sites which aid in the
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formation of strong polymer-mediated networks of silicate layers, as explained in the previous
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Figure 3-11 α slope (slope of logG’ vs. logaTω curves at low frequencies) vs. oMMT content at a
reference temperature of 130oC for EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composites at different levels of CC

Nevertheless, and probably more interestingly, we can observe here that the addition of
further amounts of oMMT is not the only way to promote solid-like behavior in both EVA5.5and EVA18-based composites. For instance, the addition to EVA18/PE/oMMT systems having
only 6.5% oMMT (and consequently viscoelastic response similar to the EVA18/PE blend as
seen in Figure 3-9a, Figure 3-10a, Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12) of 10% CC does produce a
dramatic change in the viscoelastic properties exhibiting a clear solid-like rheological behavior at
low frequencies characterized by the same three criteria described above. At 12.5% oMMT,
where the solid like behavior was already clearly observed, the addition of up to 16% CC further
increase the values of storage modulus and viscosity in the whole frequency range (as seen in
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Figure 3-9a and Figure 3-10a) and the solid-like behavior as seen in Figure 3-11 and Figure
3-12). However, it is interesting to see how further addition of CC (from 10% CC to 16%CC) for
EVA18/PE/oMMT/CC composites having intermediate oMMT contents (6.5% oMMT) do not
further change viscoelastic response of the composites, as seen in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12. In
fact in Figure 3-9a and Figure 3-10a it is seen that rheological response of 6.5% oMMT/10% CC
and 6.5% oMMT/16% CC are almost identical. Now, if we consider the CC addition to EVA5.5
systems we see in general the same results. For instance for the EVA5.5 sample having 6.5%
oMMT and no CC the addition of 10% CC promotes a jump of the elastic modulus and complex
viscosity in the whole frequency range (Figure 3-9b and Figure 3-10b) and an increase in the
solid-like behavior (Figure 3-11b and Figure 3-12b). However the addition of an extra amount of
CC up to a loading of 16% does not seem to further change the viscoelastic properties. In fact
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Figure 3-12 κ (“shear thinning” exponent) vs. oMMT content at a reference temperature of 130oC for
EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composites at different levels of CC
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6.5% oMMT/10% CC and 6.5% oMMT/16% CC samples seem to have an identical rheological
behavior (Figure 3-9b and Figure 3-10b). At 12.5% oMMT a similar effect is observed with an
initial increase of the viscoelastic properties with the initial addition of CC (5% CC and 10%
CC), but systems having 12% CC and16% CC exhibiting very similar viscoelastic responses
(Figure 3-9b and Figure 3-10b).
All these observations are in agreement with what was observed in the strain sweep
experiments and confirm that CC particles are -by any mechanism- promoting the formation of
particle networks and solid-like behavior. This phenomenon occurs up to a critical content of CC
and, once this critical content has been reached, further addition of CC particles do not create
major changes in viscoelastic properties of the composites. In this way two different means can
be used to induce the formation of particle networks and solid-like behavior (beyond the more
obvious increase of oMMT content) in EVA/PE/oMMT composites at intermediate oMMT
contents which did not exhibit solid-like behavior: i) changing the EVA copolymer to one with
lower amounts of VA and ii) adding surface-treated CC particles.

3.4.2.3 Possible causes of the effects of CC addition to the rheological properties of
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites
At this point it is worth trying to address the question about the causes of the effects of
the CC addition in the rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites described
above, based on the morphological and rheological results so far. Rheological results here showed
that CC particles, although cannot develop particle aggregates or network structures and do not
alter the viscoelastic properties of the EVA5.5/PE and EVA18/PE polymer blends, are in some
way either promoting the formation of clay particle networks or creating some kind of aggregates
or clusters -or even dual-filler networks- with oMMT particles. The formation of a two-filler-
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network structure with CC located between and bridging oMMT tactoids and platelets would
imply, in principle, favorable enthalpic interactions between polar CC particles and negatively
charged silicate layers, in such a way that CC particles would preferentially locate in clay
abundant regions and exhibit rather favorable intermolecular interactions with the silicate layers.
However, CC particles in this work are surface treated by stearic acid having a monolayer of
alkyl chains in their surface, so that they should not preferentially interact with any of the
components of the blend. Some works [75] have shown that coating the CC particles surfaces by
this monolayer reduces both its tendency to agglomerate as well as the filler-polymer interactions
in polyethylene-based composites. The latter is due to the fact that the dipole-induced dipole
attraction forces between CC particles and non polar polymer chains are reduced by the surface
treatment, keeping the polymer chains at a higher distance (r) to the calcite surface (the attraction
force is inversely proportional to r6). In the system studied here a similar scenario would be
present not only with the dipole induction of CC particles in polymer chains being blocked by the
surface coating, but also with the interactions of the polar CC particles with the polar silicate
layers surfaces being blocked by the surface coating. In this way no special favorable interactions
between CC particles and the rest of the components of the composite would be expected. The
effect of CC particle surface treatment in the reduction of CC particles agglomeration (which
helps to get better CC dispersion) would be promoting random distribution of smaller CC
particles randomly touching some oMMT tactoids but not particularly developing strong dualfiller structures. This seems to be confirmed by the TEM micrographs, as stated above, where
good dispersion of submicron-size CC particles was observed for all the EVA/PE/oMMT/CC
composites evaluated. On the other hand, in the morphological study here it was clearly shown
that CC particles are substantially aiding in the oMMT exfoliation allegedly through an oMMT
edge-modification process.
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Having higher exfoliation of the clay layers implies two important factors that
substantially alter the rheological properties of these nanocomposites. First, since the clay layers
are highly anisotropic, higher clay exfoliation implies lower percolation threshold for the
formation of topologically jammed silicate layer networks (i.e. solid-like behavior can occur at
lower oMMT contents) [27]. This result was shown here as the oMMT level to get clear solid-like
behavior for EVA18 systems without CC was 12.5% oMMT and it was reduced to only 6.5%
oMMT when 10% CC was added (Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12). But additionally, and also more
importantly, higher clays exfoliation also represents much higher total surface area available for
PE-g-MAH chains to tether the silicate layers. As explained above, and in the previous chapter,
PE-g-MAH-oMMT interactions allow the formation of strong polymer-mediated particle
networks and stronger solid-like behavior. Thus, higher exfoliation means higher amounts of PEg-MAH-oMMT junction sites and consequently higher/stronger solid-like behavior. This result
also was seen here; at 6.5% oMMT, CC addition always increased solid-like behavior for both
EVA18- and EVA5.5-based composites (Table 3-1, Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12). A similar
increase can be obtained by increasing the oMMT up to 12.5% as is also seen in Figure 3-11,
Figure 3-12 and Table 1-1. All these observations support the hypothesis of CC addition
indirectly affecting the rheological properties of the composites by changing their morphology
(clays exfoliation). As mentioned above CC enhances clays exfoliation and this exfoliation
promotes the formation of clay particle networks, not only by the trivial fact that highly
anisotropic clay layers exhibit lower percolation thresholds at higher exfoliation, but also because
higher clay exfoliation means more clay surface area available for more PE-g-MAH-oMMT
junctions to be generated.
It is also important to mention that although apparently the solid-like behavior induced
here by CC addition has a similar mechanism as compared to the case of EVA/oMMT
nanocomposites described in previous chapter (i.e. an increase in the clay layer exfoliation induce
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a solid-like behavior) there is an important difference between the two mechanisms. In
EVA/oMMT the highly exfoliated clay layers, induced by the polar EVA polymer chains, lead to
the formation of topologically jammed clay-networks. In EVA/PE/oMMT/CC high clay
exfoliation, induced by CC particles, lead not only to topologically jammed clay-networks but
also to an increase in the number of PE-g-MAH-oMMT junctions leading to stronger polymermediated networks, as mentioned above. In this way EVA/PE/oMMT/CC although having similar
clays exfoliation than EVA/oMMT nanocomposites, would exhibit much higher solid-like
behavior at the same oMMT content. This is confirmed comparing the solid-like behavior in
Table 3-1 and Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 for EVA18/PE/oMMT/CC systems in general (for
instance α values are always ≤ 0.15) with that observed for EVA/oMMT nanocomposite at the
highest oMMT content (9%) in Figure 2-8 (previous chapter, α values > 0.4). Also all the dualfiller systems here exhibited higher values of the storage modulus (G’) than the loss modulus
(G’’) in the whole frequency range (that is why for all these composite a relaxation time is not
reported in Table 3-1) in a similar way as sample EVA18/PE/oMMT12.5% shown in Figure 3-8.
This is a clear indication of the big effects of the fillers in the composite rheological properties
which are not observed in EVA/oMMT systems. In a similar way the relation between clay
exfoliation

and

rheological

behavior

is

not

the

same

for

EVA/PE/oMMT

and

EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems. In EVA/PE/oMMT whenever the clay exfoliation is promoted by
an increase in the VA content, as seen here in the morphological study, the number of PE-gMAH-oMMT junctions is decreased since VA groups tend to replace MAH groups attached to
the silicate surfaces for thermodynamic reasons as explained several times above. Thus, whenever
clay exfoliation is induced (by the increase in the VA content) the solid-like character is actually
decreased, as seen here when comparing EVA5.5- vs. EVA18-based systems at the same oMMT
content (Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12). A different situation is found for the dual-filler systems
where the addition of CC can enhance both the clay exfoliation and the solid-like character as
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seen in this chapter. Likewise if we compared samples based on the same EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposite having and not having CC particles we will find that some of them will exhibit
different clay morphology (much more exfoliation for the CC-containing composite) but very
similar

rheological

response

(for

instance

EVA5.5/PE/oMMT6.5%/CC10

and

EVA5.5/PE/oMMT12.5% in Figure 3-9b). This fact opens the possibility of tailoring the
rheological and other thermomechanical properties (that depend in different ways on the degree
of clays exfoliation) in these nanocomposites for flexible film packaging applications through the
variation of the relative amounts of oMMT and CC.
Finally we want to address the question of why initial additions of CC induce solid-like
behavior and/or increase the values of viscoelastic properties (storage modulus and complex
viscosity) but after one critical CC concentration has been reached further additions of CC
apparently does not produce any change in the viscoelastic properties, as has been shown above
for both EVA5.5- and EVA18-based composites. A possible explanation for this, which is
consistent with the indirect mechanism by which CC particles change rheological properties of
the nanocomposites discussed above, is that CC particles would be adequate to enhance the
formation of networks and consequently induce stronger solid-like behavior only if they can
promote the exfoliation of oMMT tactoids and an increase in the PE-g-MAH-oMMT junction
sites. However, once further CC addition no longer increases clay exfoliation and the number of
PE-g-MAH-oMMT contact sites, CC particles addition would not have any major effect in the
rheological properties simply because there are not positive enthalpic interactions between CC
and any of the other components of the composite as shown above. The reasons why CC
additions can eventually stops increasing clays exfoliation could be the simple fact that full
exfoliation has already been reached at that specific amount of oMMT and CC or another (yet
unknown) phenomena involved in the process of clays edge-modification induced by the surfacecoated CC particles. And the reasons why CC additions eventually stop increasing the number of
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PE-g-MAH-oMMT junction sites could be the simple fact that no clay exfoliation is being
promoted any longer or that all the PE-g-MAH chains present in the composite have already
tethered the silicate layers at that specific level of oMMT (which is introduced via an
oMMT/LLDPE-g-MAH masterbatch). Of course more detailed studies would be necessary to try
to better identify and determine these factors.

3.4.2.4 tTS deviations
As shown in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 systems in general showed good data overlap in
the frequency reduced curves obtained after shifting the main linear viscoelastic properties
according to the tTS principle. However, systems having high amount of fillers seem to have
some overlapping problems, as seen for example for EVA18-based composite having 12.5%
oMMT/0% CC in Figure 3-8 or for EVA18-based composite having 12.5% oMMT/16% CC in
Figure 3-9a. This can raise questions about the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic
properties of the nanocomposites and consequently the validity of the tTS principle on some of
these systems. To address this and to look for more insights in the effects of CC addition in the
formation of networks in these systems, we followed the procedure presented by Han and John to
analyze the frequency sweep data obtained at the different temperatures evaluated. Based on
molecular viscoelasticity theory Han and John [54] have shown that for linear, flexible,
unentangled homopolymers log-plots of G' vs. G" data obtained in frequency sweep experiments
at different temperatures are virtually independent of temperature and overlap forming straight
lines with a slope of 2 in the terminal region. Subsequently, Han and Kim showed that for
multicomponent and/or multiphase polymeric systems, evaluations of any deviations from this
standard behavior for log G' vs. log G" plots are useful to monitor any morphological evolutions
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Figure 3-13 G’ vs. G’’ plots for EVA18-based composites, data obtained at all the temperatures
evaluated: 130oC (black), 160oC (red), 190oC (green) and 220oC (blue). (a) Selected composites having
only one filler (oMMT or CC). (b) Selected composite having two fillers and comparison to the respective
only-oMMT-containing composite
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in complex systems [56] [55]. In the previous chapter we also showed that polyethylenebased/oMMT nanocomposites, having the oMMT introduced via LLDPE-g-MAH/oMMT
masterbatches, exhibit deviations in the log-plots of G' vs. G"; specifically data did not overlap in
straight lines but in concave upwards curves. The interpretation of those deviations was helpful to
better understand the different mechanisms of formation of networks of particles in
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites. Accordingly, the log-plots of G' vs. G" of the data obtained in
frequency sweep experiments at the four different temperatures evaluated in this chapter are
shown in Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14 for EVA18-based and EVA5.5-based composites
respectively. For EVA18-based composites the neat EVA/PE blend and the two samples
containing only CC (10% CC and 16% CC) fully satisfy the requirement of log G' vs. log G"
temperature independence through the whole temperature range (130 oC to 220oC) with data
overlapping in straight lines having a slope close to 2 (Figure 3-13a). Also, as it is seen, data not
only overlapped for every temperature for each one of these 3 samples, but also all the data
coming from each one of the three samples practically overlapped in the same line (despite
having these three samples different amounts of CC). This means that G’ vs. G’’ plots are
basically CC independent for these composites up to a level of 16%CC. Same results were
obtained for the neat polymer blend and only-CC-containing composites based on EVA5.5 as
seen in Figure 3-14a. This means that the temperature-dependent relaxation processes of the
polymer chains are essentially unaffected by the presence of CC fillers, which is another
indication of low interactions between the CC particles and the polymer chains as already
discussed above several times.As expected, a different scenario was seen for only-oMMTcontaining composites. In Figure 3-13a we see that for the 12.5% oMMT composite based on
EVA18 some clear deviations from the standard behavior are observed: the data at different
temperatures for this sample do not overlap forming a straight line but forming a concaveupwards curve. It also seems to be apparent that data at 220 oC have somewhat higher G’ values
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than at 190oC (for the same values of G’’), so that they do not exhibit a good overlap; this is more
evident at lower values of G’’. Lower values of G’’ in this kind of graphs correspond to data
obtained at lower values of frequency during the frequency sweep experiments if data correspond
to a same experiment (same temperature), or to data obtained at higher temperature if correspond
to data obtained in different experiments (at different temperatures). At 6.5% oMMT an effect in
the same sense, although much smaller and only observable in the last few data points
(corresponding to the lower values of frequency in the experiment at 220 oC), seems to be present.
In the case of EVA5.5 systems only-oMMT- containing composites (Figure 3-14a) also show the
same kind of deviations. However, in this case at 6.5% oMMT the deviations are much more
evident than in the corresponding EVA18-based system. At 12.5% oMMT deviations seem to be
even more extreme: they start at higher values of G’’ (higher frequencies if data correspond to the
same frequency sweep experiment, or lower temperatures if correspond to data from different
experiments) and at lower values of G’’ not only G’ data at 220 oC seems to be higher than at 190
C, but also G’ data at 190oC seems somewhat higher than G’ data at 160 oC. At this point it is

o

also important to recall that samples exhibiting solid-like behavior at low frequencies in the
graphs of storage modulus and complex viscosity against reduced frequency above (Figure 3-9
and Figure 3-10) are also the same exhibiting these tTS deviations, and also samples having
stronger solid-like character exhibit here higher deviations (i.e. EVA5.5 system having
12.5%oMMT). All this indicates that solid-like behavior and tTS deviations are closely related in
these composites, as was also the case for previous EVA/PE/oMMT systems according to the
previous chapter.
Now, we turn our attention to systems having the presence of both fillers. In the case of
EVA-18 based composites we see in Figure 3-13b that the addition of 10% CC to a system
having 6.5% oMMT shows the same kind of deviations in the log-plots of G’ vs. G’’ explained
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Figure 3-14 G’ vs. G’’ plots for EVA5.5-based composites, data obtained at all the temperatures
evaluated: 130oC (black), 160oC (red), 190oC (green) and 220oC (blue). (a) Selected composites having
only one filler (oMMT or CC) (b) Selected composite having two fillers and comparison to the respective
only-oMMT-containing composite
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above, which were almost not present in the respective 6.5% oMMT/0% CC composite. The
same situation is observed when comparing in Figure 3-14b the EVA5.5 composite having 6.5%
oMMT/0% CC with the dual-filler system having 6.5% oMMT/10 % CC. In other words
although CC particles -even at high CC content- were not able to affect the temperature
dependence of the polymer chain relaxations in the only-CC containing composites, combined
with oMMT they were able to do it. Since CC do not exhibit any positive interactions with the
polymer matrix this further supports the thesis of the indirect mechanism of CC particles altering
the rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites in which a higher number of PE-gMAH-oMMT junction sites are being promoted by the CC addition. The fact that the polymer
chain relaxations are being altered implies that more PE-g-MAH-oMMT interactions are present
and that these interactions are the cause of the strong solid-like behavior induced. Networks
structures of only jammed oMMT layers (or oMMT/CC dual fillers structures) would not exhibit
these deviations of the tTS principle as was for instance the case in particle-particle networks in
EVA/oMMT nanocomposites discussed in previous chapter. In this way it is further confirmed
that the main mechanism by which the addition of CC particles induced a solid like behavior in
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites is by the increase in the number of PE-g-MAH-oMMT contact
sites produced by the induced increase in the clay layers exfoliation.

3.5 Conclusions
The effects of the addition of a second inorganic filler (surface treated calcium carbonate)
on clay dispersion and rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at different
oMMT and VA levels have been studied. Highly exfoliated clay morphologies were seen for
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems that are not typical for EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites and that
cannot be ascribed to VA-content and processing variations. An oMMT edge modification
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process occurring when adding CC to EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites has been postulated as
the possible explanation for this phenomenon. It is hypothesized that the hydroxyl groups at the
edges of the oMMT are reacting during processing with the alkyl-carboxyl coupling of the
surface-treated CC particles and further increasing the hydrophobicity of oMMT and promoting
their exfoliation. This highly exfoliated clay morphology allows that CC particles added to
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites substantially modify the viscoelastic properties of the
composites, although the addition of only surface treated-CC particles does not produce any
significant change in the rheological properties. This phenomenon occurs up to a critical content
of CC and once this critical content has been reached, further addition of CC particles do not
create major changes in viscoelastic properties of the composites. Specifically CC particles
reduce the percolation thresholds needed for oMMT composites to reach solid-like behaviors,
increase solid like character and the viscoelastic properties of the composites, and alter the
temperature dependency of polymer chains relaxations (as seen by deviations from timetemperature superposition principle). Highly exfoliated clay layers promote the formation of
stronger polymer-mediated networks of silicate layers due to a much higher clays surface area
available to form more PE-g-MAH-oMMT junction sites. In this way, beyond any change in the
oMMT intercalated modification and the amount of oMMT, two different ways to alter the
morphology and rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites are presented here: i)
variation in the VA-comonomer-content so that polymer chains intracalation into the oMMT
galleries are changed and ii) addition of surface-treated CC particles so that the clay’s edge
hydrophobicity is increased. In EVA/PE/oMMT whenever the clays exfoliation is promoted by an
increase in the VA content the number of PE-g-MAH-oMMT junctions is decreased and
consequently the solid-like character is also decreased. For the dual-filler systems, the addition of
CC can enhance both the clay exfoliation and the solid-like character simultaneously. These
results in principle enable the possibility of tailoring rheological and other thermomechanical
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properties in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants through variations in the VA/MAH and
oMMT/CC ratios
.

Chapter 4

Heat-sealing, mechanical and thermal properties of
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC nanocomposites

4.1 Summary
The effects of the addition of CC particles to the thermomechanical properties of
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at different oMMT levels were evaluated. The addition of CC
fillers does not significantly alter the mechanisms responsible for peelability and peel forces in
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites. In this fashion EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems exhibited ultrabroad temperature range of peelability and peel force reductions when oMMT content is
increased. Higher oMMT exfoliation induced by CC particles in EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites
induce the following properties trends with the increase in CC content: i) peel force reductions; ii)
additional modulus enhancements (compared to that expected from the sole introduction of the
two stiffer particles); and iii) additional heat capacity reductions (compared to that expected from
the additivity rule). Additionally, EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites exhibited simultaneous
improvements in tensile modulus (most probably due to oMMT dispersed in PE phase) and
elongation at break (most probably due to oMMT dispersed in EVA phase) over the EVA/PE
polymer blend. Thermal conductivity increases with the addition of oMMT and/or CC compared
to the neat polymers for all the oMMT and CC compositions evaluated.
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4.2 Introduction
According to the previous chapters it is evident that interactions between functional
copolymers (LLDPE-g-MAH and EVA) and oMMT layers rule the heat-sealing and rheological
properties in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites. Additionally, in the preceding chapter the effects
of the addition of surface-treated CC particles and the variation of the VA-content in the EVA
copolymer on the morphology and rheological properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites at
different oMMT levels were studied. The expectations were both to enhance the properties of
EVA18/PE/oMMT nanocomposite as heat-sealants -especially rheological properties leaning
towards caulking-ability improvements- and to look for reductions in costs (i.e. obtain similar
performance using less expensive fillers and polymers). In this chapter the corroboration that the
sealing properties already established for EVA/PE/oMMT sealants are not negatively influenced
by the addition of CC is presented, together with an analysis of the influence of CC particles in
different thermomechanical properties relevant for flexible film packaging applications: tensile
modulus and elongation at break; polymers melting behavior; heat capacity and thermal
conductivity. The effects of CC addition on the thermal conductivity of polyethylene-based films
have been widely studied for a couple of decades [76] [77]. Improvements in thermal conductivity
(CC conducts heat approximately 20 times faster than polymers) provides for faster melting and
higher melt densities compared to neat resins. This allows for more product moving down the
screw during polyolefin blown film extrusion, increasing the volumetric output [78]. As the film
exits the die, the film cools faster, due to its higher thermal conductivity, which combined with
the increased volumetric output, allows the processors to operate faster line speeds. Additionally
the specific heat of CC is lower than polyolefins (about 0.9 vs. 1.8-2.4 kJ/(kg.K) [78]. This lower
heat capacity means less energy is needed to increase the temperature of the composite compared
to neat polymers. Some works [79] have reported thermal and viscoelastic properties of
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EVA/PE/CC composites, but to the best of our knowledge, no works have been reported studying
thermal or mechanical properties of EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites. The composites evaluated
in this chapter are some of the same systems used in the rheological and morphological study in
the preceding chapter so that the materials and nanocomposite preparation can be reviewed there.
Interesting changes in the thermomechanical properties in EVA/PE/oMMT/CC composites,
especially due to the higher oMMT exfoliation induced by the CC particles, are presented here. In
the next chapter an experimental study to try to establish the caulking-ability and viscoelastic
properties connections is presented.

4.3 Experimental

4.3.1 Heat Seal strength
The seal strength of multilayer films having a total gauge of 76 micrometers and a sealant
layer (11.4 micrometers thickness) with different EVA5.5/PE/oMMT/CC composites
compositions was evaluated. In the same way the seal strength of a low density polyethylene film
was also evaluated for comparison. A Carver laboratory Hot-press was used for the sealing with
the following conditions: high pressure (1000 psi), long dwell time (8 seconds) and several
different upper plate temperatures as follows: 100 oC, 110oC, 120oC, 130oC and 140oC. The high
sealing pressure and long dwell time ensure equilibration of the temperature at the sealing surface
(interface). For the seal strength measurements all peel tests were performed according to ASTM
F88-06 standard on an Instron 5866 tensile tester, operated with pneumatic grips, separating the
two specimen legs at 180o and using a constant separation speed of 200 mm/min. Complete
stress–strain curves were recorded for 5 independent specimens per seal, and were subsequently
used to quantify the maximum and average seal strength per width of seal; the average seal
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strength is reported for peelable seals, while the maximum seal strength is reported for weld
(fused) seals. Several nanocomposite formulations were studied by Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) and compared against the respective unfilled polymers to check for any
possible effects of the fillers in the melting behavior of the composites that could affect sealing
temperatures. Pellets of these samples were extruded and injection molded into bars.
Approximately 4 mg of them were cut from the bars, encapsulated in standard DSC pans, and run
in a Q100 TA Instruments DSC in heat-cool-heat experiments between 30oC and 160oC at a rate
of 10oC/min.

4.3.2 Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of several EVA/PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT/CC
nanocomposite systems were quantified by tensile stress-strain measurements at room
temperature according to ASTM D638. Samples were first injection molded in a 22ton BoyMachine into dogbone-shaped specimens using a temperature profile of: 215 oC, 220oC 210oC.

After several weeks of samples annealing at room temperature, the tensile properties of five
to eight specimens for each sample were evaluated using an Instron 5566 testing machine
with a 10 kN load cell. Mechanical “vise” grips and a speed of 50 mm/min were used. The
average Young’s modulus, tensile strength, yield stress and elongation at break were
calculated for each sample.

4.3.3 Heat capacity, thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity
Thermal conductivity (λ) in the composites here was calculated from the difference between the
heat capacity measured in a thermal-equilibrium and a non-thermal-equilibrium condition using
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isothermal Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) experiments. The method used
is fully described in the ASTM standard ASTM E 1952-01[80]. In order to obtain heat capacity
values under these two conditions two test specimens, a thin and a thick disc, are used. The
geometric parameters of the discs (as shown in Figure 4-1) together with the MDSC experimental
conditions and the two measured heat capacities are used to calculate λ for each sample. The
MDSC experiments consist in keeping the specimen for 20 min in a quasi-isothermal condition at
the temperature of interest with an oscillation amplitude of ± 0.50C within a period of 80 s. The
value of the heat capacity in the last 2 min is used to perform the calculations. Two temperatures
were evaluated: 250C and 650C (the method requires to use temperatures well below melting
points of the polymers to avoid any possible changes in the discs dimensions)

Figure 4-1 Specimens used in the two MDSC experiments (thermal-equilibrium condition, thin
specimen, and non-thermal-equilibrium condition, thick specimen) to calculate the thermal
conductivity. Specimens (left) just after being cut and polished and (right) ready to be placed on the
DSC cell platforms
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4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Melting behavior by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
The nanocomposite sealants studied here, depending on the sealant composition, contain
up to four different PE-based polymers: EVA, PE (m-LLDPE), LLDPE-g-MAH (carrier resin in
the oMMT masterbatch) and LLDPE (carrier resin in the CC masterbatch). All of them have
varying degrees of crystallinity and melting temperatures. Therefore, and also considering that
every time the filler loading of any of the two fillers is changed the relative amount of these
polymers is also changed, it is difficult to determine how the crystallization behavior will be
affected by the fillers composition and/or by the dispersion of the oMMT. It is well known that
oMMT do not usually have any effects on polyolefin crystallization beyond enhancing
nucleation. In our previous work [33] DSC scans of EVA18/PE/oMMT confirmed that nanofillers
do not alter the melting behavior. Since melting behavior is directly related to the sealants sealing
temperature, it is worth checking whether the addition of CC particles have any effect on the
melting behavior of the nanocomposites. Figure 4-2 shows the DSC thermograms (second
heating) for the neat polymers, the CC masterbatch and some of the EVA18-based composites.
All the composites (Figure 4-2b) exhibit two main thermal transitions: a bigger and broader
melting endotherm around 86oC and a smaller and slightly sharper melting endotherm at around
120oC. The first transition mainly corresponds to the EVA crystalline regions but, as seen in
Figure 4-2a, also a contribution to a thermal transition exhibit by the PE phase should be present
(although small considering that the EVA/PE ratio in composites is around 7/1). The PE used
here is actually a LLDPE which is in fact a metallocene ethylene α-olefin copolymer and as seen
in Figure 4-2a has two melting endotherms (77oC and 121 oC). Similar results have been observed
for ethylene and 1-octene copolymers and have been interpreted as an
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Figure 4-2 Second heating DSC traces of: (a) neat polymers and CC masterbatch (b) EVA18-based
composites. Data correspond to the second heating at 10oC/min under nitrogen atmosphere
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indication of the coexistence of low molar mass highly branched copolymer molecules with high
molar mass copolymer molecules containing a lower content of alpha-olefin units [81]. In this
fashion it is difficult to trace any changes in the crystallinity by changes in the heat of fusion.
However in Figure 4-2b very similar (first) melting peaks are seen for the different composites
compared to EVA; the second melting peak exhibit more differences since, as mentioned above,
every time the fillers loading is changed the carrier resin (which exhibit melting transitions at
similar temperatures to the PE) content is also changed. In Table 4-1 the (first) melting point for
the different samples in Figure 4-2 are reported. All the composites exhibit a lower melting point
compared to the EVA, due to the contribution of the (first) PE melting (having lower Tm than
EVA18). Nevertheless, if we compare the different composites having different filler
concentrations, the differences are not considerable, indicating that the polymers crystalline
structure is not changed by the fillers. This was an expected result since CC particles do not have
strong specific interactions with the polymer matrix. Elleithy et al [37] reported that the presence
of CC microparticles did not have a considerable effect on the melting behavior of HDPE/CC
composites. In this way no changes should be expected in the heat-sealing properties due to
melting behavior variations in the composites due to the addition of the CC particles.

4.4.2 Heat Seal Strength and Peel behavior
Figure 4-3shows the seal strength data against sealing temperature for selected EVA5.5based composites and a neat polyethylene film. A seal strength in the range 1.8–5.3 N/cm
(horizontal dashed lines) allows for convenient (easy-open) opening for typical seals in flexible
packaging applications and its known as the region of peelability (peelable heat-seals) [32]. Seal
strength values below that range are considered as non-hermetic seals and values over this range
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Table 4-1 Melting point of EVA18 and first (lower temperature) melting point for PE and the EVA18based composites as calculated by DSC scans

System

Tm

EVA18

87.07

PE (LLDPE)

77.26

EVA18/PE/oMMT 0%/CC 10%

86.83

EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC 0%

86.26

EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC 10%

86.15

EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC 16%

86.18

are considered as fused-seals. The ideal seal strength value has to be inside the easy-open region
and preferentially in the lower range of that zone. The temperature range at which seal strengths
are inside the easy-open region is known as the transition zone (transition between non-hermetic
to fused seals). In Figure 4-3a the PE film exhibits a typical sealing behavior showing a very
narrow transition zone: there was no hermetic-seal at or below 120oC, whereas it becomes fused
above 125oC. All the composites (Figure 4-3) exhibit a much smaller seal initiation temperature
(To) due to the presence of the EVA copolymer which has a lower melting point in comparison to
PE. The To was also very similar between all of the composites (around 105 oC), indicating that, as
expected, the oMMT and CC fillers do not effectively interfere with the melting temperatures of
the polymers as was also shown in the DSC analysis in Figure 4-2b. This To value is somewhat
higher than the previously observed [33] for EVA18-based nanocomposites which exhibited seal
initiation temperatures below 100 oC, which is consistent with the fact that EVA18 copolymer
shows a lower melting temperature than EVA5.5 (as also shown in Figure 4-2a). Also, in general
all systems (Figure 4-3) exhibit a broad temperature range of peelable heat-seals (extremely
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Figure 4-3 Seal strength for EVA5.5-based composites. (a) Effects of oMMT content with and
without CC. (b) and (c) effects of CC content at intermediate and high oMMT loads respectively

outperforming

the

control

sample).

This

is

similar

to

previous

observations

for

EVA18/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, indicating both that i) EVA5.5 (like EVA18) systems exhibit
the same application-desirable behavior of peelability over a broad temperature range, and ii) the
addition of CC fillers do not significantly alter the mechanisms responsible for this behavior so
that only quantitatively (as shown below) but not qualitatively changes in the peel force are
observed. In Figure 4-3a it is also clear that the higher the oMMT, independent of the CC content,
the lower the peel forces. These results are consistent with the premise presented in the previous
work [33] that peel force is determined by EVA/oMMT interfaces in such a way that the higher
the amount of EVA-oMMT contact sites the lower the seal force. However, it is interesting that
this effect seems to depend here on the amount of CC. For instance, the seal strength reduction
obtained upon the increase of oMMT from 6.5% to 12.5% is clearly bigger at 0%CC content than
at 16%CC content (Figure 4-3a). This is a first indication of CC particles affect the peel force of
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the composites. In Figure 4-3b and Figure 4-3c (having fixed oMMT concentrations) this effect is
more clearly seen. In Figure 4-3b (6.5% oMMT) the addition of CC lowers the peel force. A
similar situation is observed also at 12.5% oMMT (Figure 4-3c) although it seems evident that the
degree of peel force reduction at this oMMT level is not as big as it was at 6.5% oMMT. All these
clearly indicate that even though the addition of CC do not affect the principal mechanisms of
failure and consequently do not qualitatively change the sealing behavior (high temperature range
of peelability) it does quantitatively affect the sealing. Also the fact that the effect on peel force
reduction is more significant at low/intermediate fillers content than at higher fillers content
suggests the existence of a “filler saturation” phenomenon, similar to the observed also for the
rheological properties in the previous chapter. To try to understand these effects of CC addition
on the heat-sealing properties of the composites, we make use of the morphological observations
(XRD and TEM in the previous chapter) and the previous knowledge about the mechanisms
involved in the seal strength for EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites (i.e. cohesive failure between
the EVA and oMMT interfaces[33]). As we have seen in the previous chapter the addition of
surface-treated CC particles promotes the oMMT layers exfoliation increasing the surface
available to contact with polymer chains, including EVA. Thus the increase in CC content, which
promotes oMMT exfoliation increasing the effective clay surface area and consequently the
number of EVA-oMMT contact site, also should lower the peel force (the higher the amount of
EVA-oMMT contact sites the lower the seal force), as it is actually observed here. In the same
way, it is not difficult to imagine that this peel force reduction would diminish and eventually
disappear when the EVA/oMMT interfacial area affords a maximum value, which should be
obtained when either the oMMT concentration or the oMMT exfoliation are too high. This would
explain the “filler saturation” phenomenon.
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4.4.3 Mechanical properties

Tensile modulus and elongation at break data for EVA5.5-based nanocomposites
against oMMT content at different CC levels are shown in Figure 4-4. Values of a high
density polyethylene (HDPE) sample are also shown for comparison. Yield stress values did
not markedly change for all the composites compared to the neat polymers (as usual for
polyolefin-oMMT nanocomposites) and are not shown here. EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites
(having no CC) show a simultaneous enhancement in the modulus and the elongation at break
(although not that major) with oMMT content. This is not a typical result for polymer matrixes
reinforced with fillers which typically increase modulus [82], but having the drawback that
significant stiffness improvements typically results in toughness reductions [83]. The
simultaneous increase in stiffness (Young’s modulus) and toughness (elongation at break) seen
here of the nanocomposite over the polymers matrix could be attributed to adequate distribution
of the clays in both the PE and EVA phases and appropriate interactions of the clay layers with
the EVA polymer chains. Ou et al [84] have shown that if clay particles added to
polyolefin/elastomers blends highly interact with the elastomer disperse phase, clay additions
increase the elastomer domain size and the impact toughness of the ternary composite increase
compared to that of the binary polymer blend. Lee et al [85] also showed that clays modify the
morphology of the elastomeric dispersed phase and consequently the mechanical properties of
ternary polyolefin/elastomeric-copolymer/oMMT nanocomposites. Martins et al [86] recently
studied PP/EVA/montmorillonite nanocomposites and also reported that there is a relationship
between the clay particles location and the mechanical properties. They showed that clay particles
located in the dispersed EVA phase changed its shape and generated dramatic enhancements in
the impact strength of the nanocomposites. Following these trends of thoughts, in our
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Figure 4-4 Relative tensile modulus and elongation at break of EVA5.5-based composites against
oMMT content at different CC levels. Neat EVA/PE blend tensile module is 86.7 MPa and neat EVA/PE
blend elongation at break is 275.4%. Values of tensile modulus and elongation at break of a high density
polyethylene sample relative to the EVA/PE blend are also presented for comparison.
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EVA/PE/oMMT case clays in the PE phase would be responsible for the enhanced modulus and
clays in the EVA phase would account for the increase observed in the elongation at break.
Now we turn our attention to the effects of the addition of CC particles. When 16% CC is
added as the only filler a modest enhancement in the tensile modulus is seen (Figure 4-4a). This
outcome was expected considering the high intrinsic stiffness of the surface-treated CC particles
(which should increase the modulus of the composite compared to the neat polymers) and the low
interfacial adhesion between them and the polymers (which reduced the stress transfer from the
polymer matrix to the inorganic filler resulting in a lower increase in the Young’s modulus). In
this way is not surprising that an addition of lower amounts of oMMT (12.5%) produce much
higher increase in the modulus due to the higher effective surface area and the higher interfacial
strength between polymer matrix and the negatively charged surface of the clays. When CC
particles are combined together with oMMT the effectiveness of the oMMT to highly increase the
Young’s modulus is not lost and conversely a synergy between the two particles seems to emerge.
The modulus values for EVA/PE/oMMT/CC seem to be slightly higher than expected according
to the individual enhancements achieved by the fillers alone as seen in Figure 4-4a comparing the
modulus values of the composites at CC levels of 0% CC and 16%CC. This should be related
with the fact that CC particles increase the exfoliation of oMMT as seen in the previous chapter.
As it is widely known nanofillers dispersion promotes the composite mechanical reinforcement
[14]. In this way, composites containing both fillers should exhibit modulus enhancements
coming from the sole introduction of the two stiffer particles (oMMT being more effective than
CC (as explained above) and from the higher oMMT exfoliation induced by the CC particles. In
addition, and in a similar way as occurred with other different properties (like heat-sealing and
rheological), CC additions of around 10% to oMMT-containing composites seems to create
similar effects than 16%CC, as seen in Figure 4-4a for the case of 6.5% oMMT (although
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Figure 4-5 (a) Relative tensile modulus and (b) elongation at break of EVA18-based composites against
oMMT content at different CC levels. Neat EVA/PE blend tensile module is 75.4 MPa and neat EVA/PE
blend elongation at break is 393.7%. Values of tensile modulus and elongation at break of a high density
polyethylene sample relative to the EVA/PE blend are also presented for comparison.
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for 12.5% oMMT this seems not to be the case).
While a synergy seems to be present in the stiffness (Young’s modulus values) between
the two particles a different scenario is seen for the toughness (maximum strain at break) of the
composites. The effects that oMMT have in the increase of the elongation at break in
EVA/PE/oMMT systems seem to be completely lost when CC particles are added as seen in
Figure 4-4b. For the two oMMT concentrations studied here (6.5% oMMT and 12.5% oMMT)
the addition of any amount of CC neutralizes the effects of the oMMT addition so that the
oMMT/CC containing composites exhibit elongation at break very similar to the neat polymers.
The explanation for this phenomenon is not obvious, but what seems to be happening is that the
mechanism by which the oMMT addition increase the maximum strain at break of the EVA/PE
blend is being disrupted by CC. As mentioned above the deformation of the EVA phases by
oMMT layers dispersed inside them seems to be the cause of the increase in the elongation at
break seen, but the mechanisms is not yet clear. It is widely accepted that there exist at least two
different toughening mechanisms for elastomer-toughened polyolefins: crazing and particle
cavitation. Elastomer particles can act as stress concentrators to initiate and terminate crazes or
can undergo internal cavitation to relieve the triaxial stress state in front of the crack tip [87].
Widespread rubber particle cavitation and massive crazing can facilitate shear yielding of the
polymer matrix. Which of these (or other) mechanisms is endorsing the increase in the elongation
at break seen for EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites here is not known. What it is known so far is
that in the EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites the oMMT is preferentially dispersed in the polar
EVA phase[33] and that the only thermodynamical factor inducing clays exfoliation is the
intercalation process of polar polymer chains (EVA) in the clays interlayers. When CC particles
are added edge modification processes are induced and clay exfoliation, both in the EVA and PE
phases, is highly promoted. These changes in the clays morphology all along the nanocomposites
induced by CC should be responsible for the reduced toughness of EVA/PE/oMMT/CC compared
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Table 4-2 Tensile properties of selected nanocomposites systems and high density polyethylene (HDPE)

HDPE

Young’s modulus
(MPa)
637.8 ± 17.3

Elongation at break
(%)
688.1 ± 66.5

EVA5.5/PE
EVA5.5/PE/CC 16%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 6.5%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC10%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC16%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 12.5%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 12.5%/CC5%
EVA5.5/PE/oMMT 12.5%/CC12%
EVA5.5/PEoMMT 12.5%/CC16%

86.7 ± 2.3
165.9 ± 6.4
246.6 ± 13.2
368.9 ± 25.0
373.7 ± 53.9
387.9 ± 38.9
432.4 ± 42.8
475.5 ± 29.4
555.3 ± 99.2

275.4 ± 7.1
214.0 ± 5.2
380.1 ± 43.7
224.4 ± 7.3
201.1 ± 8.2
431.3 ± 60.2
245.2 ± 5.3
238.0 ± 4.9
239.9 ± 10.7

EVA18/PE
EVA18/PE/CC 10%
EVA18/PE/CC 16%
EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%
EVA18/PE/oMMT 12.5%
EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC10%
EVA18/PE/oMMT 6.5%/CC16%
EVA18/PE/oMMT 12.5%/CC16%

75.4 ± 1.7
69.7 ± 3.8
73.6 ± 1.5
134.9 ± 3.9
319.4 ± 20.4
151.9 ± 10.0
157.0 ± 12.1
494.1 ± 14.4

393.7 ± 11.2
385.4 ± 12.9
396.0 ± 7.6
503.6 ± 89.0
413.4 ± 13.7
352.3 ± 12.1
311.4 ± 9.2
308.1 ± 14.2

System

to EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, but the understanding of the mechanisms would require
further and more detailed studies.
Finally, in Figure 4-5 the mechanical properties of EVA18/PE/oMMT and
EVA18/PE/oMMT/CC systems are shown, and in Table 4-2 the values of the Young’s modulus
and elongation at break for all the systems evaluated are presented. It is evident than similar
observations and conclusions can be attained for the EVA18-based and the EVA5.5-based
composites.
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4.4.4 Heat Capacity and thermal conductivity
The results of the quasi-isothermal MDSC experiment for the encapsulated thin disc of
neat EVA5.5 are shown in Figure 4-6a. Since this is a modulated DSC experiment and since it
was performed under a thermal equilibrium condition, the absolute values of the specific heat
capacity (Cp) of the sample can be directly reported by the DSC instrument as seen in Figure 4-6
(if proper Cp standardization has previously been done). In this case the instrument was
previously standardized with a sapphire disk of known heat capacity. The specific heat capacity
values of the last two minutes at each quasi-isothermal step (25oC and 65oC), as shown in Figure
4-6a, were averaged and taken as the Cp values at the respective temperature. To check the
experimental accuracy the heat capacity of a sample having known heat capacity (polystyrene)
was first evaluated. The value obtained for the polystyrene sample at 25oC was 1.383 J/g.k (as
shown in Figure 4-7) whereas values reported in the literature at the same temperature are
between 1.213 J/g.K and 1.263 J/g.K [88] indicating experimental differences around 10%. The
same procedure was performed for the rest of the samples and results for all of them are shown in
Table 4-3. The measured value of the neat EVA5.5 specific heat capacity at 25 oC (2.528 J/g.K) is
very close to the typically reported in the literature for polyolefins for the same temperature (1.8 –
2.5 J/g.K) [88]. Also, to better study how the Cp of the composites vary with the amount of
oMMT and CC fillers, in Figure 4-8 are shown the relative values of Cp at 25oC (Cp of the
composite divided by the Cp of the polymers) against CC content for each of the oMMT levels
evaluated. Very similar trends were obtained at 65 oC and are not shown here. As it is seen and
expected, the specific heat capacity is fairly linearly dependent on the CC mass fraction. It is
widely accepted that the dependence of heat capacity with fillers composition in
polymer/inorganic-fillers composites typically follows and additive rule according to the
following expression [89]:
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Figure 4-6 Quasi-isothermal MDSC experiment results for neat EVA5.5 polymer (a) at thermal
equilibrium condition (thin disk) so that specific heat capacity is shown and (b) at non-thermalequilibrium condition (thick disk sample) so that “apparent” heat capacity is shown
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where Cp and ω are the specific heat capacity and the mass fraction; and the subscripts c, r, 1 and
2 relate to the composite, matrix resin, the first filler and the second filler respectively. For
comparison theoretical values of the composites C p against CC concentrations at the different
oMMT levels, calculated with the additivity model above, are also shown in Figure 4-8 as solid
lines. It is seen that the slopes of the theoretical lines correspond with the data, indicating that the
dependence of composites heat capacity with CC follows the additive rule. However, the
theoretical lines are shifted to higher C p values indicating that the heat capacity reduction upon
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Figure 4-7 Heat capacity results obtained for a sample of known specific heat capacity (polystyrene)

interactions between the oMMT fillers and the matrix are altering (reducing) the heat capacity of
the composite probably due to a polymer chains motions reduction. This could possibly be related
with the fact that MAH functional groups strongly interact with oMMT both strongly reducing
polymer chains mobility, as seen in rheological measurements in previous chapters (although at
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higher temperatures), and highly increasing composites stiffness at room temperature as seen
above. Anyway, whatever mechanism is present making oMMT further decrease the Cp of the
composites it seems apparent that it occurs only up to a critical oMMT concentration (C p values
at 6.5%, 9.5% and 12.5% oMMT almost overlap). This kind of filler “saturation” phenomenon
was also seen for several other properties in these composites. Also it is important to mention that
oMMT seems not to affect the Cp reduction obtained by CC addition (slopes of data at 6.5%,
9.5% and 12.5% oMMT are close to the predicted by the additivity model). This means that the
mechanism by which oMMT is decreasing the C p of the composites is independent of the CC
particles present in the composite. This would support the idea that MAH functional groups
Table 4-3 Specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity results for EVA5.5-based
composites at the two temperatures evaluated

25oC

65oC

System

Cp
(J/g.K)

λ
(W/K.m)

α
(mm2/s)

Cp
λ
(J/g.K) (W/K.m)

α
(mm2/s)

0% oMMT / 0% CC

2.528

0.163

0.073

3.257

0.156

0.054

0% oMMT / 16% CC
5% oMMT / 12% CC

2.213
2.143

0.223
0.268

0.097
0.119

2.830
2.726

0.222
0.259

0.076
0.090

5% oMMT / 16% CC
6.5% oMMT / 0% CC

2.125
2.303

0.263
0.209

0.117
0.097

2.702
2.966

0.259
0.205

0.091
0.074

6.5% oMMT / 10% CC
6.5% oMMT / 16% CC
9.5% oMMT / 12% CC
9.5% oMMT / 16% CC
12.5% oMMT / 0% CC
12.5% oMMT / 5% CC
12.5% oMMT / 12% CC
12.5% oMMT / 16% CC

2.095
1.980
2.078
2.014
2.286
2.212
2.014
2.012

0.233
0.231
0.273
0.216
0.254
0.219
0.237
0.240

0.109
0.107
0.126
0.097
0.118
0.103
0.113
0.112

2.659
2.526
2.647
2.543
2.935
2.848
2.557
2.519

0.223
0.213
0.257
0.207
0.255
0.217
0.232
0.238

0.082
0.078
0.093
0.074
0.092
0.079
0.087
0.089

strongly interacting with oMMT and reducing polymer chains mobility could be responsible for
the Cp reduction seen. Having EVA/PE/oMMT/CC nanocomposite sealants with reduced heat
capacity are beneficial in film packaging applications not only because it means less energy is
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needed to increase the temperature of the composite compared to neat polymers, but also because
its implication in thermal diffusivity. Thermal diffusivity (α) is defined as the thermal
conductivity (λ) divided by the volumetric heat capacity: α = λ/(ρCp). High α means rapid
adjustment of material temperature to that of their surroundings (material conduct heat quickly in
comparison to the 'thermal bulk‘) and therefore energy savings are observed when
heating/cooling. Higher α values are obtained for materials having lower values of Cp (as
observed above for EVA/PE/oMMT/CC nanocomposites) and higher values of λ (as is also the
case for these nanocomposites as is shown below).

0% oMMT
5% oMMT
6.5% oMMT
9.5% oMMT
12.5% oMMT

1.00

Cp /Cp polymer

0.95

0.90

0.85

0.80

0.75
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

CC
Figure 4-8 Relative specific heat capacity for EVA5.5-based composites against CC content at
different levels of oMMT. Solid lines correspond to theoretical values at the corresponding oMMT
levels calculated by additivity rule and individual components properties.

Now we turn our attention to the thermal conductivity (λ). λ was calculated here from the
difference between the heat capacity measured in a thermal-equilibrium condition and a nonthermal-equilibrium condition using quasi-isothermal MDSC. These two MDSC runs for the neat
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EVA5.5 sample are shown in Figure 4-6. Figure 4-6a corresponds to the thermal-equilibrium
condition (sample used was thin (0.5 mm)) so that the specific heat capacity obtained from this
experiment is the actual Cp of the sample. Figure 4-6b corresponds to the non-thermalequilibrium condition data (sample used was thick (3.5 mm)) so that an only “apparent” C p of the
sample, being lower than the real as shown in Figure 4-6, is obtained during this experiment. The
real and apparent Cp data obtained, together with the mass and density of the samples, and the
geometric parameters of the discs (as shown in Figure 4-1) are used to calculate λ for each sample
according to the procedure fully described in the standard ASTM E 1952-01 [80]. The calculated
λ values for all the samples at 25oC and 65oC are shown in Table 4-3. The measured value of the
neat EVA5.5 thermal conductivity at 25oC (0.163 W/m.K ) is lower than the typically reported in
the literature for polyolefins for the same temperature (0.3 – 0.4 W/m.K) [88]. The values at 25oC
are plotted against CC content at different levels of oMMT in Figure 4-9. Very similar trends
were obtained at 65oC and are not shown here. It is seen that in general thermal conductivity of
the composites are higher than the neat polymers for all the oMMT and CC compositions. As
mentioned in the introduction, the addition of CC was expected to increase the thermal
conductivity of the composites as reported elsewhere. However, the increase of thermal
conductivity for only-oMMT-containnig composites, as seen in Figure 4-9, is not actually an
expected result considering that some contradictory results about the effects of clay in polymer
matrixes λ have been reported in the literature. On one hand Yao et al [90] reported a slight
reduction in polyurethane/clay nanocomposites λ upon clay addition and Lee et al also reported λ
reductions with clay content in maleated polyethylene-clay nanocomposites [91]. On the other
hand Mohaddespour et al [92] [93] reported λ augmentation with clay content of HDPE- and PPclay nanocomposites (with intercalated and exfoliated structures) and Zhou et al [94] reported λ
increasing with clay content in intercalated Nylon6-clay nanocomposites at high clay
concentrations. However, in the same work, Zhou et al also reported λ decreasing with clay
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Figure 4-9 Thermal conductivity for EVA5.5-based composites against CC content at different levels
of oMMT. Solid lines correspond to theoretical values at the same oMMT levels calculated by
Maxwell model and individual components properties.

content for the same, but exfoliated, Nylon6-clay nanocomposites. As seen the experimental
works reported in literature do not give a clear view of the effects of clays and clays
morphologies in λ of polymer/clay nanocomposites. Theoretical studies done so far also show
that there it is not yet an unequivocal way to predict the thermal conductivity of polymer-clay
nanocomposites. In general thermal conductivity of heterogeneous materials lies between that of
its components and depends upon the volume fraction of each and the way in which they are
distributed. In this way with the knowledge of the thermal conductivity of the individual
components and the distribution of them it is possible to estimate the thermal conductivity of the
heterogeneous material. Different models have been proposed representing the distribution of the
components within a mixture. One of the earliest is the classic Maxwell thermal conduction
model. Maxwell’s model derivation assumes randomly-sized spherical inclusion of fillers
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randomly distributed in a continuous solid phase having small volume fraction of fillers and no
interactions between fillers and matrix [95]. Thermal conductivity in the Maxwell model for a
composite having two fillers is given by:
(Equation 4.2)
where:
(Equation 4.3)
where ϕ represents the volume fraction and the subscripts c, r, 1 and 2 refer to the composite,
matrix resin, the first filler and the second filler respectively. In our composites here individual
components do not exhibit a fixed value of thermal conductivity since layered silicates like MMT
can exhibit different thermal conductivity values depending on the type of soil and, most
importantly, the water content. Thus different water contents in different clay samples can
produce appreciable different values of λ [93]. Nevertheless it is known that clays thermal
conductivity can be roughly between five and ten times higher than polyethylene-based polymers.
Additionally CC λ is roughly between two to three times higher than the clays. In this way
Maxwell model for EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems predicts and increase in λ with oMMT and CC
contents. Theoretical λ values calculated using Maxwell model are shown (solid lines) and
compared to experimental data obtained here in Figure 4-9. As mentioned above, and contrary to
what predicted by Maxwell model, several experimental works have reported reductions of λ with
clay content in different polymer-clay nanocomposites. To explain this it has been proposed that
exfoliated clay layers have a barrier effect on the thermal conductivity of polymer-clay
nanocomposites [95] [96]. They postulate that the polymer-filler interface can produce an
interfacial thermal resistance lowering the thermal conductivity of the composites. The thermal
interfacial resistance is supposed to be raised due to the imperfect bonding between the
nanoparticle and the polymer matrix or due to phonon acoustic mismatch between the
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nanoparticle and the polymer [97]. This is also known as Kapitza resistance, which can be very
high and thus have a significant impact on the effective thermal conductivity of the
nanocomposites. This should be especially important for oMMT considering that clays should
have very high interfacial thermal boundary resistance due to the very high specific surface area
they have. According to these ideas some models have been afterwards postulated to try to
explain the effects of the interface in the reduction of composites thermal conductivity [98].
However, other authors [96] consider these model not appropriate for calculating thermal
conductivity of nanocomposites since Fourier heat conduction theory, as a basis of these models,
is not valid at the nanoscale due to the ballistic phonon transport.
Altogether, a review of the literature for both experimental and theoretical works on
thermal conductivity of polymer/clay nanocomposites does not give us much insight in how to
interpret results here. Unfortunately our results are not self-evident as well. They seem to support
works showing that thermal conductivity actually increases with oMMT content. However the
increase is much higher than the calculated by the Maxwell model for the two only-oMMT
containing composites as seen in Figure 4-9. In addition it is not possible to study the combined
effects of oMMT and CC since it is not seen in the data any trend between the addition of both
fillers and composites thermal conductivity. The only clear result seems to be that thermal
conductivity highly increases (≥ 25%) with both fillers compared to the neat polymer for all the
oMMT and CC compositions evaluated. In the same way, the only (weak) trend that seems to be
present is that a maximum value of thermal conductivity is seen at intermediate amount of both
fillers with an increase over neat polymer around 60%. Likewise high concentration of both
fillers seems to be detrimental, although initial additions of both clearly increase the thermal
conductivity. This would mean that a fillers “saturation” phenomenon is also seen for this
property as was also the case for several other properties discussed in this and the previous
chapter.
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Finally a possible explanation to the high values of thermal conductivity seen here for the
composites could be the presence of the percolated networks of fillers, reported in the previous
chapter, which have already shown to greatly affect other composites properties. In a recent and
thorough paper Nan et al [99] described how percolation can result in dramatic changes in
transport properties of composites particularly when the difference between the properties of the
constitutive phases is large. They discussed the cases of electric conductivity and dielectric
constants, properties that -as well as thermal conductivity- are described by Laplace equation.
However, as they also mention, other transport properties like thermal conductivity near and after
percolation in composites still remain to be explored. Nevertheless, this percolation phenomenon
will not explain the high thermal conductivity values observed for only-oMMT containing
composites which, as seen in previous chapter, did not exhibit an exfoliated morphology.

4.5 Conclusions
The effects of the addition of CC particles to the thermomechanical properties (heatsealing, tensile, polymers melting behavior, heat capacity and thermal conductivity) of
EVA/PE/oMMT

nanocomposites

at

different

oMMT

levels

were

evaluated.

EVA/LLDPE/oMMT/CC systems exhibited broad temperature range of peelability and the peel
force decreased with oMMT content at the whole range of oMMT and CC contents evaluated.
This proves that the addition of CC fillers does not significantly alter the mechanisms responsible
for peelability and peel forces in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites as explained in previous
works: weak EVA/oMMT interfaces cause a cohesive failure inside the nanocomposite making
the peel force of the sealant dependent on the amount of VA/oMMT contact sites but not on the
sealing conditions. However, it was seen here that the addition of CC lowers the peel force. This
phenomenon is postulated to be related to changes in clays morphology induced by CC content as
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explained in the previous chapter. CC promotes oMMT exfoliation increasing the effective clay
surface area and consequently the number of EVA-oMMT contact sites lowering the peel force.
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites exhibited simultaneous improvements in tensile
modulus (most probably due to oMMT dispersed in PE phase) and elongation at break (most
probably due to oMMT dispersed in EVA phase) over the EVA/PE polymer blend. Tensile
modulus values for EVA/PE/oMMT/CC seem to be slightly higher than the expected according to
the individual enhancements achieved individually by only-oMMT and only-CC composites. This
indicates that composites containing both fillers exhibit modulus enhancements coming from both
the sole introduction of the two stiffer particles and from the higher oMMT exfoliation induced
by the CC particles. However, CC neutralizes the effects of the oMMT addition in toughening the
composites so that the oMMT/CC containing composites exhibit elongation at break very similar
to the neat polymers.
Reduction of composites heat capacity with CC addition follows an additive rule as
typical for these systems. However, the heat capacity reduction upon the addition of oMMT is
higher than the expected by the additivity model probably linked with polymer chains motions
reduction associated to MAH functional groups strongly interacting with oMMT. Thermal
conductivity increases with the addition of oMMT and/or CC (1.4 ± 0.2 W/m.K) compared to the
neat polymer (1.0 W/m.K) for all the oMMT and CC compositions evaluated. Percolated
networks of the highly-conductive fillers, which were reported in the previous chapter and have
already shown to greatly affect other composites properties, could be related with this result.
However the review of literature experimental and theoretical works and the evaluation of the not
self-evident results here did not allow reaching any conclusion. Seal-strength and heat capacity
reduction upon oMMT addition are more significant at low/intermediate filler content than at
higher filler content, suggesting the existence of a “filler saturation” phenomenon, similar to the
observed also for the rheological properties in the previous chapter.

Chapter 5

Connections between caulking-ability and viscoelastic
properties of polyethylene-based/oMMT sealants in flexible
film packaging applications

5.1 Summary
An experimental lab-scale method to test the differential caulking-abilities of polymer
film sealants in a more efficient way than the current techniques involving production lines
running has been devised and validated. Results obtained from this lab-scale method also showed
to effectively mimic industrial evaluations of caulking performance. The lab-scale caulking test
was used in different EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite systems in order to look for correlations
between caulking and rheology, to try to identify the required viscoelastic response for good
caulkability. Direct correlations between film caulkability and rheological properties of the
sealants are difficult to establish since various phenomena are involved in the caulking behavior.
However, some guidelines for the development of a quantitative test methodology for
predicting/explaining caulking performance of heat sealants and for designing caulking
performance based on rheological/viscoelastic parameters has been presented. Viscoelastic
response to enhance caulkability requires sealants exhibiting relaxation retardations or solid-like
behaviors at low frequencies but not-too-high values of viscoelastic properties at frequencies
corresponding to the heat-sealing process conditions.
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5.2 Introduction
One important property for polymer sealants used in plastic packaging applications is the
caulking performance or caulking-ability (caulkability). Caulkability refers to the capacity of the
sealant to flow around and seal over wrinkles, folds, or contaminants, preventing any “leakers”
from forming. In many packaging operations, such as the packaging of foodstuff in form-fill-seal
(FFS) equipment, the product packed can accidentally be located in the region where the seal is
expected to take place resulting in gaps (contaminants) in the seal area [34]. In addition, to give
the final shape to a food package in almost all cases it is necessary to fold the packaging films,
often multiple times, also creating gaps (folds). Finally, gaps can also be caused by accidental
film deformations (e.g. wrinkles). Near all these gaps (accidental or intentional-folds) the sealant
may fail to flow so as to completely cover them, creating leaks in the seal of the package. The
ability to provide a high performance seal in the presence of contaminants (sealing through
contaminants/caulkability) therefore is an important attribute. A lab-scale experimental
methodology towards quantifying caulking performance of heat sealants, or giving a quantitative
prediction of the caulkability for heat sealants, does not exist (current practices necessitate
expensive and time consuming trial-runs of test films in production lines). Also, to the best of our
knowledge, there is little, if any at all, scientifically-based design of polymers with good
caulkability. However, it is widely recognized that the rheological properties of the sealants play
a key role in the caulking performance. To prevent leakers, the sealant must adequately flow into
all possible gaps –intentional folds or unintentional contaminants– of the package during the heatsealing process and subsequently forgo any elastic recoil or any back-flow after the heat is
removed. After these considerations, it seems evident that the design of better-performing
caulking formulations could be based on the viscoelastic properties of the sealants. For example,
in the food packaging industry expensive materials like polyethylene-based ionomer elastomers
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(i.e. Surlyn) are employed for achieving good caulkability [100]. It is commonly believed that the
gel-like behavior at low frequencies exhibited by these materials [101], due to a reversible
polymer-network formation stabilized by the ionic clusters, is responsible for their good
caulkability [102]. As we have shown in previous chapters EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites can
exhibit a similar solid-like behavior at the low frequency regime at temperatures around and
above the melting temperature of the sealants (similar to the temperatures used in the sealing
process). Thus, EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites seem to be a perfect candidate for sealants
exhibiting good caulkability with the additional advantage of not involving any expensive
material in their formulations. It is also important to remember that the good heat-sealing
properties of the EVA/PE/oMMT sealants did not change appreciably with oMMT content [33],
thus, it is possible to explore different oMMT concentrations for optimizing the caulkability.
According to the discussion above, an experimental lab-scale caulking test method is developed
here in order to be able to evaluate the differential caulking behavior of different sealants in a
more efficient way than the current techniques involving production lines running. The lab-scale
caulking test was used in different EVA/PE/oMMT composite systems in order to look for
correlations between caulking and rheology to try to identify the required viscoelastic response
for good caulkability in such a way that future scientific approaches -based on rheology- could be
established to select polymers for improved caulking.

5.3 Caulking-ability lab-scale test method

5.3.1 Method description
The lab-scale caulking test devised here involves sealing two small films (around 5 cm x
5 cm) of the sample to be evaluated forming a small pouch where a rectangular “obstacle” or
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“contaminant” is inserted in the middle of an open (non-sealed) side and a flat heat-seal line is
forced across the obstacle. Monolayer-films of the sealant or multilayer blown films bearing an
external layer of sealant can be evaluated. The sealer used in this work was a bench-top Impulse
Sealer (KF-300H model GHL Packaging Inc., Figure 5-1), although other types of sealers could
be used as well. The rectangular controlled-thickness gap “contaminant” is inserted in the middle
of the two specimen films and the heat-seal line is forced across the contaminant as shown in
Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. Different rectangular obstacles, like kapton-tape or copper-tape,
varying in height, were initially used in the preliminary stages of the development of the method

SampleFilm

Sample film

“Contaminant”

Figure 5-1 Impulse sealer (left) and sealing of the flat heat-seal line across the contaminant in the Impulse
sealer during the lab-scale caulking test (right)

trying to mimic rigid obstacles in practice (i.e. food particles). However, better results were
obtained with flexible polyethylene-based films mimicking obstacles of packaging material
(wrinkles, folds, gussets, etc.). The method involves to start with thin contaminants (thin unfolded
polyethylene-based films) and progressively increase the contaminant thickness (folding the PEbased films different times) so that non-sealed (non-caulked) areas are forced to occur (Figure
5-2). In a typical test around ten different specimens of any sample are tested, each one being
sealed with contaminants with different thickness; usually contaminant thicknesses (measured
with a digital micrometer before the sealing) vary between 100 microns to 800 microns. When an
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Sample film
Sample film

“Contaminant”

Impulse
sealer
sealed area

gap
non-caulked area
Figure 5-2 Schematic representation of the sealing of the flat heat-seal line across the contaminant during
lab-scale caulking test (side view) and formation of the non-sealed or non-caulked area

unsealed area (leaker) is formed next to the contaminant (Figure 5-2), the non-sealed area (leaker
area, or non-caulked area) is highlighted by aqueous blue methylene dye solutions inserted on one
side of the seal and let flow through the leaker due to gravity; the now-colored area is
subsequently measured -using Image J software- from micrographs taken in an optical
microscope as shown in Figure 5-3. The results of the measured non-caulked area vs. the
measured contaminant thickness for each specimen, as the ones shown in Figure 5-4, give an
indication of the differential caulking performance of the different sealant films, and should
correlate to their caulking-ability in real applications. According to the data it seems clear that the
non-sealed area linearly increases with the gap thickness so that a (least squares) linear regression
line can be fit within them, as shown in Figure 5-5. Based on the results of the linear regression
two metrics could be used in principle to quantify the caulkability of a sealant. The first metric is
the calculated maximum height (thickness) of the obstacle that can be caulked (perfectly and
hermetically sealed-over), referred hereafter as “maximum gap-thickness caulked”. This metric
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simply correspond to the extrapolation of the regression line to a value of zero non-sealed area

Non-sealed
area
Figure 5-3 Highlight of the non-sealed area through the addition of an aqueous blue methylene dye
solution and measurement of this area using Image J software-from micrographs taken in an optical
microscope-

(Figure 5-5). The second metric is just the slope of the regression line fit for the non-sealed

area vs.contaminant thickness data. By definition, comparing two sealants the one having better
ability to caulk will be characterized by a larger maximum gap caulked and a smaller slope. The
first metric is obvious, it simply denotes that a sealant with better caulkability can seal over
larger/wider gaps; the second metric denotes that, if the gap is too large and a hermetic seal is not
formed, a sealant with better caulkability allows for smaller leakers to form as the gap size
increases. Another way to view this slope is as the rate of increase of the leaker-area with respect
to the increase in the obstacle height or, in other words, a “leaker growth rate”. In order for the
data between different sealants to be comparable the type of contaminant used (i.e. polyethylene
films) and the sealing conditions during the caulking lab-scale test should be the same in every
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experiment. The bench-top Impulse Sealer used here (KF-300H GHL Packaging Inc.) operates at
low dwell times and low pressure. Since it operates at a constant power (146 W) the sealing
temperature is determined by the sealing/heating time which in its turn is varied through the
impulse duration. In this way the impulse duration is known for every experiment,
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Figure 5-4 Raw data of the non-sealed area measured vs. contaminant thickness for a EVA/Surlyn-based
sealant

but the actual sealing temperature is unknown. The method was first tested by comparing the
sealing behavior of standard films with increasing impulse duration (i.e. 2, 3, 4, 5 arbitrary units).
The values of the caulking metrics explained above depend on the impulse duration and in
general better caulking performance is observed at longer impulses. The test of these standard
films in preliminary studies led both to the definition and evaluation of the two metrics for
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caulking performance and to the establishment of the best impulse duration for specific types of
films to be evaluated (i.e. total film thickness, sealant layer thickness, multilayer structure, etc). In
every caulking test the impulse sealer duration, the type of contaminant used and the
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Figure 5-5 Non-sealed area vs. contaminant thickness. Same raw data shown in Figure 5-4 including the
least square linear regression line and descriptions of the caulking-ability parameters proposed. The
linear regression shown omits all data points were caulking was achieved, i.e. those with “non-sealed
area” = 0

specifications of the sample film should be reported. During the preliminary steps of the
development of the caulking-ability lab-scale test method several different film samples were run,
here we are showing two illustrative cases which helped us to establish and validate the method.
The first one involved standard heat-sealants having well known caulking behaviors, which
initially served to show the ability of the method to effectively differentiate caulkability between
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different sealants. The second involved some new commercial films whose caulkability was also
determined in trial-runs in production lines and served to validate the method.

5.3.2 Lab-scale caulking-ability test results for standard heat-sealants
Three commercial multilayer films having known and clearly different caulkabilities
were tested in order to check the capability of the method to effectively differentiate the caulking
performance according to the caulkability metrics established. The first one of them was an EVA
commercial sealant which was known to have a standard caulking performance, the second was a
blend of EVA and Surlyn –also a commercial sealant- which was known to exhibit an enhanced
caulking performance and the third one was a high density polyethylene (HDPE) film exhibiting
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Figure 5-6 Non-sealed area vs. Contaminant layer thickness and the respective regression lines for the
three standard films evaluated: EVA, EVA/Surlyn and HDPE
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much poorer caulkability. Results of the lab-scale caulking test for these three films at an impulse
duration of 3 arbitrary units (a.u.) and using polyethylene films as contaminants are shown in
Figure 5-6 and Table 5-1. As seen HDPE exhibits the worst caulkability having a caulking slope
significantly higher than the other two films and a much lower “maximum gap-thickness
caulked”. The Surlyn-based-sealant film exhibited the highest caulking performance poor
caulkability. The first two films had a sealant thickness of 9.6 µm, a total thickness of 64

Table 5-1 Standard films caulking-ability results

Film name
EVA
EVA/Surlyn
HDPE

Caulking slope from linear
regression line (mm2/µm)
0.0054
0.0038
0.0117

Correlation
coefficient (R2)
0.9647
0.9868
0.96217

Maximum gap
thickness caulked (µm)
212
278
160

µm, and external layers of high density polyethylene (HDPE); thus they only differed in the
sealant layer composition (EVA vs. EVA/Surlyn). The third film was a HDPE blown film having
a thickness of 50.8 µm, exhibiting a higher melting point than the previous ones and consequently
having a lower caulking slope and a higher “maximum gap-thickness caulked” and EVA showed
Table 5-2 Description of the three experimental multilayer films (evaluated by both lab-scale and
production line caulkability tests)

Film name

Sealant
layer

Cushion layer

Core
layer

Outer
layer

95A
(Control)

11.5 µm

LDPE 0.6 mil

0.9 mil HDPE

1.05 mil LLDPE-blend

96A

11.5 µm

LDPE 0.45 mil

0.33 mil LLDPE /
0.54 mil PP

0.33 mil LLDPE /
0.3 mil LDPE /
0.6 mil LLDPE-blend

97A

11.5 µm

LDPE 0.6 mil

0.24 mil LLDPE /
0.51 mil PP

0.24 mil LLDPE /
0.96 mil LLDPE-blend
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an intermediate behavior. All these results are consistent with previously known behaviors for
these materials. Also, the difference between EVA and EVA/Surlyn is lower than the difference
between both of them and HDPE, which is also consistent with expectations. In this way it is
clear that the lab-scale caulking method is able to differentiate between materials known to

have different caulking behaviors according to the two caulking metrics established.

5.3.3 Lab-scale vs. production-line caulkability tests
The next step done to validate the lab-scale caulking test method was to contrast their
results with what is actually observed in production lines. For this purpose the caulking-ability of
three experimental multilayer films were measured in trial-runs in production lines by our
industrial sponsor. All the three films had a total film gauge of 76 microns and a different
multilayer structure as fully described in Table 5-2. The sealant layer was the same for all of them
with the following formulation: EVA 62% (5.5%VA) + metallocene-LLDPE 10% + Organoclay
masterbatch 25% (12.5% organoclay) + slip 3%. The statistical analysis of the production line
caulking-ability test sent by our industrial sponsor showed that all variables had comparable
(within 95% confidence) caulkability with control2. Simultaneously, we used our lab-scale
method to test the caulkability of these films. The impulse sealer duration was set at 3 arbitrary
units (3 a.u.) and polyethylene films contaminants were used. The lab-scale caulking results are
shown in Figure 5-7 and Table 5-3 for these three films. As it is seen in Figure 5-7a the nonsealed area vs. contaminant thickness data for these three samples and their respective regression
lines look pretty similar. This is a quite different situation than the observed for the three standard
films having significantly different caulking-abilities (Figure 5-6). This is a first indication of the

2

As reported by Shoshone Leung, Kraft Foods, on March 26 th 2011
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Figure 5-7 Non-sealed area vs. contaminant thickness and the respective regression lines for the three
experimental multilayer films evaluated; (a) first set of samples (b) second set of samples
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three films having comparable caulking behaviors, which should be confirmed using the two
caulking metrics already established: caulking slope and maximum gap-thickness caulked which
are reported in Table 5-3. The calculated caulking slopes of the three samples are also quite
similar having differences in-between them lower than 5%. According to these (small)
differences sample 97A should have the best caulking behavior and 95A the worst. The
maximum gap thickness caulked shows higher differences between them (around 17%) but still
much lower compared to the case of the standard sealant films above as seen in Table 5-1.
According to this caulking metric (maximum gap caulked) the best caulking behavior should be
seen for 96A and not for 97A as the other metric (caulking slope) indicated. Sample 95A exhibit
the worst caulking
Table 5-3 Caulking-ability results for the experimental multilayer films (evaluated by both lab-scale and
production line caulkability tests). Results for the two sets of specimens separated
First set of specimens

Second set of specimens

Caulking slope
from linear
correlations
(mm2/µm)

Correlation
coefficient
(R2)

Maximum
gap
thickness
caulked
(µm)

Caulking slope
from linear
correlations
(mm2/µm)

Correlation
coefficient
(R2)

Maximum
gap
thickness
caulked
(µm)

95A
96A

0.00695
0.00692

0.97677
0.96268

86
73

0.00727
0.00661

0.98403
0.96928

56
36

97A

0.00664

0.98349

78

0.00619

0.98406

36

Film
name

behavior according to the two caulking metrics. The fact that small differences are observed
between the three samples and that the two metrics established give different caulking trends
between the samples raise the question if the small differences observed here between the
samples are real or are actually lower (or of the same order of magnitude) than errors involved in
the lab-scale caulking test. In order to check this, a new set of specimens of the same three
samples were evaluated using the same conditions as in the first set of samples. Results of this
experiment are shown in Figure 5-7b and also in Table 5-3. It is seen that, as expected, a similar
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situation is observed for the second set of specimens; the three films have similar non-sealed area
vs. contaminant thickness and regression lines. From data in Table 5-3 we can also analyze that
the trends of caulkability between samples according to the caulking slope are the same for the
two series of experiments (although the differences between samples are higher in set 2) whereas

Table 5-4 Caulking-ability results for the three experimental multilayer films (evaluated by both labscale and production line caulkability tests). Average values and standard deviations of the two sets of
specimens

Film
name

95A
96A
97A

Caulking slope from linear
regression
(mm2/µm)
Average
Standard
deviation
0.0071
0.0068
0.0064

0.00022
0.00022
0.00032

Maximum gap thickness
caulked
(µm)
Average
Standard
deviation
71
54
56

22
26
29

are different for maximum gap caulked (which indicates same caulkability for samples 96A and
97A in set 2). As in the first set of experiments the percentage of difference in-between the
samples is higher for the maximum gap caulked than for the caulking slope. The average values

and standard deviations of the caulking slopes and maximum gap caulked for the two set of
experiments were calculated for every sample and are shown in Table 5-4 and Figure 5-8. It is
evident that the differences between the three samples are within standard deviations (error bars)
indicating that the caulking performances of the three samples are not statistically different. This
is the same result reported from the production line caulking test further supporting that the labscale caulking test method devised here is a reliable indicator of films differential caulkability
performance.
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5.3.4 Lab-scale caulking-test method final considerations
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Figure 5-8 Caulking slope and maximum gap caulked average values for the two series of data for the
experimental multilayer films

We want to do here some final comments about the lab-scale caulking test devised in this
work. The first one is about which of the two caulking metrics should be preferred over the other
in order to avoid having two parameters to describe one property (differential caulking behavior
of sealants). In results seen here it was apparent that maximum gap-thickness caulked showed
higher deviations than the caulking slope. In several other sets of samples, not shown here, this
was also the general case indicating that the maximum gap caulked has higher uncertainties in its
quantification and should be a less reliable metric than the caulking slope. Also it is important to
mention that typical multilayer film sealants in many cases exhibit different total and sealant layer
thicknesses. To fairly compare the caulkability of different sealant layer formulations it is not
only necessary to have the same sealing conditions in the Impulse Sealer -and to use the same
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contaminant- but also the same sample films total and sealant layer thickness. Since the impulse
sealer used here operates at a constant power and the sealing/heating time is varied by the impulse
duration, the sealing temperature (on the sealing surface) can depend on the heat transfer process
across the sample film. In this way thicker films could ended up being sealed at lower
temperatures than thinner films and could possible exhibit poorer caulkingability due to this
(produced-by-the-sample) different sealing condition. Also, it seems obvious that if the sealant
layer thickness of a sample film is higher than other having the same sealant layer formulation the
maximum gap-thickness caulked will also be higher. Thus, again, to compare the caulkability of
different sealant layer formulations it is important that both have the same total and sealant layer
thickness. However, for practical reasons in many cases sealants having slight thickness
differences should be compared. In addition in other occasions it is desirable to study the effects
of the different multilayer structures in the caulking ability of the films. This was actually the
main purpose of the study in the case of the three experimental multilayer films above in which it
was seen that the introduction of soft cushion layers improved the caulkability of the films even
though they do not melt and inter-diffuse during sealing process. The proposed explanation for
this results was that softer, more complaint layers can better spread the stress applied during
sealing process (working as a kind of gasket) aiding in a better seal and increasing caulkability.
Also when trying a new sealant formulation is much more convenient to first test the caulkingability of the system by testing a monolayer film of the sealant before running a production line
with a blown multilayer film having the new formulation in the sealant layer. These monolayer
films can be easily and rapidly produced by extrusion, injection molding and compression
molding. Films obtained in this way, however, usually do not exhibit completely homogeneous
thickness. Even though during the caulking test only films having lower thicknesses differences
are used it is practically impossible to compare films of different formulations having exactly the
same thickness. For all these reasons, and since the caulking slope is much less sensitive to
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thickness and multilayer structure variations than the maximum gap caulked, the former is
preferred also for practical reasons. Consequently in the study below performed to look for
connections with viscoelastic properties the caulkability parameter reported is the caulking slope
defined here.
Finally, we want to briefly discuss here about the difficulties existing to determine the
uncertainty of the results obtained by the lab-scale caulking test method devised in this work.
Beyond typical systematic errors referred to measuring instruments (i.e. the measurement of

the contaminant thickness with the micrometer) there are several other random errors due to
unpredictable changes in the experiment. One of them is the impulse-sealer variations (cool-

down time, setting) which can determine different sealing temperature during the experiment
as mentioned above. Moreover it is difficult to characterize or predict errors involved in the
measurement of the non-sealed areas which are determined by the colored-zones observed
(by the person doing the experiment) in an optical microscope. Additionally contaminant
thickness errors can not only be due to instrument (micrometer) errors but also due to
differences in multiple-times-bended flexible films compliance, viz. thickness under load
smaller or higher than expected. For all these and other reasons (i.e. inevitable differences in
the specimen film thickness when testing monolayer films) it has not been possible to
establish any uncertainty associated with the caulkability results obtained through this labscale caulking test. However, as shown above, the test method devised here is a reliable
indicator of the differential caulking performance of films.
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5.4 Caulking-ability and rheology connections; caulkability of different EVA/PE
sealants having oMMT and/or CC fillers
In order to look for connections between rheological properties and caulkingability
parameters, the lab-scale caulking-ability test described above was applied for some of the
systems in table 3.1 (chapter 3) whose rheological properties were already discussed. Only results
for EVA5.5-based composites -which exhibited stronger solid-like behaviors and bigger
rheological changes upon fillers addition compared to EVA18-based composites- are shown here.
Monolayer films of the composites were used and all seals were made in the Impulse sealer at 5.0
arbitrary units (a.u.) with flexible polyethylene-based rectangular contaminants. The monolayer
films used for the caulking test were compression molded at 30000 pounds, 200 oC, hold time 3
minutes, in a Carver Hot Press starting from flex bars obtained in an injection molding process.
Film thicknesses obtained were between 70-170 μm, but only film areas having thicknesses
between 120-150 μm were used in the caulking test. The non-sealed area vs. contaminant
thickness data for the composites with their respective linear regression lines are shown in Figure
5-9. In a first glance and just looking at the absolute values of non-sealed area it is apparent that
there are clear differences in the caulking behaviors between these samples, something which was
expected to happen considering the big rheological differences between them. It is also clear
through the comparison of the non-sealed area data and the respective linear regression line
slopes (“caulking slope”) that the neat EVA5.5/PE sample exhibits an intermediate behavior
between the composites; specifically it has a better caulkability (lower slopes) than samples with
high amount of fillers (i.e. 12.5%oMMT/16%CC which seems to exhibit the biggest slope) but
worse than systems with intermediate amount of fillers (i.e. 6.5%oMMT/0%CC which seems to
exhibit the smallest slope). These differences can be better studied in Figure 5-10 where the
caulking slopes are plotted against oMMT content for the different levels of CC evaluated. It is
evident that the addition of intermediate amounts of oMMT (i.e. 6.5%oMMT) increases the
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Figure 5-9 Non-sealed area vs. contaminant thickness and their respective regression lines for EVA5.5based composites. The following code is used for the regression lines: 6.5% oMMT are dashed lines,
12.5% oMMT are thin solid lines and 0% oMMT are thick solid lines; black color is used for 0%CC,
wine for 5%CC, blue for 10%CC and red for 16%CC.

caulking performance as seen by a reduction in the caulking slope compared to the neat
polymer blend. This was an expected result considering the solid-like behavior at low frequencies
exhibited by these samples (as shown in chapter 3) which was similar to that observed for typical
polyethylene-based ionomer elastomers (i.e. Surlyn) which increase caulkability. The further
addition of oMMT, however, produces a contrary effect increasing the caulking slope as seen in
Figure 5-10. This was not an expected result and would imply the existence of a critical point of
oMMT concentration at which the further addition of filler stops being favorable for caulking
performance and starts being detrimental. This means that other rheological properties of the
sealant, beyond the ability to exhibit a solid-like behavior at low frequencies, should also be
influencing the caulking behavior. For a sealant to show good caulking and prevent the formation
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of leakers it must: i) adequately flow into all possible gaps of the package during the heat-sealing
process and ii) subsequently forgo any elastic recoil or any back-flow after the pressure and heat
are removed and before polymers solidify. The first condition above implies that the sealant
should exhibit reasonable values of viscosity at high T and moderate frequencies (which
correspond to the sealing process conditions). The second condition implies that a
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Figure 5-10 “Caulking –ability slope” for EVA5.5-based composites. Lower values indicate better
caulking-ability

rheological solid-like behavior at low frequencies should promote better caulkability. To look for
these rheology-caulking connections below we are analyzing again some of the rheological
results already shown in chapter 2 describing the viscoelastic behavior of these composites. In
Figure 5-11 the values of the slope of the logG’ vs. logaTω curves at low frequencies (used to
characterize the solid-like behavior) are presented again. In Figure 5-12 the values of the complex
viscosities (η*) and storage modulus (G’) of the composites obtained in the frequency sweep
experiment at 130oC and a frequency of 1 rad/s (which approximately corresponds to the
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frequency of a typical heat-sealing process) are shown. Comparing these rheological properties
with caulkability parameters, we see that samples having intermediate oMMT content
(6.5%oMMT) exhibit both higher solid-like behavior (Figure 5-11) and better caulking-ability
(Figure 5-10) than neat polymers. For instance, the sample having 6.5% oMMT and no CC
exhibited a very well defined solid-like behavior in the rheological evaluations (as seen in Figure
5-11) and seems to exhibit the best caulking performance of all the composites (as seen in Figure
5-10). This suggests that, as expected, some increase in the caulking-ability is obtained when the
elastic character of the sealant at low frequencies is increased preventing back-flow of the sealant
after the heat and pressure are removed during the sealing process. However, all composites
having polymer blend, although showing a higher solid- like behavior, indicating that there is not
an absolute direct relation between caulking slope and solid-like rheological behavior at low
frequency. The most probable cause of the decrease in the caulking-ability at higher filler
concentrations should be related with the absolute value of viscoelastic properties at moderate
frequencies corresponding to the characteristic time of sealing processes. In Figure 5-12 it is
apparent that both the complex viscosity and the storage modulus exponentially increase with
oMMT content and that the extra addition of CC further increase the viscosity (especially at high
oMMT concentrations). For instance, while the viscosity value of the 6.5% oMMT /0%CC
composite (having clear solid-like behavior and the best caulkability as explained above) is very
high oMMT concentrations (oMMT % > 6.5%) exhibited poorer caulkingability than the neat
close to the one of the neat polymers blend the composite having 12.5% oMMT/5% CC (having
solid-like behavior but poor caulkability) has a viscosity value one order of magnitude higher. A
very similar situation happens for the storage modulus. Such high viscosities and modulus at
frequencies and temperatures equivalent to sealing process conditions, will not allow the sealants
to properly flow into the gaps adjacent to the obstacles and fill them up creating leaks and
decreasing caulkability. Thus, the jump observed in the viscoelastic properties when extra

slope
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Figure 5-11 α slope (slope of logG’ vs. logaTω curves at low frequencies) vs. oMMT content for EVA5.5
composites at all the CC levels evaluated.

addition of fillers is performed in systems already having networks of particles and solid-like
haviors (as discussed in chapter 3) seem to decrease the caulking-ability of the sealants. This
implies that the connections between the caulking behavior of a particular polymer film and the
rheological properties of the sealant are complex involving at least two different mechanisms: on
one hand fillers additions are beneficial if promote solid-like behaviors at low frequencies but on
the other hand can be detrimental if excessively increase the viscoelastic properties of the sealant
at moderate frequencies. This means that correlations between rheological properties and
caulking parameters are not trivial. The fundamental question to be answered would be at which
filler concentration the addition of them starts being harmful and how can this critical point be
detected in rheological tests. We can see that the addition of oMMT from 0% oMMT to 6.5%
oMMT highly increase the solid-like behavior at low frequencies (Figure 5-11) from a liquid-like
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Figure 5-12 Complex viscosity (a) and storage modulus (b) values at 130 oC and a frequency of 1 rad/s
vs. oMMT content for EVA5.5 composites at different CC levels
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polymer to a solid-like composite and only very slightly increase viscosity and modulus (Figure
5-12). However, further addition of oMMT or CC do not further change solid-like behavior but
appreciably increase viscosity and storage modulus at moderate frequencies consequently
decreasing the caulkability. This indicates that up to obtaining a solid-like behavior at low
frequencies the addition of oMMT is beneficial for caulking but, once obtained, extra addition of
fillers greatly increase viscoelastic properties decreasing the caulkability. As it was described in
chapter 3 in EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposite sealants there are different possibilities to induce the
solid-like behavior at quasi-quiescent states. One is the formation of highly exfoliated
topologically jammed particle networks and the other is the promotion of MAH-oMMT junctions
endorsing entrapped entanglements and stronger polymer-mediated networks. In this way, the
amount of oMMT just necessary to start developing solid-like behaviors would be the ideal for
caulkingability, while further addition of oMMT over this limit would be producing higher
numbers of MAH-oMMT contact sites strongly reducing the polymer chains ability to flow at
moderate frequencies and consequently being harmful for caulkability.
If we focus our attention now to the effects of the addition of CC we can in general
confirm the observations above. On one hand when the CC is the only filler present
(0%oMMT/16%CC composite) an increase in the caulking performance is observed (Figure
5-10). This is consistent with the fact that the solid-like behavior of this system is higher than the
neat polymer blend (Figure 5-11) whereas its viscosity is almost the same (Figure 5-12), although
the increase in caulkingability seems to be too high for the small increase in solid-like behavior
observed. On the other hand, the extra addition of CC to oMMT-containing-composites at
intermediate oMMT content (6.5% oMMT) seems to slightly increase the solid-like behavior
(Figure 5-11) and also seems to slightly reduce caulking-ability (figure 10). This should be due to
the clear increase in the viscosity and modulus of these composites upon addition of CC as seen
in Figure 5-12. At higher oMMT content (12.5% oMMT) the extra addition of CC also further
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increases viscosity and reduces caulkability; the amount of decrease in caulkability upon extra
CC addition at this oMMT level is clearly higher than at intermediate concentration. According to
what discussed in previous chapters the reason why CC addition to oMMT-containing composites
is causing these high increase in viscoelastic properties should be related with the clays
exfoliation promoted by the CC particles which are increasing the effecting clays surface area and
consequently the number of MAH-oMMT contact sites. In this way adequate oMMT and CC
concentrations for caulking performance should produce the proper clays exfoliation and clayspolymer interfaces to induce solid-like behavior at low frequencies without greatly increasing
viscoelastic properties at moderated frequencies. Results here indicate that several different
EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems can meet this requirement. It is also promising that the best
caulkingability results are obtained for intermediate amounts of oMMT (i.e. 6.5% oMMT) which
represent less expensive composites compared to the ones having higher amounts of oMMT
which exhibited extremely high values of viscosity and poor caulkability.

5.5 Conclusions
An experimental lab-scale method to test the differential caulking-abilities of polymer
film sealants has been devised and validated.

It was verified by evaluating standard

commercial films with varied caulking-abilities and has shown its reliability as an indicator of

films differential caulkability performance. The method constitutes a much faster and cheaper
alternative to predict the caulking behavior of new sealant formulations to current practices
which necessitate expensive and time consuming trial-runs of test films in production lines.
Results obtained from this lab-scale method also showed to effectively mimic industrial
evaluations of caulking performance. Two appropriate caulking metrics were defined and
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assessed: “the caulking slope” and the “maximum gap-thickness caulked”. Due to better
repeatability and lower sensitivity to film structure variations, the caulking slope has been
selected as the caulking metric to be used to both evaluate differential caulkability and look for
correlations with rheological parameters. Direct correlations between films caulkability and
rheological properties of the sealants are difficult to establish since various phenomena are
involved in the caulking behavior. Results here indicate that a rheological solid-like behavior at
low frequencies (due to the formation of filler-networks) promotes better caulking-ability due to
the capability of the composite to elastically store energy at quasi-quiescent states (preventing
any back-flow when heat and pressure are removed in the sealing process). However,
caulking/sealing ability can be critically lost when viscosity and elastic modulus of sealant
composites increase excessively due to fillers overloading. In this way some guidelines for the

development of a quantitative test methodology for predicting/explaining caulking
performance of heat sealants and for designing caulking performance based on
rheological/viscoelastic parameters has been presented. Rheological measurements can be used
to identify/select different formulations for improved caulking. Viscoelastic response to enhance
caulkability requires sealants exhibiting relaxation retardations or solid-like behaviors at low
frequencies but reasonable values of viscoelastic properties at frequencies corresponding to heatsealing conditions. In EVA/PE/oMMT and EVA/PE/oMMT /CC composites this combination of
properties are found for systems barely having the amount of fillers necessary to induce solid-like
behaviors.

Chapter 6

Concluding remarks and potential future study directions
A better fundamental understanding of the role of polymer-filler and filler-filler
interactions in polymer nanocomposites’ morphology, rheological and thermomechanical
properties, has been reached. At the outset rheological and morphological studies gave an insight
on the mechanisms of formation of solid-like behaviors in polymer/clay nanocomposites. It was
revealed that in polyethylene-based systems the interactions between LLDPE-g-MAH and oMMT
can be designed to promote the formation of thermodynamically favored polymer-mediated fillerassemblies that, in turn, yield composites with strong solid-like rheological behavior at low
frequencies. EVA-oMMT interactions, on the contrary, can be designed to promote preferential
dispersion of the silicate nanofillers in EVA-rich phases, leading to the formation of topologically
jammed filler-networks that, in turn, yield composites with less solid-like rheological behavior. In
this way at high oMMT content, nanocomposites having higher amounts of stonger polymer-clay
interactions and clay particles dispersed in close proximity (i.e. systems preferentially having
LLDPE-g-MAH and oMMT), develop stronger networks than nanocomposites having weaker
polymer-clay interactions and higher degrees of clays exfoliation (i.e. systems preferentially
having EVA and oMMT).
The comparative examination of log G’ vs. log G’’ plots and the evaluation of the timetemperature superposition principle’s deviations (observed only for LLDPE-g-MAH-mediated
nanocomposites) aided in the identification of the different mechanisms of formation of
macroscopical filler structures for nanocomposites having EVA/PE-based matrixes and either
only-oMMT or both oMMT and CC as fillers. The analysis of these plots, together with strain
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sweep experiment results and the comparative evaluation of the longest relaxation times in
different systems, also revealed that the temperature plays an important role in the formation of
these

macroscopic

filler

structures.

In

polyethlyene-based

LLDPE-g-MAH-mediated

nanocomposites the formation of polymer-mediated particle networks is promoted at higher
temperatures (> 190oC). The explanation given for this phenomenon is that since polymer chains
mobility is largelly increased with temperature the amount of LLDPE-g-MAH tethering the
silicate layers would also increase with temperatue due to the following reasons: (i) an extra
clays’ exfoliation (induced by the polymer chains moving more easily and consequently
penetrating more easily in the clays’ interlayers) which would create higher clay layers interfacial
area exposed for interacting with functional copolymers, and (ii) the very fact of having LLDPEg-MAH chains with higher dynamics and consequently being more prompted to tether the silicate
layers. For future studies it would be appealing to apply this kind of analysis to other different
polymer/nanocomposite systems also exhibiting (not-well understood) solid-like behaviors, in
order to look for more insigth on the dominant mechanims inducing the formation of macroscopic
filler structures in different systems.
In a second stage of the project the effects of the addition of a second filler (CC) on the
morphology, rheological and thermomechanical properties of EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites
were evaluated. It was discovered a synergy in the dual-filler systems since the incorporation of
CC substantially alters the morphology and macroscopical properties of the nancomposites. It
was shown that the addition of surface-treated CC particles largely promotes the exfoliation of
clay layers most probably due to an oMMT edge modification process induced by the CC surface
treatment. It is hypothesized that the hydroxyl groups at the edges of the oMMT are reacting
during processing with the alkyl-carboxyl coupling of the surface-treated CC particles, further
increasing the hydrophobicity of oMMT and conseqeuntly promoting their exfoliation. The CCinduced highly-exfoliated clay morphologies substantially modify the viscoelastic properties of
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the composites, although the addition of only surface treated-CC particles does not produce any
significant change in the rheological properties of the polymers matrix. Specifically CC particles
reduce the percolation thresholds needed for oMMT nanocomposites to reach solid-like
behaviors, increase the solid like character and the viscoelastic properties of the composites, and
alter the temperature dependency of polymer chains relaxations. In the same way the CC-induced
highly-exfoliated clay layers promote the formation of stronger polymer-mediated networks of
silicate layers due to a much higher clays surface area available to form more junction sites
between LLDPE-g-MAH and oMMT. Changes in other thermomechanical properties (heatsealing, tensile, caulking-ability and heat capacity) were also observed due to the additional clays
exfoliation induced by CC particles. This phenomenon occurs up to a critical CC content and
once reached, further addition of CC particles do not create major changes in nanocomposite
properties. This “filler saturation” phenomenon is believed to be related with the capacity of CC
addition to effectively enhance clays exfoliation (i.e. significant properties changes are only
obtained as long as CC is actually promoting clays exfoliation). Future studies about this topic
should be focus on (i) further proving and (ii) better understanding the clays edge modification
process seen here. It is remarkable the high degree of clays exfoliation obtained with the only
addition of a cheap, commercial, second filler. In this fashion this technique could possibly be
used to the design of other different polymer nanocomposite systems were high clays exfoliation
is required and the active filler inducing clays exfoliation (as was CC in this case) does not
negatively influence other composites’ properties.
Additionaly, enhancements of materials properties without severe penalties in others
were found in this research. For instance, the addition of CC fillers, in spite of highly altering the
rheological behavior, does not significantly alter the mechanisms responsible for peelability in
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites, as reported before, so that EVA/PE/oMMT/CC systems
exhibited similar ultra-broad temperature-range of peelability as EVA/PE/oMMT. Also, and
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particularly interesting, a simultaneous increase in modulus and elongation at break in
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites was seen. It is postulated that enhancement in tensile modulus
is most probably due to oMMT dispersed in the PE phase whereas elongation at break is most
probably due to oMMT dispersed in the EVA phase. Future studies could focus in testing this
hypothesis and trying to stablish a toughness/stiffness balance in EVA/PE/oMMT
nanocomposites through a controlled preferential location of clay layers in EVA or PE phases. It
would be also appealing to perform more detailed studies to try to better understand the
mechanisms by which CC addition eliminates the toughness effect of the oMMT, decreasing the
elongation at break in the two-filler composites. If the changes in the clays morphology induced
by CC addition are the cause of this occurrence and if this phenomenon is reasonably understood,
new possibilities to develop composites with superior mechanical properties based on
polyolefin/elastomer blends could be envisioned.
Some of the findings mentioned above offer an attractive avenue towards designing
optimized performance EVA/PE-based nanocomposites for flexible film packaging applications.
Guidelines to develop EVA/PE-based nanocomposite sealants with tailored clays’ morphologies,
rheological and thermomechanical properties can be established form results shown here. In
appendix A the main effects that changes in composites’ formulation (like varying the VA
content of the EVA copolymer, oMMT or CC concentration, etc) have in the morphology and
macroscopical properties, according to the results of this work, are detailed. The macroscopical
properties of several new systems designed following this guideline could be tested in a future
project stage. For instance it would be appealing to try systems with lower oMMT contents
(around 3-5% oMMT). In this way the cost of the formulation would be reduced compared to
high-oMMT-content formulations, the systems will be far away for exhibiting problems
associated with fillers overfilling (like poor caulkability), and peelability would still be present.
The penalties of this oMMT reduction (like increase in the peel force, decrease of solid-like
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behavior, decrease in tensile modulus, increase in heat capacity and decrease in thermal
conductivity) could be all, at least theoretically according to what discussed in this work and
summarized in appendix A, compensated with addition of cheaper CC (i.e. around 8%CC).
Working also with lower VA content in the EVA copolymer will help in the development of the
solid-like behavior at this low oMMT contents and would also represent cost savings (compared
to high-VA-containing EVA copolymers) although implying composites having higher melting
points which would require higher sealing temperatures. As it can be envisioned by this simple
example the selection of the most convenient formulation for different heat-sealants applications
would require evaluating several other systems. The knowledge presented along this work, and
summarized here, should serve as a valuable guidance in this task.
Finally due to the non-self evident results obtained in the thermal conductivity test here it
would be worthy to measure the thermal conductivity of them by other (more straightforward)
experimental technique, especially to prove if the addition of only-oMMT actually highly
increases the thermal conductivity as shown here. If this effect is real it would be valuable to
analyze if (and how) the percolated networks of clays are responsible for this phenomenon.
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Appendix . Summary of the trends seen in the morphology, rheological and thermomechanical properties of
EVA/PE/oMMT nanocomposites upon formulation’ changes
Properties \ Formulation changes

VA/MAH ratio

oMMT

CC (alone)

CC/oMMT ratio

Clays dispersion

Slightly increase with VA content
(clay tactoids swelling and some
clays exfoliation promoted)

___

___

Highly increase with CC content
(exfoliation promoted)

Solid-like behavior
(SLB) at low
frequency

Decrease for higher VA
contents(increase when the number of
MAH-oMMT junction sites are
increased)

Increase with oMMT; also if
oMMT masterbatch is used (as
here) every time oMMT is
increased MAH-oMMT contact
sites are increased augmenting SLB

No major effect

Increase with CC/oMMT as long as CC
promotes clays exfoliation

Viscosity values at
moderate
frequencies

No major effect at lower oMMT, but
at higher oMMT loads lower VA
contents enhance the oMMT effects
in increasing viscosity
No major effect. Peelability is
maintained for a wide range of
EVA/PE ratios (approx. from 30/70 to
70/30)

Slightly increase before SLB is
reached and considerably increase
once SLB is reached

No major effect

oMMT effects enhance with CC/oMMT
ratio as long as CC promotes clays
exfoliation

Is maintained for a wide range
(approx. 3% to 12% oMMT )

No major effect

No major effect

Decrease with oMMT content

No major effect

Decrease with CC/oMMT ratio as long as
CC promotes clays exfoliation

Increase with CC

Further increase compared to the expected
values due to the sole inclusion of both
fillers as long as CC promotes clays
exfoliation

No major effect

CC ruins the mechanism by which oMMT
increase elongation at break in
nanocomposites

No major effect

No major effect

Rheological
properties
(Caulkability)3

Peelability
Heat-sealing
Seal Force

3

Increase with VA content

Tensile modulus

Decrease with VA content

Elongation at beak

Increase with VA content

Melting (heat-sealing) temperature

Decrease with VA content

Increase with oMMT content. It is
postulated that preferential
dispersion in PE phase would
further increase modulus
Increase with oMMT content. It is
postulated that preferential
dispersion in EVA phase would
further increase elongation at break
No major effect

As shown in chapter 5 caulkability depends on rheology properties as follows: good caulkability is obtained when the sealant exhibit a solid like behavior at low frequencies and
simultaneously reasonable values of viscosity and storage modulus at intermediate frequencies (corresponding to the characteristic time of the sealing process)
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Heat Capacity

No major effect

Decrease with oMMT content

Decrease with
CC content

Apparently if CC promotes oMMT
exfoliation further reductions(compared to
what expected from the sole inclusion of
both fillers) are obtained

Thermal conductivity

No major effect

Increase with oMMT

Increase with CC
content

I was not possible to make any conclusion
with the experimental results obtained
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